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(Isaiah 9:6) For there has been a child born to us, there has been a son given to us; and the princely rule will come to be
upon his shoulder. And his name will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace.

Now, as was covered in the end of the previous section on the Marriage of the Lamb's billions of new humans to be reborn to earthly
physical to spiritual perfection, Christ is the "Eternal Father" for this purpose in the above prophecy. We know the "great crowd" is the
first generation of those billions to come in the resurrections on Earth.

Christ, as the Eternal Father of Last Adamic humanity, is to be married to the Eternal Mother in his to be very fruitful Bride of Christ,
the Lamb's Wife of Revelation 21

(Revelation 21:9-11) And there came one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls which were full of the seven last
plagues, and he spoke with me and said: “Come here, I will show you the bride, the Lamb’s wife.” 10 So he carried me
away in [the power of the] spirit to a great and lofty mountain, and he showed me the holy city Jerusalem coming down
out of heaven from God 11 and having the glory of God. 

But, as we see that World Peace Covenant the Marriage of the Lamb activates FOREVER, is also part of the Prince of Peace detail
and purpose in the very same prophecy with ultimate Earthly aims of the Kingdom of Christ.

To support the centuries long spiritual perfection process, the physical perfection must begin quickly. The atonement removes any
lasting effects on that physical perfection (Rev22:1-5) until the spiritual and physical totality becomes sinless human perfection. That is
what leads to the human immortality purpose. (Rev22:14)

Future King of kings Christ—The Immortal Prince of Peace

Thus, as Prince of Peace even at "second coming" future arrival, Christ has to offer the world peace designate covenant offer in
Revelation 14:6-7 to ANY willing human to choose God and Christ's Kingdom for their own life to be under, rather than the sure
doomed new world order world government debacle, which will not last in full rule for even four years (Dan12:11), but for the very short
"one hour" symbolic of Revelation 17:12.

(Isaiah 42:5-7) This is what the [true] God, Jehovah, has said, the Creator of the heavens and the Grand One stretching
them out; the One laying out the earth and its produce, the One giving breath to the people on it, and spirit to those
walking in it: 6 “I myself, Jehovah, have called you in righteousness, and I proceeded to take hold of your hand. And I
shall safeguard you and give you as a covenant of the people, as a light of the nations, 7 [for you] to open the blind eyes,
to bring forth out of the dungeon the prisoner, out of the house of detention those sitting in darkness.

(Luke 1:76-79) But as for you, young child, you will be called a prophet of the Most High, for you will go in advance before
Jehovah to make his ways ready, 77 to give knowledge of salvation to his people by forgiveness of their sins, 78 because
of the tender compassion of our God. With this [compassion] a daybreak will visit us from on high, 79 to give light to
those sitting in darkness and death’s shadow, to direct our feet prosperously in the way of peace.”

The "everlasting good news" as "glad tidings" of Revelation 14:6-7 via the Christ second coming, will found an Eternal Peace
Covenant with all survivors of Earth, to then extend into the entire "re-creation" (Matt19:28) of the planet under Christ's thousand year
rule.

(Isaiah 54:9-10) This is just as the days of Noah to me. Just as I have sworn that the waters of Noah shall no more pass
over the earth, so I have sworn that I will not become indignant toward you nor rebuke you. 10 For the mountains
themselves may be removed, and the very hills may stagger, but my loving-kindness itself will not be removed from you,
nor will my covenant of peace itself stagger,” Jehovah, the One having mercy upon you, has said.

Just as Noah had a covenant with God for all physical creation that covenant of peace is applied to the physical creation as those
physical symbols are also present in the rest of the covenant of peace prophecies below.

(Ezekiel 34:25-27) And I will conclude with them a covenant of peace, and I shall certainly cause the injurious wild beast
to cease out of the land, and they will actually dwell in the wilderness in security and sleep in the forests. 26 And I will
make them and the surroundings of my hill a blessing, and I will cause the pouring rain to descend in its time. Pouring
rains of blessing there will prove to be. 27 And the tree of the field must give its fruitage, and the land itself will give its
yield, and they will actually prove to be on their soil in security. And they will have to know that I am Jehovah when I break
the bars of their yoke and I have delivered them out of the hand of those who had been using them as slaves. 

The whole world is to be freed from the globalist-system slavery as then epitomized in their vain world government final power-trip
zenith, before Christ decimates it "to Kingdom come".

(Ezekiel 37:26-28) And I will conclude with them a covenant of peace; an indefinitely lasting covenant is what there will
come to be with them. And I will place them and multiply them and place my sanctuary in the midst of them to time
indefinite. (Rev21:3-4) 27 And my tabernacle will actually prove to be over them, and I shall certainly become their God,
and they themselves will become my people. 28 And the nations will have to know that I, Jehovah, am sanctifying Israel
when my sanctuary comes to be in the midst of them to time indefinite.

Obviously, these are a peace in the only place war exists in all forms, on Earth.

(Isaiah 32:1-2) Look! A king will reign for righteousness itself; and as respects princes, they will rule as princes for justice
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itself. (Ps45:16) 2 And each one must prove to be like a hiding place from the wind and a place of concealment from the
rainstorm, like streams of water in a waterless country, like the shadow of a heavy crag in an exhausted land.

(Isaiah 32:16-18) And in the wilderness justice will certainly reside, and in the orchard righteousness itself will dwell.
17 And the work of the [true] righteousness must become peace; and the service of the [true] righteousness, quietness
and security to time indefinite. 18 And my people must dwell in a peaceful abiding place and in residences of full
confidence and in undisturbed resting-places.

Thus, as stated clear as day in the post Christ arrival world of Revelation 21-22 final Messianic Kingdom prophecies for this era, the
physical "God's will" is to be complete "ON EARTH" to the same perfected and immortal degree "as in Heaven".

(Revelation 22:1-5)(human perfection trees of life) And he showed me a river of water of life, clear as crystal, flowing out
from the throne of God and of the Lamb 2 down the middle of its broad way. And on this side of the river and on that side
[there were] trees of life producing twelve crops of fruit, yielding their fruits each month. And the leaves of the trees [were]
for the curing of the nations. 3 And no more will there be any curse. But the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in [the
city], and his slaves will render him sacred service; 4 and they will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads.
5 Also, night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because Jehovah God will
shed light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever. (Rev22:14 is the human immortality tree of life.)

That human perfection from Christ's sacrificial power in the above, leads to stand-alone perfect human beings who can then conquer
Satan from his abyss release final temptation-based testing phase. (Rev20:7-10) And for all remaining completely obedient to God,
by their own stand-alone merit, they will be granted the human indestructible immortality of the finality of God's true immortal
"image".

(Revelation 22:12-15) Look! I am coming quickly, and the reward I give is with me, to render to each one as his work is.
13 I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end. 14 Happy are those who wash their
robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates.
15 Outside are the dogs and those who practice spiritism and the fornicators and the murderers and the idolaters and
everyone liking and carrying on a lie.’

When the immortality of human incorruptibility and indestructibility (Heb7:15-16) completes "let us re-create man in our image"
(Matt19:28) in God and Christ as the leading immortals, the Temple and Kingdom is one whole totality; the Lamb's Scroll of Life is
therefore the list of human immortals who also conquered Satan unto the destruction of all demon enemies and the final humans who
disobey God. (Rev20:7-10)

(Revelation 21:22-27) And I did not see a temple in it, for Jehovah God the Almighty is its temple, also the Lamb [is].
23 And the city has no need of the sun nor of the moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God lighted it up, and its lamp
was the Lamb. 24 And the nations will walk by means of its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their glory into it.
25 And its gates will not be closed at all by day, for night will not exist there. 26 And they will bring the glory and the honor
of the nations into it. 27 But anything not sacred and anyone that carries on a disgusting thing and a lie will in no way
enter into it; only those written in the Lamb’s scroll of life [will].

Thereby that comprehensive immortality complex destroys the "last enemy death" (1Cor15:26), in its demonic leadership (Heb2:14)
while also removing death's possibility in now the immortal ruled completed creation of that "God's Kingdom" phase ending Christ's
Messianic Kingdom rule as God is "returned the Kingdom" which Christ temporarily ruled in, in God's Kingdom, since 1914. 

(Revelation 20:14-15) And death and Hades were hurled into the lake of fire. This means the second death, the lake of fire.
15 Furthermore, whoever was not found written in the book of life was hurled into the lake of fire.

Thus as Christ ends "God's rest" as the "Lord of the Sabbath" of the "final day of the week" in that last 1000 years of the 7000 years
approximate overall since the Edenic sin period, God's return to Sovereign Supremacy as "all things to everyone" (1Cor15:28), is
God's first "post-rest" action as granting that final Revelation 22:14 immortality purpose to human beings He knows He can trust by
total testing successful in total obedience to God as the outcome.

All Satan's testing will have afforded was the testing for the immortality of Christ, the heavenly holy angels, the
final former human Kingdom members, and then the humans who remain obedient through the millennium and
after (Rev20:3b), in that order. 

Soon, when the final Messianic Kingdom Christians approved and sealed complete the Revelation 14:1
Kingdom "immortal body" only humans will be left to also complete the immortality quest for those willing over
Christ's thousand year rule and a "little while" after that, into Satan's post-abyss final hoorah and testing
temptation allowance. (Rev20:7-10, 14-15)

Only the disobedient remain mortal like Satan and the demons as that mortality will come to completion, in time. Satan and the
demons are the only angels who will never become immortals now.

Thus, even now and especially in the rule of Christ all humans can come into the freeness of the "Last Adamic" perfection certainty for
all willing and who remain obedient and in time (Rev22:14), will be the only perfect "stand alone" human beings for the final test of
Satan. Thus, the human immortality is achieved by stalwart successful obedience to God through Satan's final testing phase. 

Human immortality is achieved by stand-alone sinless perfect human beings by their own merit as well, for all those fully obedient,
because by that time of Revelation 22:14 the Christ based atonement purpose will have completed by Revelation 22:1-5, in perfect
sinless human beings able to maintain the whole sinless human perfection by obedience, not atonement as its purpose completes, as
it is not required for them any longer.

Thus, especially in the rule of Christ all humans can come into the freeness of the perfection purposed for all willing, as it too has to
lead to "God's image" and "God's will done on Earth" as indestructible and incorruptible human immortality.

(Revelation 22:17) And the spirit and the bride keep on saying: “Come!” And let anyone hearing say: “Come!” And let
anyone thirsting come; let anyone that wishes take life’s water free.

The New Creation
The God purposed and Christ based "New Creation" has to be new, but also new in Earth focused recovery and new powers to effect
the total perfection of humans, all creation of the animals, and all planet Earth. Truly the "New Creation" to the extent we would expect



and more from the Almighty God who purposes this creation of immortals and the newness of its Earthly applied power and rule.

(Galatians 6:14-16) Never may it occur that I should boast, except in the torture stake of our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom the world has been impaled to me and I to the world. 15 For neither is circumcision anything nor is uncircumcision,
but a new creation [is something]. 16 And all those who will walk orderly by this rule of conduct, upon them be peace and
mercy, even upon the Israel of God.

new

1. not existing before; made, introduced, or discovered recently or now for the first time.

2. already existing but seen, experienced, or acquired recently or now for the first time.

creation 

1. the action or process of bringing something into existence.

2. the bringing into of existence of the universe, especially when regarded as an act of God.

creation. Use the noun creation to describe bringing something into existence, such as the creation of a new organization
or the creation of a cutting-edge computer program. Creation often describes the act of producing something for the first
time, but it can also refer to the thing that's produced.

And it can also apply to the newness of the whole creation's purpose and its very quality of being, now immortal with the
purpose of extending that immortality into the new human world.

Thus, beyond just the basic "new" meaning in Christ and his Bride as the "reborn" immortals, there is also a provable new purpose in
this new immortal spirit and perfect human application power which means the "New Creation" as all former human beings with Earth
as its focus will also have new purpose and powers for the entire "re-creation" process of Earth.

Christ's "one body" proves that by being both perfect immortal spirit now (Rev2:7), and the perfect human being sacrificed to God first,
to secure that divine immortal reward from God Almighty in Christ, now with the Revelation 22:14 new human immortal final goal over
Christ's thousand year rule completion. 

(Revelation 2:7) Let the one who has an ear hear what the spirit says to the congregations: To him that conquers I will
grant to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.’

Thus, God's "will done on Earth, as in Heaven" means the "the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God" of Heaven first, will become
"the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God" of Earth last, in eventually both Heaven and Earth as one immortal ruled totality.

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take
place, as in [immortal] heaven, also upon [immortal] earth.

Thus, the "New Creation" as immortal spirit powers will also be able to apply and become immortal human powers to aid the actuality
for humans over and through Christ's millennium. Though Heaven is home for immortal spirits, all former humans of the Kingdom will
also call Earth their former home, as even angels have visited this planet and interacted with it from before and through the human
creation.

Christ is "one body" which is BOTH immortal spirit being and immortal human being in power in unison of "God's will", as the first of
the "New Creation" with such power for the purpose of Earth's total restoration by such perfect immortal power in all realms of being.

Now BOTH "body of the Christ" applications immortal spirit and immortal physical, can come into sealed indestructible being which
seals all life of Earth as everlasting forever. Nothing can harm life ever again on Earth as this completes to irremovable and
indomitable as one comprehensive immortality complex spirit and physical. 

(Revelation 21:1-5) And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the former heaven and the former earth had passed
away, and the sea is no more. 2 I saw also the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God and
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 3 With that I heard a loud voice from the throne say: “Look! The tent of God
is with mankind, and he will reside with them, and they will be his peoples. And God himself will be with them. 4 And he
will wipe out every tear from their eyes, and death will be no more, neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain be anymore.
The former things have passed away.” 5 And the One seated on the throne said: “Look! I am making all things new.”
Also, he says: “Write, because these words are faithful and true.”

(Revelation 22:1-5)(human perfection tree of life) And he showed me a river of water of life, clear as crystal, flowing out from
the throne of God and of the Lamb 2 down the middle of its broad way. And on this side of the river and on that side [there
were] trees of life producing twelve crops of fruit, yielding their fruits each month. And the leaves of the trees [were] for
the curing of the nations. 3 And no more will there be any curse. But the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in [the
city], and his slaves will render him sacred service; 4 and they will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads.
5 Also, night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because Jehovah God will
shed light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever. (Rev22:14 is the human immortality tree of life.)

All things dead, human and animals, are restored into a perfection well beyond the state in which they all died. (Rev5:13) And in time
only God rewarded and trusted immortals spirit and human remain as the unified ruling authority under God's then restored Total
Sovereign Supremacy. (1Cor15:24-28)

(John 1:1-3) In [the] beginning the Word was, and the Word was with God, and the Word was a god. 2 This one was in
[the] beginning with God. 3 All things came into existence through him, and apart from him not even one thing came into
existence.

Though the Word, Christ, was the first created "only begotten Son of God" before all creation spiritual or physical, unlike any angel
after him, or even God, Christ BECAME the new human "last Adamic" being "out of heaven" for the physical earthly and human
recovery which is the purpose of the whole thousand year Kingdom of Christ.

(1 Corinthians 15:47) The first man is out of the earth and made of dust; the second man is out of heaven. 



Christ called Earth home for a short while, but with a greater purpose to find, shepherd, and "die for", and thus purchase other humans
of the faith (Rev14:12), and give them the " authority to become God’s children" due to the fact " they were exercising faith in his
name" which "children" would come into Christ's immortal spirit form out of dead Adam, in time, upon tested approval to completion
(Rev7:1-8; Rev14:1), for "many are called, but few chosen".

(John 1:9-13) The true light that gives light to every sort of man was about to come into the world. 10 He was in the world,
and the world came into existence through him, but the world did not know him. 11 He came to his own home, but his
own people did not take him in. 12 However, as many as did receive him, to them he gave authority to become God’s
children, because they were exercising faith in his name; 13 and they were born, not from blood or from a fleshly will or
from man’s will, but from God.

Although Christ's spirit world origin would be his home forever, Earth and now his eternal perfect "Last Adamic" humanship is also
PART of his "new creation" actuality. 

Christ has been a new human being. And though that new human "Last Adamic" sacrifice is given to God its application requires
"Eternal Father" Christ having human immortal capability to even apply it to his "Bride" to then bear more human beings (Isa54), to
come to perfection (Rev22:1-3) unto the human immortality quest of Revelation 22:14 through his thousand years complete reign and
the Revelation 20:3b "little while" after that.

Christ would secure the new perfect human which he was for real, and its new perfect total whole new human being sacrifice, quite
alive to God, and he would return to his Father, his spirit world home of Heaven, and his "origin from the days of time indefinite".
(Mic5:2) 

(John 17:3-5) This means everlasting life, their taking in knowledge of you, the only true God, and of the one whom you
sent forth, Jesus Christ. 4 I have glorified you on the earth, having finished the work you have given me to do. 5 So now
you, Father, glorify me alongside yourself with the glory that I had alongside you before the world was.

And now Christ was and is perfection in both the spirit and the physical back to the then spirit, but as IMMORTAL. 

(John 14:1-2) Do not let your hearts be troubled. Exercise faith in God, exercise faith also in me. 2 In the house of my
Father there are many abodes. Otherwise, I would have told you, because I am going my way to prepare a place for you. 

(Luke 16:9) Also, I say to you, Make friends for yourselves by means of the unrighteous riches, so that, when such fail,
they may receive you into the everlasting dwelling places. 

And that is also how Christ is the main guide from God of the "many abodes" and "everlasting dwelling places" in Heaven, in the
universal "heavenly places", and on Earth, which is one of those many "heavenly places" of this universe and in Heaven as that is a
very broad "heavenly places" applied meaning.

(Ephesians 1:19-21) It is according to the operation of the mightiness of his strength, 20 with which he has operated in
the case of the Christ when he raised him up from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, 21 far
above every government and authority and power and lordship and every name named, not only in this system of things,
but also in that to come. 

(Ephesians 3:10-11) [This was] to the end that now to the governments and the authorities in the heavenly places there
might be made known through the congregation the greatly diversified wisdom of God, 11 according to the eternal
purpose that he formed in connection with the Christ, Jesus our Lord

(Ephesians 2:4-7) But God, who is rich in mercy, for his great love with which he loved us, 5 made us alive together with
the Christ, even when we were dead in trespasses—by undeserved kindness you have been saved— 6 and he raised us
up together and seated us together in the heavenly places in union with Christ Jesus, 7 that in the coming systems of
things there might be demonstrated the surpassing riches of his undeserved kindness in his graciousness toward us in
union with Christ Jesus.

That is how all of God's immortal heavenly creation will also "come down" into Earth's own exact "image of God" in its own immortal
purpose (Rev21:1-5), to form one whole unified immortal complex as God's will done in immortal Heaven, is also to be completed
upon immortal Earth.

(Revelation 3:12-13) The one that conquers—I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God, and he will by no means go
out [from it] anymore, and I will write upon him the name of my God and the name of the city of my God, the new
Jerusalem which descends out of heaven from my God, and that new name of mine. 13 Let the one who has an ear hear
what the spirit says to the congregations.’

And Christ secured the also former humans, but from Adam, which would also carry on the new creation empowered work under
Christ.

(Hebrews 2:14-16) Therefore, since the “young children” are sharers of blood and flesh, he also similarly partook of the
same things, that through his death he might bring to nothing the one having the means to cause death, that is, the Devil;
15 and [that] he might emancipate all those who for fear of death were subject to slavery all through their lives. 16 For he
is really not assisting angels at all, but he is assisting Abraham’s seed.

Because though Christ is the "second man out of heaven" he also retains his "last Adamic" "life giving spirit" power and purpose as
the first immortal, from God, to be applied to all willing humanity to now be "reborn" in Last Adam as physical perfect beings with
spiritual perfection as the end purpose for all willing and obedient.

(1 Corinthians 15:45) It is even so written: “The first man Adam became a living soul.” The last Adam became a life-giving
spirit.

And obviously a last Adam, like the first Adam used to be, will be the new progenitor into perfection of the redeemed and restored
human race and all the creation under it. (Gen1:26-28; Rom8:18-22) That is why Immortal Mighty God Christ is also the Eternal Father
as the "groom" of the Immortal Eternal Mother in his Bride (Isa54), for the express purpose of the rebirth of new humanity, all creation,
and all of planet Earth. 

It's a reBirthday party.



And as the Immortal Prince of Peace he is the central activation being for God Almighty in the Covenant of Peace as what his
Princedom is also founding globally and universally as the King of kings, and the Lord of lords forever (Rev22:5; 1Cor15:24-28),
eventually under God Almighty's returned Sovereign Supremacy as one whole immortal complex.

(Isaiah 9:6-7) For there has been a child born to us, there has been a son given to us; and the princely rule will come to be
upon his shoulder. And his name will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace. 7 To
the abundance of the princely rule and to peace there will be no end, upon the throne of David and upon his kingdom in
order to establish it firmly and to sustain it by means of justice and by means of righteousness, from now on and to time
indefinite. The very zeal of Jehovah of armies will do this.

Thus, when we think of the "Marriage of the Lamb" actual event with an immortal groom and bride in a ceremonious sealed worldwide
and heavenwide event, how could it be a barren marriage? It cannot. (Isa54)

And contrary to the Christendom mythologies of heaven for you, and eternal burning hell for the other guy, it is a Marriage to oversee a
global rebirth of all humanity into Last Adam Christ, not to stoke the eternal torments of an eternal hell-fire with the "saints" of the
Christendom fantasy-phase, which will all be long gone as well, for total truth, no more lies. (Rev22:14-15; Rev21:22-27)

Because Christ was the new human being from heaven to REPLACE the Adamic dead paternity forever, his death sealed the human
immortal potential in it, although Christ had to assume spirit immortality, rather than human immortality, after his death. He is the
immortal spirit but he possess the immortal human sacrificial power of the "re-creation" of new human beings and "all things made
new".

(Revelation 2:7) Let the one who has an ear hear what the spirit says to the congregations: To him that conquers I will
grant to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.’

Now that human perfection first, to immortality later, could be bridged into new humanity to come under Christ. 

Now Christ is immortal Mighty God spirit and the Last Adam new human perfection in that perfect genetic-based body (Heb10:10),
and the perfect blood atonement to see it applied for one thousand years. Christ the Last Adam, unlike Adam the failure, is the
indestructible, incorruptible human immortality potential for all beings to be given the opportunity to also achieve life beyond where
Adam and the woman exited:

(Genesis 3:22-24) And Jehovah God went on to say: “Here the man has become like one of us in knowing good and bad,
and now in order that he may not put his hand out and actually take [fruit] also from the tree of life and eat and live to time
indefinite,—” 23 With that Jehovah God put him out of the garden of Eden to cultivate the ground from which he had been
taken. 24 And so he drove the man out and posted at the east of the garden of Eden the cherubs and the flaming blade of
a sword that was turning itself continually to guard the way to the tree of life.

For over fifteen centuries unto the deluge judgment of God in Noah's time, those cherubs guarded that Eden access and that "tree of
life" from all sinner humans, until Christ will make that same "tree of life" accessible to all humans who obey, after his one thousand
years completes into the "a little while" of the post-abyss Satanic testing phase.

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

Then, all humans who conquer post-abyss Satan and the demon mortals, will be granted also the "tree of life". That is the Tree of
Human Immortality, which Adam and the woman were barred from due to the same Devil-obeying sin test, but as the failed in it.
(Gen3:22)

(Revelation 21:22-27) And I did not see a temple in it, for Jehovah God the Almighty is its temple, also the Lamb [is].
23 And the city has no need of the sun nor of the moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God lighted it up, and its lamp
was the Lamb. 24 And the nations will walk by means of its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their glory into it.
25 And its gates will not be closed at all by day, for night will not exist there. 26 And they will bring the glory and the honor
of the nations into it. 27 But anything not sacred and anyone that carries on a disgusting thing and a lie will in no way
enter into it; only those written in the Lamb’s scroll of (immortal human) life [will].

Although Christ's "Kingdom of David" is the Immortal Messianic Kingdom from Heaven and the immortal spirit, that Kingdom has an
earthly origin in Israel, David, the holy city of David, and the covenant which founded it all from God.

(Luke 1:30-33) So the angel said to her: “Have no fear, Mary, for you have found favor with God; 31 and, look! you will
conceive in your womb and give birth to a son, and you are to call his name Jesus. 32 This one will be great and will be
called Son of the Most High; and Jehovah God will give him the throne of David his father, 33 and he will rule as king over
the house of Jacob forever, and there will be no end of his kingdom.”

(2 Samuel 7:11-16) even from the day that I put judges in command over my people Israel; and I will give you rest from all
your enemies. “‘“And Jehovah has told you that a house is what Jehovah will make for you. 12 When your days come to
the full, and you must lie down with your forefathers, then I shall certainly raise up your seed after you, which will come
out of your inward parts; and I shall indeed firmly establish his kingdom. 13 He is the one that will build a house for my
name, and I shall certainly establish the throne of his kingdom firmly to time indefinite. 14 I myself shall become his father,
and he himself will become my son. When he does wrong, I will also reprove him with the rod of men and with the strokes
of the sons of Adam. 15 As for my loving-kindness, it will not depart from him the way I removed it from Saul, whom I
removed on account of you. 16 And your house and your kingdom will certainly be steadfast to time indefinite before
you; your very throne will become one firmly established to time indefinite.”’”

(1 Chronicles 17:11-14) 11 “‘“And it must occur that when your days have come to the full [for you] to go [to be] with your
forefathers, I shall certainly raise up your seed after you that will come to be one of your sons, and I shall indeed firmly
establish his kingship. 12 He is the one that will build me a house, and I shall certainly establish his throne firmly to time
indefinite. 13 I myself shall become his father, and he himself will become my son; and my loving-kindness I shall not
remove from him the way I removed it from the one that happened to be prior to you. 14 And I will cause him to stand in
my house and in my kingship to time indefinite, and his throne will itself become one lasting to time indefinite.”’”

Thus, as God promised David, he will indeed see the physical aspect of his own Kingdom expressed reality in Earth's "Kingdom of
the World", as sworn by God, as brought about by Christ the former human "Son of David" and his Messianic Kingdom also based on
the same covenant for a Kingdom with David from the past. 



(Genesis 3:15) And I shall put enmity between you and the woman and between your seed and her seed. He will bruise
you in the head and you will bruise him in the heel.”

Just as the "seed" was "out of heaven", became flesh and resided on Earth, came to Zion, was in the line of Judah and then David, in
all of God's covenants completed perfectly in Christ, unto the New Covenant, to reascend to God as the Immortal "Son of David" as
God's Immortal Son, the King of kings, Jesus Christ is both the basis from God for the immortal spirit and immortal human being, in
the end.

But that seed is known to be the heavenly "star", not originally of human origin:

(Numbers 24:17) I shall see him, but not now; I shall behold him, but not near. A star will certainly step forth out of Jacob,
And a scepter will indeed rise out of Israel. And he will certainly break apart the temples of Moab’s [head] And the cranium
of all the sons of tumult of war.

Yet also that star, angelic in origin, immortal Mighty God now (Isa9:6), is " the root and the offspring of David".

(Revelation 22:16) I, Jesus, sent my angel to bear witness to you people of these things for the congregations. I am the
root and the offspring of David, and the bright morning star.

Christ's "one body" is an immortal duality of the spirit body and the human body as one, defined in one being from God.

(Romans 12:4-5) For just as we have in one body many members, but the members do not all have the same function,
5 so we, although many, are one body in union with Christ, but members belonging individually to one another.

(Ephesians 4:4-6) One body there is, and one spirit, even as you were called in the one hope to which you were called;
5 one Lord, one faith, one baptism; 6 one God and Father of all [persons], who is over all and through all and in all.

Thus, the "one hope" is immortality. The realm is dual in opportunity and eventual completed actuality as one.

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take
place, as in [immortal] heaven, also upon [immortal] earth.

When God describes something as a NEW "creation" it will end up being enormous in actual meaning. 

Jesus Christ as also the "born again" "firstborn" Immortal creation with the human immortal potential sacrifice "in himself" as the "last
Adam" "out of heaven" is based upon a unique set of divine events and transformations to extended power in that immortal being of
dual application spirit and physical.

(Philippians 2:5-11) Keep this mental attitude in you that was also in Christ Jesus, 6 who, although he was existing in
God’s form, gave no consideration to a seizure, namely, that he should be equal to God. 7 No, but he emptied himself and
took a slave’s form and came to be in the likeness of men. 8 More than that, when he found himself in fashion as a man,
he humbled himself and became obedient as far as death, yes, death on a torture stake. 9 For this very reason also God
exalted him to a superior position and kindly gave him the name that is above every [other] name, 10 so that in the name
of Jesus every knee should bend of those in heaven and those on earth and those under the ground, 11 and every
tongue should openly acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God the Father.

Christ did not begin as such an immortal being nor was he "the Christ" from his divine origin as God's "only begotten Son". Christ
EARNED his position by carrying out the mission and the covenants with God in perfect performance and absolute moral and ethical
superiority and [complete obedience to God under complete testing] completely conquering what challenged him in mere mortal failed
angelic demons and clay mortal man.

(John 16:33) I have said these things to you that by means of me you may have peace. In the world you are having
tribulation, but take courage! I have conquered the world.”

Thus, Christ's "regenerative" purpose for all the physical planetary life system of Earth as a whole, is now based on the indestructible
and incorruptible being who is the Mighty God, Jesus Christ. 

Even being called a God by God Almighty is something new, as immortality is the divine life power basis of those actual Gods. And as
the first God-created immortal, Christ is also in the form of all earthly conquest for real in the future, as nothing human or demon can
even impede, much less stop immortals. Immortality is the ultimate form of conquest power.

Therefore, although Christ became the perfect new human being "out of heaven" to be perfected by complete testing unto human
immortal potential as that new human being who was sacrificed to God, he returned to his original home realm of the spirit world. Now
humans who can never have an original spirit world origin, can now be "born again" into the exact same incorruptible form as "big
brother" Christ, to aid the regenerative purpose and process from first the completed immortal heavenly aspect. Angels will NEVER
have the same "home" origin to Earth. Christ as a conceived, born, existed, Last Adamic human does have that connection of a
"second origin" because he is the master guide for God Almighty of the entire process, as he always has been used by God as the
actual agent of the creation, from God's Creatorship Omniscient Mastery. GOD is the Creator, Christ as the "Word" was and will be
how God carries it out, "let US make"....

Christ being a spirit being who became a new human being who then returned to the spirit world as the Immortal Mighty God, is
something unique and new. Now humans who become spirit immortals is also something new. But the power vested in that spirit and
physical immortal creation aspect to be applied to Earth will also have new powers, purpose, and being.

The home origin of the reality of the human creation cannot be changed, in the history of a spirit immortal being which God is creating
new for a purpose focused on the restoration of all life on Earth and the perfecting of the planet into everlasting pristine purity and
glory, as it was originally purposed, which Almighty God purpose can only be delayed, not changed or altered.

(Ephesians 3:10-11) [This was] to the end that now to the governments and the authorities in the heavenly places there
might be made known through the congregation the greatly diversified wisdom of God, 11 according to the eternal
purpose that he formed in connection with the Christ, Jesus our Lord

(Ephesians 1:8-10) This he caused to abound toward us in all wisdom and good sense, 9 in that he made known to us the
sacred secret of his will. It is according to his good pleasure which he purposed in himself 10 for an administration at the
full limit of the appointed times, namely, to gather all things together again in the Christ, the things in the heavens and the
things on the earth.
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Thus, the difference in sovereign right and actuality of the everlasting Kingdom of God from all eternity in the past, and the Kingdom of
Christ for all eternity into the future, as one will and purpose together, having a "God will set up a Kingdom" origin in Christ himself, is
for planet Earth. (Dan2:44) 

That is why ALL the original covenants after the Edenic Super Covenant of God at Genesis 3:15, and even including it in Jesus Christ
"the man" all have HUMAN ORIGINS. Because the Kingdom of Christ will be focused on the rule of planet Earth, and thus as the "new
heavens" also this universe, eventually fully subservient to God's Almighty Kingdom of Eternity in official finality, it has a unique
Messianic Kingdom based purpose spirit and physical.

(1 Corinthians 15:22-28) For just as in Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ all will be made alive. 23 But each one in
his own rank: Christ the firstfruits, afterward those who belong to the Christ during his presence. 24 Next, the end, when
he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has brought to nothing all government and all authority and
power. 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his feet. 26 As the last enemy, death is to be
brought to nothing. 27 For [God] “subjected all things under his feet.” But when he says that ‘all things have been
subjected,’ it is evident that it is with the exception of the one who subjected all things to him. 28 But when all things will
have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to the One who subjected all things to him, that
God may be all things to everyone.

Thus, having all former human beings in that Messianic Kingdom of Christ, is for a "New Earthly" reason and purpose. This is because
the immortal human in Christ acting as the immortal God (Rev2:7) to guide that physical immortality into planet Earth (Rev22:14), is a
divine totality of REQUIRED BY GOD completion. The Kingdom of Christ with universal and earthly PHYSICAL focus, must and will
recover all life of planet Earth and destroy all of God's enemies of life. 

The Romans 8:18-22 free everlasting planet, thus all its flora and fauna, thus even the animals up to new human beings "in its own
rank", is thereby the Earthly physical mission of Christ's one thousand year reign. The entire individual "families of the ground" life
system and the planet of Earth as a whole (Gen12), from all times past to all times future in the Edenic purpose, will be restored by
God through Christ. 

(John 3:12) If I have told you earthly things and yet you do not believe, how will you believe if I tell you heavenly things?

God already describes these "born again" elementary "earthly things" basics in prophecy, as huge as they are in divine terms. They
are described in this "earthly things" for "God's will done on Earth" as the final part of the comprehensive immortality complex in both
spirit "as in heaven" and human "on Earth" immortal incorruptibility (Rev22:14; Rev21:22-27), as one unified "will of God". 

The human immortality purpose was already purposed in Eden. (Gen3:22) Christ merely completes that purpose in Revelation 21-22,
to restore the Planetary Edenic "Zion" reality of the "new earth", as the actual means to destroy the "the last enemy death" literally, and
forever, on the only planet and in the only realm, physical, where DEATH itself only operates.

(Revelation 5:9-10) And they sing a new song, saying: “You are worthy to take the scroll and open its seals, because you
were slaughtered and with your blood you bought persons for God out of every tribe and tongue and people and nation,
10 and you made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God, and they are to rule as kings over the earth.”

(Revelation 5:10 New International Version)
You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to serve our God, and they will reign on the earth."

(Revelation 5:10 King James Bible)
And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth.

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take
place, as in heaven, also upon earth. 

Thus, God purposed former human beings to be under Christ who also became the new human being, to carry this out as ruling "on
Earth", but from a completely empowered spiritual Kingdom power also "over Earth". 

Thus, the "New Creation" in the former sinners who have become the Christ "image of God" spirit immortals, will always be connected
to the human physical world of Earth, for it is their original "proper dwelling place" formerly. It was merely expanded into spirit
immortality to aid humans and planet Earth unto the unified immortal purpose of God for the one thousand year reign, and after. 

That is, just as Christ can access the human physical in any form required, so too the ruling spirit immortals under him must also have
those powers. When Christ accesses the physical, you can bet it is as the post-sacrificial indestructible human immortal which he
secured by the sacrifice. That is why it is truly the "new creation". 

Ideas that heavenly "anointed Christians" would "forever leave planet Earth" are purely manmade assumptions. Earth and the physical
realm has to be as freely accessible as it always has been even to God's angels to take on the human form when required. Unlike
Christ who BECAME a conceived and born HUMAN, other angelic fleshly "visits" have had to be human-like, but as materialized
beings. Yet, they can take on any form of all living creation.

It is no accident that the Messianic Kingdom is comprised of all former human beings. It is in God's purpose that the Kingdom
foundation is a spirit being who became a human being to set the everlastingly irremovable "last Adamic" basis of new humanity as
first secured in Jesus Christ but to be made available to essentially all human beings hereafter. 

Angelic sinners can only have their mortality sealed. The "angels of the crown" in that angelic being defined "crowned woman" of
God's Kingdom authority (Rev12:1-2), achieved that angelic "crown of righteousness" in their immortal angelic form of being by
withstanding Satan's temptations for millenniums (and kicking him and the demons out of heaven forever.) That immortal "mother,
Jerusalem Above" had to be immortal as such prior to the Kingdom birth of Christ's Messianic Kingdom in Revelation 12, which
prophecy and world events places in circa 1914.

(Revelation 12:1-2) And a great sign was seen in heaven, a woman arrayed with the sun, and the moon was beneath her
feet, and on her head was a crown of twelve stars, 2 and she was pregnant. And she cries out in her pains and in her
agony to give birth.

The 607 to 1914 Final Fix Note
See the Real "Gentile Times" Babylon 607 BCE Basis and Jerusalem's 586 BCE Destruction overall "appointed times"
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still valid Daniel 4 framework.

The Appointed Times of the Nations Reconsidered—Again Draft 2

The Daniel 4 Super Tree and the Revelation 11 "Seven Times" 2520 Days

Daniel 4 Gentile Times Complete with Tables

The current fictional 607 BCE Jerusalem destruction myth which the WTBTS maintains stubbornly is how they create the internal 1914
discrediting effect for external use by those who could not see how easily that little nightmare can and will be fixed in the future in the
final ministry Messianic Kingdom completion announcement. (Dan12:7; Rev11:3) 

Because the enemy system rulership now in world government "in-progress" already received the "witness one" warning of 1914, their
predecessors and themselves already understand the validity of the prophecy and time limit placed upon their stay in future world
government. (Dan12:11; Rev17:12) Yet, they still do not want to get the "witness two" full detailed writ of the prophecy of Revelation
10-11 in the future. 

They want their little globalist fantasy world to be as easy as possible. That is why they are INSIDE Jehovah's witnesses (Dan11:32a),
to try to curtail the Kingdom extinction news "disturbing report" element one (Dan11:44), which Revelation 10 "little scroll" is to be
coming upon their eventual completed world government, from the Immortal Kingdom, before they complete the rival world government
system in the future. (Rev10:11; Rev11:3)

But, seeing as Christ is already the unstoppable Immortal King and Conqueror of all Heaven (Rev12:7-12) and Earth in spirit essence
upon all enemies of God, his Kingdom of Peace must also offer the open salvation world peace offer before that Kingdom becomes
the Kingdom of Universal War on all enemies human (Rev19:19-21) and demon. (Rev20:1-3) 

Thus, ANYONE can choose the Kingdom of God and live if they want to, now, and at that time.

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour (Rev17:12 world government) a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell
(religion deposed, many saved); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (complete spiritual savable
symbol), and the rest (total global savable symbol) became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

The "two witnesses" is a fair warning REPEATING A LAST TIME. (Rev10:11) It is timed and occurring twice past and future.
(Rev11:3) 

Even fairer though, is the promised and guaranteed open salvation peace message and salvation offer of the Kingdom of God, via
Revelation 14 for the whole Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days. ANYONE can accept that offer, for those who choose to avoid the war
(Rev16:13-16), by choosing to fight it on the winning side under the Kingdom of Christ.

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will
conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

That is why Christ takes his time. He will never be "beaten". 

Final Timed Prophecy Sequence Details
Prophecy Timing Period Purpose
1. Daniel 8:13-14 1150/2300 Days Temple Judgment
2. Daniel 12:7 1260 Days Final Ministry
3. Daniel 12:11 1290 Days Christ Arrival
4. Daniel 12:12 1335 Days Marriage of the Lamb Prep
1. Temple Judgment
Prophecy Parallels Related
Daniel 8:13-14 Revelation 8 Starts Revelation 8-11
 Zechariah 3 Daniel 11:41-43 Context
Jehovah's Witnesses Defined Signal Apostasy
Apostasy Specific Apostasy General Priority
Daniel 8:11-13 2Thess2:1-12 1Peter 4:17
Daniel 11:30-35   
2. Final Ministry
Prophecy Parallels 1260 Days Parallel
Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25 3.5 times
 Revelation 11:2-3 42 Months, 1260 Days
 Revelation 12:14 3.5 Times
 Revelation 13:5 42 Months
3. Christ Arrival
Prophecy Parallels Related
Daniel 12:11 Daniel 7:26 Revelation 14
  Matthew 25:31-46
  Revelation 11:11-12
  Revelation 19:11-21
  Revelation 20:1-3
4. Marriage of the Lamb Inception Phase
Daniel 12:12 Revelation 19:1-9  
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Notes
Daniel 8:13-14 timing unknown as 1150 days minimum, 2300 days probable
Daniel 8:13-14 starts with apostate JW org/ministry desolation

And since it probably is not "your world government" anyways, why be coerced to choose that sure loser, when in fact the Kingdom of
God is for everyone who chooses it? (Rev11:15) 

(Ephesians 1:8-12) This he caused to abound toward us in all wisdom and good sense, 9 in that he made known to us the
sacred secret of his will. It is according to his good pleasure which he purposed in himself 10 for an administration at the
full limit of the appointed times, namely, to gather all things together again in the Christ, the things in the heavens and the
things on the earth. [Yes,] in him, 11 in union with whom we were also assigned as heirs, in that we were foreordained
according to the purpose of him who operates all things according to the way his will counsels, 12 that we should serve
for the praise of his glory, we who have been first to hope in the Christ.

The heavenly Kingdom is the guiding power but all of its spiritual patterns will be reflected into the physical world just as Jesus Christ
became the perfect new human being to grant also that physical aspect of Kingdom.

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom
of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

The earth "administration" portion is the Kingdom "world government" "come down from heaven" of and for anyone who wants it,
freely. It has to be that free for people who choose it now, and in the future through the final Adamic era and into Christ thousand year
reign. 

Not just guaranteed, but the promise of the Gods. (Ps83:18; Isa9:6; Ps2)

(Matthew 25:31-34) When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit down on his
glorious throne. 32 And all the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate people one from another, just as a
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 And he will put the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on his left.
34 “Then the king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the founding of the world. 

Those on "the right" are those who choose the Kingdom of God over the new world order final farce, no matter how they get there.
(Rom2:12-16)

Christ is the Immortal Human and the Immortal Spirit
With Christ having secured the permanent new human being sacrifice (quite accessible and appliable alive with God), to be used as
the basis for all new human recovery out of dead Adam, that new human being is everlasting. That is because as Adam and the
woman were barred from the Edenic Tree of Immortality (Gen3:22), Christ gained earned access to it for future human beings to also
become tested immortals, physically human ones. No one can ever compromise the new Last Adamic base-paternity of all mankind to
come, but anyone who chooses can enter it.

Though Christ had to assume the "tree of life" immortal as a spirit in the "paradise of God", God's will has to be "done on Earth" to the
same future immortal degree as "man was made" by God and Christ "in our image": IMMORTAL, because now man is to be "re-
created" in Immortal Christ as "Last Adam" "out of heaven" from God Almighty, Immortality Himself. 

That is, God's "will done on Earth" will be the perfect total "image" of God's own heavenly "paradise" as that direct dual-realm spirit
(Rev2:7) and physical (Rev22:14) relationship is already present in basic form of description in Revelation.

(Revelation 2:7) Let the one who has an ear hear what the spirit says to the congregations: To him that conquers I will
grant to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.’

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

Thus, in immortally sealed everlasting incorruptible perfection spirit and human, the "temple" becomes direct immortal access to God
and Christ directly for conquering human beings, as fellow immortals then in perfectly sinless co-relationship with God as "all things to
everyone".

(Revelation 21:22-27) And I did not see a temple in it, for Jehovah God the Almighty is its temple, also the Lamb [is].
23 And the city has no need of the sun nor of the moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God lighted it up, and its lamp
was the Lamb. 24 And the nations will walk by means of its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their glory into it.
25 And its gates will not be closed at all by day, for night will not exist there. 26 And they will bring the glory and the honor
of the nations into it. 27 But anything not sacred and anyone that carries on a disgusting thing and a lie will in no way
enter into it; only those written in the Lamb’s scroll of life (of immortal humans) [will].

(1 Corinthians 15:28) But when all things will have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to
the One who subjected all things to him, that God may be all things to everyone.

Though Christian religions have confused the whole basic principle in Christ as a dual-being perfect spirit, perfect [new ] human, and
perfect immortal spirit being, the Bible logic is very simple once that dead-end of religion is bypassed as the stall it is. Jehovah's
witnesses, who did make progress in recognizing and teaching the dual-will of God for both Heaven and Earth, simply refused to finish
the immortal human logic clearly present in Revelation so their Governing Body could hi-jack the ministry into another stall, playing the
stars of the show, as many have been tempted to do in many religious circuses.

But, Jehovah's witnesses did take it far enough to basically allow Revelation's own descriptions in Revelation 20-22 to "explain itself"
anyways. 

With the most basic of science insight, we know Christ as the new perfect human would also be genetically perfect, complete, and
everlasting which life quality and power will now be made fully available to human beings even unto the immortality which Christ is as
both spirit immortal, and potentialized human immortal. Christ "went further" than Adam and the woman, as so does Christ's "DNA"
also go further, now eternally locked in the new perfect human sacrifice, to be "released" to human beings fully, in the future. 

The prophecy and Bible teaching aspect was so advanced in the IBSA to Jehovah's witnesses era we can easily see



modern Jehovah's witnesses must have been misled into apostasy (Dan11:32a) by their seemingly brain-dead leadership
if they cannot even complete what is actually a very simple story in Revelation 21-22.

Thus, the dead stall for easily 50 years in Jehovah's witnesses as aided by the power trip of the "Korah class" Governing Body
mismanagement experiment gone awry since 1976 is clear evidence they now repeat the same apostasy methodology as
Christendom in general, but at a far more advanced location for their drive off the edge of the Grand Canyon on the WTBTS Tour Bus
of sure future infamy.

Final Completions in the "Prophecy Becoming Reality"
First Signal Reality NOW Active: The Foretold Final Apostasy (active now in Jehovah's witnesses)

Even the apostasy in Jehovah's witnesses at the furthest advancement of prophecy understanding is now the prophecy becoming
reality in its first step for those awake enough to see it for what it is. (Dan8:11-14,23; Dan11:30-35,41) 

This apostasy repeats prior to the judgment to follow, every time. (2) And not only does the apostasy to temple judgment cycle repeat,
the apostasy judged downfall aspect plunges into the signal emergence of the next world power ascension of the selfsame prophecy
continuum. This is the FIFTH time this cycle has run since circa 720 BCE.

Temple Judgments with New World Power Emergence Basic 
Judgment Period
1. Assyrian Ascension
Description
Assyria Sacks Apostate Israel
Prophecy
Isaiah, Hosea, Amos, Micah
2. Babylon Ascension
Description
Babylon Sacks Apostate Jerusalem
Prophecy
Jeremiah, Ezekiel
3. Roman Ascension
Description
Rome Sacks Apostate Jerusalem
Prophecy
Matthew 24:15
Daniel 9:26
Modern Period
4. Anglo-American Ascension (1914-1919)
Description
Christendom Warned of Eventual Destruction
Prophecy
Revelation; Daniel 12
Future—World Government:
5. World Government Ascension
Description
Globalists Sack Apostate Jehovah's Witnesses; (Dan8:13-14)
Prophecy
Daniel 8:11-14
Daniel 11:30-35,41
Daniel 11:41
Revelation 8
Matthew 24:15

Just as Christendom's academic retrograde motion successfully conceals the basics from the past for no further progress for now
centuries as a result, that principle is now repeating in essence in Jehovah's witnesses corporate controlled academia to conceal the
completion of the understanding of the future real world government final prophecy convergence of all seven world government
prophecies. 

Overall it is now the same overall operation with the same effect to now keep Jehovah's witnesses stalled for at the least thirty years.
But, it is the thirty years (Rev8:12), when the globalization-system was to become fully documented and thus also recognizable, as this
apostasy has been forming in Jehovah's witnesses for over seventy years. 

1. Applying the "elite" globalization-system to prophecy means ignoring the apostate Jehovah's witnesses stall regime. Just as the
International Bible Students to Jehovah's witnesses progress meant ignoring Christendom academia stalled regime, to then progress
forward in first basic teaching validity from 1914 to 1945, that made the prophecy in its initial form fully understandable. 

That allowed the 1919 League of Nations "image" to then progress to 1945's second United Nations step to world government (of four
in prophecy) well past the Christendom stall, which that academic system is still in. (Rev13:11-15=Dan12:11 first cycle; Rev17:8-11,
first cycle)

2. Thus, even the millions of Christians and many small ministries which came upon the "one world government" meaning in the
Revelation final "wild beast" prophecy anyways, also had to ignore the mainstream Christian academic stall. Now even they are ahead
of Jehovah's witnesses in prophecy, even if they lacked the details Jehovah's witnesses have getting there from 1914 to 1945.

Much of this is because Christian teachers become very controlling and ego driven, and once they form the "gatekeeper authority" in
then whole panels with "just enough" of these egotistical stallers, they impede the whole thing perpetually, whether we were looking at
Christendom or Jehovah's witnesses so-called "teaching" centers. They became black holes overall. 
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It really is just the same old story.

(Isaiah 42:18-20) Hear, you deaf ones; and look forth to see, you blind ones. 19 Who is blind, if not my servant, and who is
deaf as my messenger whom I send? Who is blind as the one rewarded, or blind as the servant of Jehovah? 20 It was a
case of seeing many things, but you did not keep watching. It was a case of opening the ears, but you did not keep
listening. 

In fact, the greatest enemies of the faith develop from apostasies "in God's house" as in Israel, in Christ's time with Judas, and on and
on. To think all Christian teachers are the epitome of humble and open minded is the naive fantasy which allows this diametric reality
to then become corporatized into one academic motherboard of illusion and darkness after another. Then, few suspect anything due
to erred over-optimistic assumptions like that. 

We end up having to check the Bible for ourselves, like they did as the Reformation broke the Catholic classic apostasy to little
pieces.

THAT is why, like Jehovah's witnesses coming up but to go down well before world government completes in the future (1Pet4:17;
Rev8; Dan8:13-14), those other ministries which sell-out, will pay the fully forewarned price under world government within the Babylon
the Great whole sell-out religious complex of profit. 

To think God would not cause the ultimate "reap what you sow" on religious organizations which used Him as their profiting shill for
false credibility for now millenniums of this con, would also be a fantasy of doomed eternal optimism as regards what religion truly is:
the worst nightmare and enemy of all mankind and all life of Earth. (Rev17:1-7)

Just because someone may claim to know God, does not make it the case.

(Matthew 23:3-5a) Therefore all the things they tell you, do and observe, but do not do according to their deeds, for they
say but do not perform. 4 They bind up heavy loads and put them upon the shoulders of men, but they themselves are
not willing to budge them with their finger. 5 All the works they do they do to be viewed by men...

Thus, as God unifies Christians transcending all religious tribal wastes of time, and all people who can also generically come to
realize all this over these last several years, religion in general has been exposed as doomed under world government for a reason.
(Rev17:16) 

But, that is not all of the irreversible huge changes coming with world government all outlined already in this religion- hi-jacked
prophecy finale.

Future First Proof: Timed Prophecy and Temple Event Proof in The Future Temple Judgment of
Jehovah's Witnesses for all Christians

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time (Dan8:14) for the judgment to start with the house of God.

(Revelation 8:5-7) But right away the angel took the incense vessel, and he filled it with some of the fire of the altar
(purification means symbol; Isa6; Eze10; Zech3:2; Mal3:1-4) and hurled it to the earth. (global communal JW visible "temple"-
system) And thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an earthquake. (creates a global signal) 6 And the seven
angels with the seven trumpets (of spiritual "wake up" alarm; Matt25:1-13) prepared to blow them. 7 And the first one blew
his trumpet. (the whole Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment symbol) And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood (an
accounting and purifying judgment), and it was hurled to the earth; (Dan8:13-14) and a third of the earth was burned up
(Zech13:8-9), and a third of the trees was burned up, and all the green (Matt13 "weeds") vegetation was burned up.

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses apostasy now terminal and active unto the premature but global-signal desolation of that ministry, and thus
its apostasy, winds up at Revelation 8-9 parallel temple judgment event.

That whole epic judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses coming up is the [repeating prophecy] of the Revelation 8 temple judgment
event as parallel with the future [timed] and event proof worldwide of Daniel 8:13-14 and this prophecy progression to that near future
judgment, first in the prophecy order, as in 1 Peter 4:17:

The Apostasy Effects Now Active in Jehovah's witnesses

(Daniel 8:11) And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken
away (profaned first, removed last), and the established place (corrupted JW worldwide organization) of his (anointed-symbol)
sanctuary was thrown down. 

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together
with the constant [feature] (laced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept
throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT/JW misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” by the
apostate subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and WTBTS);

The Future Temple Judgment

(Daniel 8: 13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one
who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial
offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make
both [the] holy place (temple “established place”; Dan8:11, "fortress" Daniel 11:31a) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to
trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting
the final prophetic cycle in a global tribulation forming);

Timed Temple Judgment Period and Purification Purpose

(Daniel 8: 14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will
certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5,
Revelation 8:1-5; 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable);

The Jehovah's witnesses downfall begins Revelation 8-11's "seven trumpet" gauged final fulfillment cycle of the future through Daniel
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8:14 into Daniel 12 via Daniel 11:41-45. 

That leads to the Daniel 8:14 cleaned out temple "right condition" to lead to the final clarified ministerial announcement 1260 days
from Revelation 10 to Revelation 11:1-10, with no more stubborn lawless ministry and organization to impede the message. All
Jehovah's witnesses can repent for the final warning but it will take time for them to accept the whole truth of the situation, hence the
timing of Daniel 8:14 as 1150 days minimum and 2300 days probable to become ascertainable as it fulfils in the future.

The Real Kingdom Good News Has to Actually Be Good
News and Divine Super Human Completed Worldwide
Christ Completes the Good News Ministry in Person at Arrival
(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS to declare
[WORLDWIDE] as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people,
7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so
worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

The truth is the final human rendition of the "everlasting good news" focused "last witness" (Rev11:3), before Revelation 14's real
"everlasting good news" arrives with Christ, will of course be much less powerful than the Christ arrived peace-actuality inception, and
total divine universal power it is all leading to in complete worldwide contact and communication power to all humans of Earth "as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people". 

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in
sackcloth.” 

That 1260 days future Revelation 11:3 "last witness" of the "two witnesses" (past and future), will also be the end of human
involvement with the good news ministry, it will be of course, therefore, still incomplete.

(Matthew 10:23) When they persecute you in one city, flee to another; for truly I say to you, you will by no means
complete the circuit of the cities of Israel until the Son of man arrives.

But, we have the clue there that it will not be completed "by no means" [human] UNTIL the Son of Man arrives. Then, Christ will
complete it by divine Kingdom super beings of spirit immortality, one and all.

When Christ "sums up" that "everlasting good news" for all people willing to be saved regardless of backgrounds, that "contact and
communication" power will be huger than anything human before it for the last four thousand years even in a matter of an hour for
individuals experiencing it. And many, the whole worldwide "great crowd", will experience it and that for the entire 1290 days of Daniel
12:11. 

THAT is part of how and why Christ completes [his own] and God's "good news" ministry.

(Mark 1:14-15) Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went into Galilee, preaching the good news of God 15 and
saying: “The appointed time has been fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has drawn near. Be repentant, you people, and
have faith in the good news.”

(Romans 1:1-3) Paul, a slave of Jesus Christ and called to be an apostle, separated to God’s good news, 2 which he
promised aforetime through his prophets in the holy Scriptures, 3 concerning his Son

(Acts 5:42) And every day in the temple and from house to house they continued without letup teaching and declaring the
good news about the Christ, Jesus.

(Luke 4:43) But he said to them: “Also to other cities I must declare the good news of the kingdom of God, because for
this I was sent forth.” 

Thus, it goes on for the final three and a half years of Christ's [required] "seven times" seven year ministry in that Daniel 12:11 final
1290 days via Revelation 14. (Dan12:11 wrap-up 1290 days entirety)

This is because the omniscient God and His Christ employ super-human immortal and indestructible and unstoppable and
indomitable spirit beings of massive power and intelligence with total recall and direct total projection access to humans worldwide at
the divine scale of intelligence and power. 

The Kingdom of Christ has total "contact and communication" power to those humans worldwide, with access
to every human sense and mental perception facility physical and spiritual, awake or asleep, anywhere,
anytime, on all planet Earth for the entire 1290 days salvation parousia phase of Daniel 12:11, into which "place
the disgusting thing" world government completion, Christ arrives.

That is, not humans, but spirit immortals of the Kingdom of Christ are who complete the ministry purpose of salvation worldwide, and
they have zero spatial, temporal, physical or spiritual power limitations for complete contact with, and communication to, every living
being of Earth man and even animals. (Rev19:17-18) 

To them world government and demons are gnats in a hurricane, moths in a tornado, bugs in a tsunami, feathers in the wind:
POWERLESS, ZEROES, NADA, NOTHING. 

That is, that GOD ALMIGHTY, CHRIST AND TOTAL KINGDOM-BACKED salvation total power that comes with the Christ arrival of
Revelation 14, is NOT human power any longer. 

God, Christ, all Kingdom Christian immortals, and every immortal holy angel from every galaxy of the universe
and all heaven (Rev15), will be CONVERGING on PLANET EARTH WITH ONE GOAL: SALVATION UNTO
UNIVERSAL CONQUEST!

The human Christian participation will have ended in Revelation 11:7-10, which 1260 days, to the "three and a half days death" state,
will have expired into the Christ arrival as the Daniel 12:11 1290 days period begins.

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their [1260 days] witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss
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(Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12, in future world government completing) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (which
final ministerial cancellation is the "constant feature removed" of Daniel 12:11 which activates the 1290 days [when present with
completed world government.)

(Revelation 11:8-10) And their corpses will be on the broad way (Christendom) of the great city (Babylon the Great) which is
in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes
and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, (last symbolic period to expire before Christ
arrives) and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy
themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

That is not the only reason why anyone agreeable with that power must be saved, it is also the final Kingdom promise for the Adamic
age.

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by
the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the
sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

In the meantime, the final prophecy summary of Revelation 10:5-7 declared (Rev11:3; Dan12:7), before it becomes universal reality
should be unifying, while transcending all former religious barriers and open minded enough to accommodate all the guesswork in the
meantime as the whole prophecy will put every claim to the test as it alone becomes the Christ arrived reality [the whole world will
know] anyways. 

Progressively from now to the final prophecy summary to the realities to fulfill later, in time the whole world will know Christ is present.

(Revelation 1:7) Look! He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and those who pierced him; and all the
tribes of the earth will beat themselves in grief because of him. Yes, Amen.

That "coming with the clouds" is the initial salvation parousia mode which registers in the multi-prophecy continuum to the Daniel
12:11 1290 days.

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of
man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the
Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great
trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to
their other extremity.

That Christ arrival description has both the "coming on the clouds" parousia first (Rev14), and the "power and great glory" finality
(Rev19:11-21) in one snapshot. The truth is the parousia is first because ANYONE willing can then choose the Kingdom of God over
the co-present new world order world government for that whole 1290 days of Daniel 12:11. 

It would be necessary that Christ had to complete his own ministry in person, especially due to Christian religious failure
and critical errors concerning Christ's arrival and its initial salvation purpose. God uses religious error for a greater
salvation strategy ultimately.

And the prophecy will be "explaining itself" TO ALL PEOPLE by means of the believability of the world reality it will become anyway,
very very "personally", for many people worldwide. (Hag2:7) The "sign of the Son of Man" is that even the most basic prophecy
understandings many people have in general concerning the Christ "second coming" will become reality they will "see" for those
aware. The entire prophecy will be publicly related (Rev11:3), and then "come true" is in Revelation 10:5-7, thus, in its simple or
complete form.

For many people in their own way and in their own time, world reality will become their belief. 

World government will be here and it will trigger the universal competitor in Christ, for his trophy planet, Earth. The so-called "new
world order" shall not be winning that battle for planet Earth, let us put it that way. 

That is why God and Christ can take their time with that weak rival.

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

As can be seen in the above prophecy and in the Babylon the Great religious downfall period of Revelation 18, that is an extended
timeframe implied. For Revelation 6:12-17's context, it is the same awareness of Christ's arrival that the fully enemy system will also
be experiencing come Christ's Daniel 12:11 timeframe. Though ANYONE can surrender to the Kingdom of Christ, some are unable to
accomplish that. There has to be winners (Rev7:9-17), and there has to be losers of the Armageddon "war of the great day of God the
Almighty." (Rev16:13-16)

In the meantime, the final summary has to be logical, uniquely complete with forecasted prophecy truths to unfold accurately for several
years in approximate but verifiable form (to increase in compounding affirmability), and with an "open to all people" attitude. This is
because when Christ arrives his Prince of Peace first mission is for all people, seeing as that is exactly who he died for. (1John2:1-2;
John 3:16) 

In the meantime as well, all prophecy forecasts in error, like Jehovah's witnesses failing first, will all fail along the way. REALITY will
become the "prophecy forecast" for all people eventually.

Now that anyone who has arrived at the world government future "final dot" in this picture has already received the "whole story", the
reality to form to bridge and complete that picture [with future WORLD REALITY], will complete the story for all people anyways. It is
just a matter of time is all.
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Now the millions of Christians growing daily who already know "one world government" is the future "antichrist" and "wild beast" final
developments of Revelation and all prophecy sure to unfold globally into Daniel 12's final timed "tribulation" periods, are also heading
for the same "terminus" of the story: WORLD REALITY. 

The good news is, Christ has to accept surrender as his "good news of the Kingdom" is what all will be judged concerning as the
"good news" FROM "the Kingdom". 

(Matthew 24:14) And this good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth for a witness to all the
nations; and then the end will come.

Religion and all its bad news they pawn off as if "the good news" is an invalid basis to judge humans with. God cannot use
compromise and erred "messengers" to deliver any actually valid "divine warning".

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

Thus, ANYONE who surrenders to the Kingdom of Christ will be "obeying the good news" in its only final and valid form from perfect
Kingdom beings, NOT humans.

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what
will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?

Thus, the real chance to obey the good news comes with Christ's arrival. God cannot use corrupted religious precepts to judge a
person as obedient to the real good news or not. Many people are "disobeying" religious bad news and rejecting its hypocrisy, they
are not being told the whole story nor are they getting anything but the bad news from religions.

Now all the error, as can be expected along the way, should be able to be "left behind" to at least unify the final Christian hope as one
above and beyond stalled religion for the actuality of the Christ second coming to where it is all leading anyways. And know this, the
world-rocking events of the future will put many Christians and others into a frenzy of a million "explanations". (Matt25:1-13) 

But, only one of them (Rev10:5-7; Rev11:3) will prove itself all along the way, as all of it is put to the test of WORLD REALITY. ALL the
errors will fail in that final phase.

Christ is leaving all human error behind, so we ought to also be able to leave all the religious error behind over these last few years as
all prophecy claims will be put to the test, and the validity in prophecy will literally "explain itself" more effectively anyways in the long
run. Real world events and reality will "speak louder" than any "Christian explanation" could ever accomplish. 

THAT is why Kingdom immortal spirits, NOT HUMANS, and especially NOT RELIGION, is who will complete the good
news itself, in person.

Christ is not judging humans worldwide according to little narrow botched religious precepts (Rom2:12-16), he is judging all people
individually live and real-time by faith in himself [individually] or by good conscience [individually]:

(Romans 2:12-16) For instance, all those who sinned without law will also perish without law; but all those who sinned
under law will be judged by law. 13 For the hearers of law are not the ones righteous before God, but the doers of law will
be declared righteous. 14 For whenever people of the nations that do not have law do by nature the things of the law,
these people, although not having law, are a law to themselves. 15 They are the very ones who demonstrate the matter of
the law to be written in their hearts, while their conscience is bearing witness with them and, between their own thoughts,
they are being accused or even excused. 16 This will be in the day when God through Christ Jesus judges the secret
things of mankind, according to the good news I declare.

Not even prophecy understanding is a requirement for salvation except for the "ten virgins". (Matt25:1-13) Most people are not under
that heavy responsibility.

This however, is what most Christian salvation will be based upon, very simple:

(John 3:14-17) And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so the Son of man must be lifted up, 15 that
everyone believing in him may have everlasting life. 16 “For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten
Son, in order that everyone exercising faith in him might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth
his Son into the world, not for him to judge the world, but for the world to be saved through him.

People with good conscience have the Christ sacrificial passport applied to them by the global Christ sacrificial "world
purchase" default of 1John 2:1-2. 

By this Jesus Christ already provided worldwide sacrificial purchase below, affecting all humans for all times past and present and
future, Christ can even spare people with a good conscience based life record, and those who are not so good who fully surrender to
Christ at arrival, such as the many "Sauls of Tarsus" still out there:

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does
commit a sin, we have a helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our
sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole world’s. 

All these people and more might as well know the Kingdom of Christ is the friendly and yet powerful global liberation force of a peace
that will last for all eternity to spread through the universe anyways. 

Anyone who has not or does not "get this message" will have it "delivered to them" by the Kingdom itself via Revelation 14:6-7 in the
future, worldwide, guaranteed, as promised by GOD. 

No one can possibly be "missed".

The Kingdom of Christ's true intent is worldwide deliverance of all life whose "flesh would not be saved" (Matt24:21-22), had the
Kingdom of God not shown up when they had to show up and intervene in the eventual world government global nightmare it will
devolve into, fast. 



(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

There is Nothing New or Honest About Globalist World Government; It Will Be
What it Will Be: Weak, Deceptive, and Temporary
The story is so simple much confusion must be used to confuse everyone possible. 

1. The Devil's hourglass is at its last grains of the demon rule of Earth, very simple. 

2. Everything they mislead in the "seven headed dragon" train in the "seven headed wildbeast" physical reflection of Satan's fight
against God is also in its last "grains of sand" phase. 

3. The simplest truth to come from the Bible and the 1914 era prophecy was that "there is only so much time". 

Very simple.

Not "only so much time" for the eternal "Kingdom of the World" passing into Christ's hands and to go on for all eons of all eternities
forever, but only so much time for the aforementioned historic and foretold first and final failures of rival sovereignty. In the future, when
in one rotten egg crate of world government, God and Christ will do exactly what they have stated very simply that they will do. 

Everything else in the confusion is the misleading, denial, and subterfuge effects, to try to make it all seem not true. God is permitting a
temporary world of death because total restoration of all life planetary, animal, and human, from all times past, present, and future, is
the eternal solution to go on in immortally sealed spirit (Rev2:7) and physical immortality (Rev22:14) for the infinity of all eternities to
come with the Gods, Jehovah and Jesus Christ. Period. Very simple.

The ONLY SOLUTION is TOTAL RESTORATION OF EVERYTHING, with eternal potential for the freewill new human beings then
"Last Adamic" in core nature, perfect genetic, and human immortal, incorruptible, and indestructible potential which will [complete] and
seal it all for good.

Very simple. 

Revelation 20-22 already has the story as a "loop back to Genesis 3:22" and that lost Tree of Human Immortal Life.

(Ezekiel 28:14) You are the anointed cherub... 

That is why the temporality of the comprehensive mortality complex of anointed-failure Satan (Eze38:14) and fallen humankind misled
by him, has been permitted. When it is gone, by a very patient fully foretold process, it will be gone forever. Satan's last mortal hurrah
from the abyss with his other failed sealed mortals, will be final and eternal, with full accountability meted out. 

Their last hurrah of the future as in Ezekiel 38:7, Revelation 16:13-16, and Matthew 24:21-22 to come in time, as they [try to] resist
their abyss resort plunging of the future, will be with the "King North" "8th King" world government vanguard to also try to cause as
much damage before they are captured (seized), de-powered (chained), and placed in the "abyss" which is "sealed" with powers well
beyond their own. 

That is a very secure removal of those angelic failures.

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his
hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.
3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore
until the thousand years were ended. After these things he must be let loose for a little while.

Since the beginning, Satan's entire tenure of power has been granted by God. He is not some irresistible force except for some
humans. Satan and the demons can be resisted by a power and force they cannot resist. It was all just a matter of finite time to allow
them to play out their own fantasy based on envy and their own slavery to sin as the bi-dimensional super-addicts they are, and never
can be freed from but by death. The overall story of those mortality-sealed angels is very simple. (Gen3; Gen6; Jude6; 1Pet19:20-21;
2Pet2:4-5)

THAT is why the world is a confusion complex as guided by those doomed-angels to try to subvert the simple basic premise of this
story here.

(John 12:31) Now there is a judging of this world; now the ruler of this world will be cast out.

Very simple. 

And as Satan is "cast out" into the abyss and off the levers of power for good, except for one final vain attempt to be something after
Christ's rule (Rev20:3b-7) in his own final plunge into mortality, he will be "cast out" with the "8th King" world government and all their
globalist-system complex, in total. (Rev19:19-21) 

1. Now, even since 1914 and the attempted takeover of that "first witnessing" ministry (Rev11:3; Dan12:7; Dan7:25), by
"Watchtower Bible and Tract Society" "board" mutiny and insurrection in 1917 which failed into "plan b" for the
imprisonment attempt in 1918, the Anglo-American globalist rival-camp has KNOWN what that ministry was set to remind
them of. 

2. They know what they are also resisting in Jehovah's witnesses (Dan11:32a), as they also corrupted that ministry by the
same "mutinous board" development which has been highly successful since 1976 in that WTBTS "Governing Body"
"Korah class". Now that they already know this simplest of truths of that "only so much time" scenario benchmarked
since 1914, it means they do not like to be reminded. 

3. They will not want to hear the coming "second witnessing" "little scroll" writ of the Kingdom of God, any  more so than
they liked hearing the "first witnessing" of 1914-1918 and after. It means their plan now is to destroy and silence the
Jehovah's witnesses now apostate ministry, and mostly by its own corrupted works and "self fulfilling [false] prophecy"
cover.

Thus, expect plenty of resistance and subterfuge until that complex completes and is eventually put out of the way by God, Christ, and
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Kingdom.

(Daniel 7:25) And he will speak even words against the Most High, and he will harass continually the holy ones
themselves of the Supreme One. And he will intend to change times and law, and they will be given into his hand for a
time, and times and half a time. 

And expect that 1260 days pattern to REPEAT in the future upon the exact same "1914-1918 Index" of the selfsame warning, as the
"Index" master pattern become the "little scroll's" final chapter, of the future. 

You can bet on it. 

Further, you can affirm it all upon what is now coming on apostate Jehovah's witnesses' dysfunctional ministry signal.
(Dan8:13-14; Rev8) THAT first sign and timing (Dan8:14) is what will give a stamp of credibility from God to this forecast.
(That coming assured judgment downfall of apostate Jehovah's witnesses' ministry soon, will become the "WE ARE
HERE">>, of all prophecy benchmarks. And more are to follow. (Rev8-11)

That is because you can expect the rest of the prophecy (Rev8-11) to ALSO unfold fully in the very wake of the Jehovah's witnesses
"final apostasy" judgment plunge worldwide. 

And you can expect them Anglo-American "globalist elites" will also be betting on that final cycle winding up EXACTLY where the
prophecy states: 

" 8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" World government "scarlet wildbeast" complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-
18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That
takes several more years. And ALL of those years are already "mapped" in the repeating prophecy to begin to "fulfill"
first, upon the Jehovah's witnesses based global-apostasy epicenter of it all.

That final prophecy fulfillment coming will REPEAT [ALL] of the resistance and distraction developments and the main
[simple] sovereign message of the first ministry of 1914-1918. 

BET ON IT! See it coming BEFORE it even begins.

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

God and Christ's Kingdom is prophecy promised, to be actually delivered worldwide, on the worldwide-scale and extended
(Dan12:11) salvation opportunity for all who submit to its power, even now and live and real-time then. 

Many people will come to that realization (Hag2:7) over time, that it is better to submit to the Prince of Peace than to the mortal
globalist botch of a "new world order" in their foretold zenith "manic phase" drunken final "power trip" of doomed world government.
(Rev16:13-16; Rev17:8-14; Dan11:44-45; Dan8:25; Dan7:23-26)

If the Globalist World Government project is so good and honest and loving and lovable why do they have to
sneak it in by mostly world war and worldwide progressive national-system debt slavery and bankruptcy
global?

Think about it.

Even world government development, before that farce completes from humans, has been coercive, deceptive, and predatory in its
entire "causes desolation" history of the "wild beast's" use of world wars to enslave nations to bloodguilt, debt, and profiteering of an
elite tier of international bankers who "bank roll" all major wars from the Revolutionary War as an example in America, forward. 

THAT is exactly why in national-system form:

(Revelation 13:1) And I saw a wild beast ascending out of the sea, with ten horns and seven heads, and upon its horns
ten diadems (national sovereignties gone by Rev17 time), but upon its heads blasphemous names.

Or in globalist world government form:

(Revelation 17:3) And I caught sight of a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast that was (completely) full of
blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns. 

THAT is why God describes this rival sovereign system as a temporary (Rev19:19-21) and a strange mutant global apex-predator
"wild beast". THAT is how God describes the system symbolically. Predation has been and is its chief global trait and reality.

THAT is why they cannot be "above board" and simply honestly tell everyone of Earth exactly what it is they
are up to. They have to hide now (Rev13:11-15), and later. (Rev6:12-17) 

They are not honest, plain and simple, and they have no good ultimate intent. (Matt24:21-22) But, in time they
will unfurl their world government for the whole world to see and accept by a "sword-stroke-to-healing" final
dialectic of global trickery, anyways.

The hard way, is the only way they learn. They will not stop until they are stopped. (Matt24:21-22)

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was (United Nations), but is not (goes impotent in the sword-stroke), and yet is
about to ascend out of the abyss (in the sword-stroke recovery phase; Rev11:7 parallel with Rev13:5-7), and it is to go off into
destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth
will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

It is by that method that the Anglo-American so-called "globalist elites" have been able to then "sneak in" their little world government
mostly by debt-to-bankruptcy final ownership of all these national governmental powers, by their eventual total loss of national
sovereignty, as aided by their own final terminal debt+interest implosions of the future. (Dan11:42-43) 

(Daniel 11:42-43a) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will keep thrusting out his (globalization) hand against the (King
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South national-system) lands; and as regards the (7th King/King South national-system capitol symbol) land of Egypt, she
(subservient King South, 7th King fall) will not prove to be an escapee. 43a And [King North] ("8th King" Globalist-System
going into world government) will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable
things of Egypt. (of former "King South", then fallen "7th King" assets globally)

The truth is, most people would tell them where to stick their world government, most people would never and will never accept a farce
like that. (Rev13:15-18) Those people, by default, can be saved, as long as they are not also unrepentant predators.

And God will not accept it either. Jot it down. 

(Zephaniah 3:8-9) Therefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising
up to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations (Rev16:13-16 world government), for me to collect together
kingdoms, in order to pour out upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for by the fire of my zeal all the earth
will be devoured. 9 For then I shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order for them all to call upon the
name of Jehovah, in order to serve him shoulder to shoulder.’

THAT is why the "Globalist Elites" cannot openly and honestly reveal their world government plans. Most people do not
want it for good reason. That Anglo-American system is not honest at its core. They have to hide and operate secretly,
until it is too late for the national powers.

If the "new world order" world government was so loving and beneficial to all people that they would all just naturally accept and love it,
they should have been able to be honest and state the intent from day one. In fact, if they were lovable and actually honest and positive,
their world government would sell itself with no need of trickery and deception. But, that is not the case is it?

In addition, if they had any true power, it would not take them 100 years and another twenty and a day to finally unveil their jalopy jimmy-
rig of the final human management botch of all time.

Instead, because it is a "found wanting" evil farce of stingy "elite" power and money lovers ultimately of a corporate "bloodsucker"
system of global predation and parasitism which can get "blood from a turnip" they are so good at it, it has not plainly stated and
revealed itself; deception and coercion is its number one tool of "acceptance". (Rev13:15-18; Dan8:24-25) It is an operation of
darkness is what it is. They have to fool and bribe people to take part in their grand fantasy.

It is what it is; globalist elites will stab the common man in the back, and kill him for the last sandwich, then pull his gold teeth, and
dump his body in the grand canyon or grind it for fertilizer to add another dollar to their stack. They are also very insecure and known
paranoids.

They will not even let the counter Kingdom competitor in Christ state this Kingdom's purpose unimpeded by this little temporary private
corporate cabal of insecure power, with little power and no real ownership, non-creators, and temporary strangers; mortal foreigners
to the planet itself, whose very mortality days are now numbered for all to see: Daniel 12:11. (Rev17:12) If they had any true power they
would let any contender state their full case, but they don't do they?

They are paranoids and fully insecure, though, for a very very good reason. Someone immortal is "out to get them" in the end.
(Rev19:19-21) And get them he will. Their paranoia is not wholly unfounded.

Just because you're paranoid, don't mean they're not after you... —KC

Christ is not coming to "even the score" with those sovereign rivals who oppress the planet (Rev11:15-18), he is coming to utterly
defeat them in every claim and purpose they make and have, and to utterly drive them into global subterfuge (Am9:1-4), hiding 
(Rev6:12-17), and eventual total extermination to remove their rival world ruling power to the last screw and atom. Christ is coming for
a shut-out indisputable universal and global victory and the "Super Heavy Weight" Universal Title, period. 

.0000001% Flyweight world government stands no chance. 

(Daniel 2:31-35) 31 “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image. That image, which was
large and the brightness of which was extraordinary, was standing in front of you, and its appearance was dreadful.
32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its belly and its thighs were of
copper, 33 its legs were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 34 You kept on looking until a stone
was cut out not by hands, and it struck the image on its feet of iron and of molded clay and crushed them. 35 At that time
the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together, crushed and became like the chaff from
the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found of them. And as for the
stone that struck the image, it became a large mountain and filled the whole earth.

You can bet on that promise.

Christ will remove that rival sovereign farce from the very face of the Earth by superior power and force, when the time of fair warning
and reason expires (Rev11:3), into that of final superior force—after they are finally fully forewarned, complete, and ready, in the future.
(Rev11:3; Rev17:8-13; Joel3:9-12) The best Kingdom is what will win, and the superior power and force they apply will be with angelic
precision and beyond the speed of light exact speed and selectivity: That is, they will demolish ONLY the enemy, not the friends of
peace. 

There is no "easy way" to put it. 

But, what can " sweeten the deal" is the open salvation higher priority mission of Christ promised to ANYONE who
surrenders to their Kingdom power come Revelation 14 "game time" for the whole 1290 days of Daniel 12:11. 

Even enemies can avail themselves of that worldwide promised offer. It cannot get any better than that. That is why the
good news is actually good news, great news, the best actual news.

Since Christ's Kingdom and God's "Lord of Hosts" angelic armies of "freedom fighters" have total spirit and physical "energy
application" expertise and could do all that "conquering" worldwide in a micro-second, they have more than "enough" power; so they
will instead take their Daniel 12:11 1290 days "sweet time" and instead save all willing to surrender peacefully to the Kingdom of
Christ Universal Freedom Fighters and Liberation Immortals for that whole final prophecy period via Revelation 14.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS to declare
[WORLDWIDE] as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people,
7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so
worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel,



followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the
anger of her fornication!” (Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

A Kingdom of Infinity and All Power to which the universe is but a small bowl of M&Ms is going to not just offer, but PROMISE AND
REQUIRE a final promised and KINGDOM GUARANTEED peace offer to all people. That is, of course, what truly GOOD NEWS
really means in the end. You do not have to die, if you do not want to, simple as that.

ANYONE can freely choose the Super- Galactic Government of Christ and its guaranteed Super Celestial Super Power and "peace
deal". God's Kingdom and Christ's Messianic Kingdom are the true super-universal "establishment" with total world peace and
security powers for all time in that Eternal Empire and Super Cosmic Kingdom—and who would not call that true "good news" when
especially they see how real it truly is in the future when that Super Astral Administration actually drops into town, literally? 

There is not one square nanometer of this earth that will not be lighted up by the angels of Christ. You won't know if it is day or night or
night or day when the full post-salvation-parousia manifestation occurs!

(Zechariah 14:6-9) And it must occur in that day [that] there will prove to be no precious light—things will be congealed.
7 And it must become one day that is known as belonging to Jehovah. It will not be day, neither will it be night; and it
must occur [that] at evening time it will become light. 8 And it must occur in that day [that] living waters will go forth from
Jerusalem, half of them to the eastern sea and half of them to the western sea. In summer and in winter it will occur. 9 And
Jehovah must become king over all the earth. In that day Jehovah will prove to be one, and his name one.

Though we cannot know the "day or the hour" you can logically know it is a " day and an hour" around the world, a "day and hour" which
encompasses all Earth's "time zones" in one snapshot of what a "day" is on Earth, in a divinely predetermined global minute, second
and even its septillionth of a picosecond "ETA", exact time of arrival. The makers of light cannot consider "light speed" or "light years"
any sort of limitation, except for that placed on man.

Christ loves and cares about the common man and woman, and a common man and his family, and all humans in essence, and all
creation's "families of the ground" (Gen12; Gen22) including the animals and the whole planetary biodome of Earth. 

How would you feel about this place and all its life if you were the one who ACTUALLY made it? How would you feel about this place
and all its life if you were the one who it was ACTUALLY given to by God Almighty as a GIFT? 

(Colossians 1:16) All things have been created through him and for him.

Think about it. 

It will not be for long that the supposed "new world order" fake government stands in the way of Christ's "New Universal Order", when
they finally can stand in the future; they just have to gitterdone first, to find out what comes next and who really OWNS this place. 

Therefore, to be totally fair off the charts, even enemy-system allied (with a second thought about that doomed
alliance) and enemy individuals can surrender to Christ's Kingdom. Just like old "Saul of Tarsus", even
avowed nasty enemies can "see the light", then take a right, and also be assured of the peace promise they
will also receive the benefit of, with everlasting life day one for starters, like anyone else who surrenders in that
whole "great crowd".

If its an Adamic human, Christ died for it. That is a very large purchase and that blood payment is immortal in
power. Why would Christ opt for destruction if it can be salvation by willful submission, which he already made
a payment for, which would then become a sunk cost payment wasted if destruction was the priority?

The more Christ can save alive at that time, of course the more "valuable" will be the payment magnitude in
"purchasing power".

That is why the Anglo-American "globalist elite" system of world government "in-progress" is unknown by most people. As per
prophecy it is highly secretive just like its dragon-father.

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it
began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth
and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so
that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind.

(Revelation 13:14-15) And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform
in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the wild beast that had the
sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image
of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the
wild beast.

It draws worship NOT to its "two-horned wildbeast" Anglo-American globalist-system self, but to the "image" of the "seven-headed
wildbeast". THAT world government and its internationally-placed "image" is all it wants people to "see" and accept.

(Revelation 13:3-8) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild
beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?”
5 And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it.
6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in
heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over
every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And all those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one
of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.

(Revelation 13:16-18) And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and
the free and the slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody
might be able to buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name.
18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a
man’s number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six. (666 as world government allegiance and acceptance by
attempted global enforcement under said future completed world government; Rev14:9-12)

Applied "Last Adamic" Physical and Genetic Perfection is the Only Option for True Permanent



Human Change

When Christ comes he is applying physical perfection true "healing powers" as the ONLY way to "change" Adamic man. Never has
that true and only solution been applied in the last 6000 years of human sin, as it will starting at the Christ arrival. The spiritual
perfecting process of perfect physical humans is what takes the one thousand years to achieve into the sinless perfect human totality
to maintain it all as "stand alone" perfect sinless new "Last Adamic" human beings.

Basic science could teach us already, that the basic first problem with "Homo sapiens", e.g. Adamic humans, "human beings", is?

Bad DNA. Bad genetic. Which then becomes the matured being which then passes the bad code onward in the global genomic
shuffle.

The core progenitive basis of Adamic humans is "faulty", impaired, imperfect, sub-optimum, corrupted, sin and death-encoded: DNA.
The Adamic genetic is bad, plain and simple. The Adamic master and pan-genome in all Adamic human beings is "all messed up". 
And basic Bible study in Genesis 3 will tell us why, the first human sin.

And that is just for starters.

And by that sin-affected bad human genetic which drives everything else sub-optimum, we get the true resident sin in the flesh:

(Romans 7:17) But now the one working it out is no longer I, but sin that resides in me. 

Thus, everything to come spiritually later from our own self and from external realms now also has a potential host to affect further.

(Ephesians 2:1-2) Furthermore, [it is] you [God made alive] though you were dead in your trespasses and sins, 2 in which
you at one time walked according to the system of things of this world, according to the ruler of the authority of the air,
the spirit that now operates in the sons of disobedience. 

And that bad DNA at the top of the Genesis 1:26-28 blessing chain turned cursed food chain now:

(Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness, and let them have
in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and the domestic animals and all the earth and
every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to create the man in his image, in God’s
image he created him; male and female he created them. 28 Further, God blessed them and God said to them: “Be fruitful
and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of
the heavens and every living creature that is moving upon the earth.”

Affects all beings of Earth with also the same sub-optimum DNA effect, and related disease and breakdown in beast, just as in man.

(Ecclesiastes 3:19-20) For there is an eventuality as respects the sons of mankind and an eventuality as respects the
beast, and they have the same eventuality. As the one dies, so the other dies; and they all have but one spirit, so that
there is no superiority of the man over the beast, for everything is vanity. 20 All are going to one place. They have all
come to be from the dust, and they are all returning to the dust.

Now that Christ has changed the "same eventuality" from death to life assured for that same "one spirit" in man and animal, the "one
place" of "Hades" "returning to the dust" will be "emptied" of all dead beings man and animal now in this same death trajectory. 

(Psalm 49:14) Like sheep they have been appointed to Sheol itself; Death itself will shepherd them; And the upright ones
will have them in subjection in the morning (Christ's reign and total life recovery), And their forms are due to wear away;
Sheol rather than a lofty abode is for each one.

All the lives cut short in a death never purposed by God to be, will resume their being in life in the millennial reign of Christ. But due to
the new perfect human "Last Adamic" "top of the blessing" chain as in Genesis 1:26-28, with that perfect genetic of humans to
become the perfect global genome of all things in the biome, everything is "resumed in [endless, timeless] life" in a physically perfect
genetic form superior to that in which it formerly died, man and animal. 

(1 Corinthians 15:22-23) For just as in Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ all will be made alive. 23 But each one in
his own rank: Christ the firstfruits, afterward those who belong to the Christ during his presence. 

And so the "each on in his own rank" will go for the humans and Edenic purposed animals and the whole life system.

(Ezekiel 47:9) And it must occur that every living soul that swarms, in every place to which the double-size torrent comes,
will get life. ...everything will be alive where the torrent comes.

Since we know Christ is "fixing humans" there is no way to really logically or scientifically or prophetically isolate the human "recovery
program" of Christ without it being a global recovery of all life of Earth. Adamic Humans are not some implanted foreign alien as
unrelated to the entire life system development which preceded mankind. Neither is the rest of the life system of Earth somehow
independent of the entire planet Earth. 

Just as human sin and error affects the entire planet and systematically depletes life wherever humans have an effect, the Messianic
Kingdom recovery will have the same comprehensive effect. 

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. 

Because most "church thought" was just an exit plan to a "heaven resort" as a Christendom timeshare they sold in that little spiritual
Ponzi Scheme, with no ultimate purpose for affecting this now sub-optimized imperfected planet with the recovery power of the
Kingdom of Christ, all of this fell off the Christendom radar many centuries ago; in fact, it never was on its radar.

With Jehovah's witnesses, who did fully understand the Messianic Kingdom "God's will done on Earth" just "as in Heaven" AND
GUIDED FROM HEAVEN, they will not complete the story. This is due to their apostate leadership. (Dan11:32a) In addition, the puny
corporate-controlled "imaginations" as aided by their TOTAL spiritual BLACKOUT and their TOTAL lack of true prophecy study and
further investigation was never even going to motivate them [to continue to] search the Bible for all the total planetary life system
recovery promises. Their "it's all done" stagnant attitude certainly aided that stall.

The moral is, individually we have to use our own prophecy investigation and our own faith and our own "imagination" now. 



Thank God, the basic story has symbols so simple a mere child can understand them. Any ONE of those symbologies can make a
person a believer. In the future, whether people see the initial prophecy symbol becoming reality or not, the basic set of "sign of the
Son of Man", the initial SIGNAL of compounding global indications will provide the REALITY BASED bridging of the "litmus test" to
indicate the Christ "second coming", and all people will be able to "see" it, some clearer than others at first. In time, all humans of
planet Earth will KNOW Christ is present with the Immortal Kingdom power "hosts".

They have many goals in between, but ONE GOD PURPOSED GOAL overall to found the rest of "all eternity" in GOD'S WILL DONE
ON EARTH, just "as in heaven", not that of loser demons or loser humans any longer, period. They both will be put out of the way to
free this planet.

(Revelation 5:13) And every creature that is in heaven and on earth and underneath the earth and on the sea, and all the
things in them, I heard saying: “To the One sitting on the throne and to the Lamb be the blessing and the honor and the
glory and the might forever and ever.”
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Brandy's Table 2019, See You All Soon

The truth is, do not expect a half-vast purpose and final undertaking by God and Christ. This ain't the "new world order" we are
talking about.

The truth is TOTAL PLANETARY RESTORATION OF ALL LIFE OF EARTH AND ALL CREATION OF GOD FROM ALL TIMES
PAST "TO THE BEGINNING" AND FORWARD TO THE CHRIST ARRIVAL—HAS ALWAYS BEEN, AND IS, THE ONLY AND
PERMANENT SOLUTION—EVERLASTING TIMELESS LIFE FOR EVERYTHING. 

And only God's Immortal Life Power Team of the Kingdom of God is who can do that. God has permitted this little death-fest on Earth
because He can restore it all planetary, animal and human in a form of being superior to that in which it died. This is because the new
immortal human basis of that "top of the blessing chain" (Gen1:26-28) is now the Immortal "Life Giving Spirit" as well in Jesus Christ
tasked with this certain and promised mission of God ALMIGHTY. It is back to the future via the past, and back to the past via the
future as Revelation 20-22 will "loop back" and return ALL LIFE to Genesis 3:22 and the HUMAN "Tree of Immortality". 

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
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glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. 

The Matthew 19:28 "genesis again" palingenesia "re-creation" is exactly as huge as that term implies, the global "genesis again"
rebirth OF EVERYTHING.

(Ezekiel 47:9b) ... everything will be alive where the torrent comes.

And that "river of life" torrent worldwide, is in Revelation 22.

What would be the point if God and Christ were also half-vast like fallen humans and fallen angels? What kind of a True Immortal
Kingdom just up and forgets the "little things" if God can even recall "two sparrows" of the trillions for complete re-projection into
timeless eternal life and "flight"? What Kingdom of Justice will not address EVERY INSTANCE of injustice? HOW can God Almighty
be "incomplete" and "forget"? He cannot, that is "how".

(Matthew 10:29-31) Do not two sparrows sell for a coin of small value? Yet not one of them will fall to the ground without
your Father’s [knowledge]. 30 But the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 31 Therefore have no fear: you are worth
more than many sparrows.

The basic analogy of hope there also at Luke 12:6 which Christ taught the fearful disciples, is that since God will remember and
"recall" even a seemingly insignificant sparrow, He certainly will not forsake the human being in that mix to come. So what if God just
"remembered" the death of human and animal? That "memory" and living connection is about that Matthew 19:28 total global life
restoration from man down to what humans cannot track or "remember". The coming God purposed in Christ RESTORATION OF ALL
LIFE is what it means. 

(Luke 20:38) He is a God, not of the dead, but of the living, for they are all living to him.

The angelic "watchers" of Daniel 4 (and thus the "four living creatures" parallel meaning of Revelation 4-5) and that "Tree" and all its
life they TRACK and "remember" in the exactitude of its Almighty God definition of "living soul" of its REALITY, with no time or material
limitations is also "tracked" in REALITY by God Almighty and Christ. 

(John 6:39) This is the will of him that sent me, that I should lose nothing out of all that he has given me but that I should
resurrect it at the last day. 

NOTHING can be lost by the works of mortal limited sinners like Satan and the demons. NOTHING. And that is what they are to God:
NOTHING. They are who will be "lost" in a world which will exist forever as if they never existed at all. THAT is what God's eraser does
to completion as stated by Him.

Why limit God, Christ and their prophecy of these things as if another lame human Kingdom which could care less about "little things"?
Why let puny minded tapeworm religions limit YOUR imagination and the very prophecy of GOD ALMIGHTY, as if polluted-clay is
going to have the final say on these matters, itself stuck in this selfsame death scenario?

Why put a fallen demon and human imposed ceiling of doubt and impotence on something which is actually well well beyond the sky
with ZERO limit and the permanent solution for all eternity? Why let puny human "imagination" limit the coming ALMIGHTY REALITY?

The entire polluted Earth by fallen human mismanagement and trial and error is also to be perfected and cleansed worldwide by the
Kingdom of the Stars to support the everlasting timeless life complex of the whole. That new perfect planetary life "genome of eternity"
coming with the perfection of God and Christ will require the absolute perfect life system in eternal glorified purity and parallel
perfection as a whole.

This time it is not to be a "Garden of Eden" of some limited "acreage", it is to be the Planet of Eden with universal potential thereafter.
What do we think this universal material gate of the spirit realm Architect is? Just some pretty lights for a night sky? THINK about it.
These Gods in Yahweh and Yehshua know NO limits on ANYTHING. NONE! Do we really think severely limited and dying demons and
humans are now going to place a restraint of the Almighty Immortal God and the Mighty Immortal God? Then we would have another
thing coming wouldn't we?

From that Adamic "bad genetic" basis in all life of Earth from the original sin consequence, all the rest of the death complex bodily and
global-system wide proliferates and compounds into more and more "death dealing" scenarios and conditions. Thus, the God
Almighty purposed solution must be even more vast, but permanent.

The reality is Satan's "whole world lies in the power of the wicked one" current powers also extends into the life-system he attacks with
death and oppression by physically permitted means God allows, but limits.

(1 John 5:19) We know we originate with God, but the whole world is lying in the [power of the] wicked one. 

Thus, the "death is natural", "it is all just nature and evolution" is the current "death is normal, everyone" myth Satan is behind to keep
man down even in their imaginative powers of the faith. Once people do not even know everlasting and immortal life potential has
been stolen from them, the fight against Satan is neutralized within them, voluntarily by accepting also that lie. 

Thus, to accept the "gift of death" from Satan as "just the way it is and always has been" as aided by the sins of both worlds, makes
certain many people will not even "put up a fight"; instead, they will hand their lives to Satan by the power of this belief itself.

But, that myth is ending anyways by powers beyond fallen demon and human. It's just a matter of a little more time is all.

(Hebrews 2:14-16) Therefore, since the “young children” are sharers of blood and flesh, he also similarly partook of the
same things, that through his death he might bring to nothing the one having the means to cause death, that is, the Devil;
15 and [that] he might emancipate all those who for fear of death were subject to slavery all through their lives. 16 For he
is really not assisting angels at all, but he is assisting Abraham’s seed. 

If we think Christ expended himself to the maximum perfect human limit in dying that death, for no future eternal reason
of "the joy set before him" in the TOTAL RESTORATION of HIS OWN world, then we got another thing coming.

(Hebrews 12:1-3) So, then, because we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also put off every weight and the sin
that easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us, 2 as we look intently at the Chief Agent and
Perfecter of our faith, Jesus. For the joy that was set before him he endured a torture stake, despising shame, and has sat down at the
right hand of the throne of God. 3 Indeed, consider closely the one who has endured such contrary talk by sinners against their own
interests, that you may not get tired and give out in your souls.



Humans can and do "burn out" and die. But, that is NOT the case with Christ. He will burn out and destroy the Devil. (Rev20:7-10,14-
15) God and Christ toy with him because his destruction is certain as they also "hit the undo button" on all his envious destructive
power effects here. They make Satan and the demons eat their words every step of the way. 

And certainly, not all angels fell with Satan, their is now the "angels of the crown" who are also immortal adversaries of these mortal
limited demons who all KNOW they have a short time, much shorter than what has elapsed so far in their lie. They lost. But, it is not yet
over. Christ's new human fully tested immortality seals their certain destruction.

Anyone trying to deface the work of the greater artist is an envious failure. Satan typifies core envy along with his own self-produced
fall into assured cursed mortality, as the first curse God ever issued.

(Genesis 3:14) And Jehovah God proceeded to say to the serpent: “Because you have done this thing, you are the
cursed one...

And we know who that "original serpent" is, not some physical reptile, but Satan himself, the liar.

(Revelation 12:9) So down the great dragon was hurled, the original serpent, the one called Devil and Satan, who is
misleading the entire inhabited earth

Thus, it is no surprise myth-entombed humans would under-estimate the intellect, materiality scope, and power of a huge cherub older
than this universe and all his ancient demons with him. Satan's influential myth-creation complex affects the physical system in a way
which helps give "scientific" support to his "death is natural" LIE.

Yet, God also uses basic science to teach. By basic genetic sciences we know the at first cellular level bad, death-coded, "Adamic
DNA", was just the beginning of the problem with death. Planet Earth is now a theme park of a global death watch, a pyramid of
constant predation which "seems natural", but it is not. Overall, this park "sucks"; you check in at birth and you can never leave until you
are pushing up daisies.

The truth is, the only way to change Adamic humans is not by words and "talking till we are blue in the face". NOTHING will ever truly
change an "Adamic man" permanently while Adamic, the best we could do is sustain some periods of decent repentance in the fallen
human condition roller coaster of life. What WILL CHANGE the basic "nature" of man and the whole life system [permanently, and
eternally] is perfect genetic APPLIED to everything in its new form coming, "ALL THINGS" "made new".

The fantasies that "we are already perfect" can only work for a terminally-deluded group like Jehovah's witnesses and maybe some
other egotists out there, but that works only so long. They are still very "Adamic" like everyone else here. Eventually, the Adamic
harvest "reaper" comes.

The ONLY way out of Adam for humans is into Last Adam in every detail to leave the dead Adamic "bad genetic" reality in the past—
forever and in totality, fully extricated from the planet 101%.

(Romans 8:6-8) For the minding of the flesh means death, but the minding of the spirit means life and peace; 7 because
the minding of the flesh means enmity with God, for it is not under subjection to the law of God, nor, in fact, can it be. 8 So
those who are in harmony with the flesh cannot please God.

It is IMPOSSIBLE for Adamic humans to change. It is also impossible for Adamic genetic to be changed, such as by genetic
singularity or some other advanced science of man. 

To support the centuries long human spiritual perfection process, the physical perfection must begin quickly. The Christ
atonement removes any lasting effects of "sins while learning perfection" by forgiveness to aid that physical perfection
(Rev22:1-5) for a timeframe of one thousand years, until the spiritual and physical totality becomes sinless human
perfection. That is what leads to the human immortality purpose. (Rev22:14)

First off, this is a divine curse that no Adamic human or science can "lift". 

Secondly, imperfect Adamic minds can only create imperfect systems, technologies and sciences. 

They all too, like Adamic man, are error-ridden, failure prone, always "outdated" soon, and the material designs disintegrate in their
own time, just like their makers. That is, Adamic error and imperfection affects EVERYTHING humans make and touch, period.

It is a true "it is what it is" scenario with only one permanent and eternal "solution".

True human change with permanent potential is to be by the actual transformation of genetically impaired humans out of Adam's
impaired genetic, into the perfect everlasting genetic of Last Adamic "Christ the man". 

That is also why the Christ arrival affords a golden opportunity like no other time in history. Christ can soon apply
everlasting healing in Last Adamic form, a form he had not yet secured when he was healing Adamic humans at his first
arrival. They died eventually. Not so with the healings to BEGIN with the Christ arrival upon that "great crowd".

The core progenitive basis of the Last Adamic "NEW human" is perfect, everlasting, optimum, skies-the-limit, sinless, with eventual
incorruptible, and indestructible immortality already Christ-encoded in this Super Human DNA, by God Almighty. The Last Adamic
genetic is great, plain and simple. The Last Adamic master and pan-genome to be applied to all former Adamic human beings is "not
messed up", and that is why it takes one thousand years to be taught how to REALLY use it.

Compared to the human basket case of today, Last Adam is SUPER HUMAN. 

THAT is what Jesus Christ is as the man. Last Adam is the human being God purposed in His own and their "image". Let US make
man in OUR image. You think a human in the "image of God" could not swim the Atlantic, run up and then down Everest, and swim
back via the Pacific? That would be the warm up cycle. Those who "make the great crowd" will be doing things soon thereafter they
NEVER dreamed of, things which will make Hollywood movies look like what they are: FAKE, CGI aided fantasy.

God has always been Immortal, Christ is now ALSO IMMORTAL. 

(Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us [re- make] man in our [now immortal total] image...

That is a new creation "image of God" immortal capability for this final phase which was NOT available in the first.

(Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness, and let them have



in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and the domestic animals and all the earth and
every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to create the man in his image, in God’s
image he created him; male and female he created them. 28 Further, God blessed them and God said to them: “Be fruitful
and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of
the heavens and every living creature that is moving upon the earth.”

Notice that the blessing "cascades" from blessed humans at the top, down into all also blessed creation under them. 

Now that blessing is the death curse. (Gen3:17; Rev22:3) Notice that now death "cascades" in the same manner as the blessing
formerly, from now cursed humans at the top, down into all creation now dying under them.

But when Christ applies the Last Adamic perfect DNA and the new human being to redeemed human beings willing, that "blessing-
turned-curse" becomes the LIFE BLESSING, not death, any longer. 

(Psalm 133:3) It is like the dew of Hermon That is descending upon the mountains of Zion. For there Jehovah
commanded the blessing, life to time indefinite.

That original blessing and its "cascading effect" of then "life giving spirit" from Christ as spirit and the new human perfection "model",
will again affect all creation. God cannot have "cancer free" human beings without also having "cancer free" animals. The shared "bad
genetic" basis of IT ALL, has to be changed in its entirety.

It has to be the life totality of the recovery at the same scope of the blessing as the original, now "new and improved" by total immortal
life power, for all life of Earth as in Genesis 1:26-28, again, new, final, permanent, eternal, forever.

That positive "life-dealing" effect will be as aided by perfect Last Adamic genetic and being coming into also spiritual perfection. Then
the original Edenic-willed everlasting life is RESTORED, in the Last Adam "conduit", like that lost in the Garden of Eden. Then it will
be "life to time indefinite" for all living beings and things of planet Earth, itself a planetary everlasting life system then coming under
immortal humans (Rev22:14), under the immortal "new heavens".

THAT is why the perfect human genetic is the basic FIRST requirement, after the Christ atonement which empowers it from God,
which humans could understand today as aided by even basic science knowledge. Timeless unalterable perfect genetic already
sealed for all eternity in "Last Adam" Christ, will become perfect humans and remain perfect for all willing, for all eternity.

And that is even unto the immortal human pinnacle (Rev22:14), Christ also already secured, even if he had to become the spirit
immortal first. Irremovable human immortality is in Jesus Christ as "the [new] man" "the second man, out of heaven", it can not be
"undone". All that can limit it back into death, is continued human insistence on sub-optimum behavior, sin. Now such scenarios can
be "surgically removed" by selective "second death" extrication. NEVER AGAIN, can the entire human and earthly life basis be
systemically comprised in totality, by sin and to death. 

(Isaiah 65:20) No more will there come to be a suckling a few days old from that place, neither an old man that does not
fulfill his days; for one will die as a mere boy, although a hundred years of age; and as for the sinner, although a hundred
years of age he will have evil called down upon him. 

Christ will be burning those who choose to be "goats" all the way through the one thousand years and after as his "sheep and goat"
work has to extend into his Kingdom rule and for a "little while" after it completes. (Rev20:1-3,7-10,14-15)

Perfect "Last Adam" and "Last Eve" the "Bride", to come from God and him,  shall be the eventual everlasting-life-to-immortal-human-
life conduit of the everlasting blessing of eternal life for all life of Earth. (Rev22:1-5>Rev22:14)

THAT is what the "energy system" of Romans 8:18-22 is based on, zero "decay", phthoras "corruption". ZERO.

(Romans 8:18-22) Consequently I reckon that the sufferings of the present season do not amount to anything in
comparison with the glory that is going to be revealed in us. 19 For the eager expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revealing of the sons of God. 20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not by its own will but through him that
subjected it, on the basis of hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from enslavement to corruption and have
the glorious freedom of the children of God. 22 For we know that all creation keeps on groaning together and being in
pain together until now.

(Romans 8:18-22) Consequently I reckon that the sufferings of the present season do not amount to anything in
comparison with the glory that is going to be revealed in us. 19 For the eager expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revealing of the sons of God. 20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not by its own will but through him that
subjected it, on the basis of hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from enslavement to DECAY and have the
glorious freedom of the children of God. 22 For we know that all creation keeps on groaning together and being in pain
together until now. 
 
Obviously the entire "nature" of planet Earth shall be coming into its final evolution from God Almighty, the final change, the
irremovable and unchangeable TRUE divine purpose of God Almighty, "from the beginning". The Re-Genesis of Matthew 19:28.
(Rev21-22; Eze47)

Even in Christ's first earthly ministry, his healings and resurrections were temporary and in the same Adamic package, it only worked
for so long while in the Adamic genetic and flesh. Though Christ was already "Last Adamic" "second man out of heaven" he had not
yet secured the perfect human sacrifice to empower the coming "Last Adamic" applied eternal "healing" power.

Not so this next time around. 

Christ's first ministry miracles were tiny foregleams of the broad daylight zenith of human, animal, and planetary [permanent] healing
and transformation he will accomplish; and that to start on the "great crowd", and that upon arrival to "shepherd" that first human group
for potential eternity.

Christ is not replacing knees, hips, and this and that on the Adamic wreck. Christ REPLACES THE ENTIRE BODY, LIFE-FORCE,
AND BEING. You board the new bodily super-ship as the same person, just no longer in the Adamic drudge. You "trade in" your
"lemon" Adamic "pos car" and you get the immortal potential, "The Lamb"-borghini of the eternal Last Adamic model, FREE!

If you choose to "make" the "great crowd" you will be climbing the tallest mountain you can find by the end of the year of the post-
conquest, in a day, maybe by the end of the 1290 days, maybe in the 1290 days. The sky is no limit. This "pos" "Adamic package"
has to go for good. 



That "curse" in Eden was a curse of eventual "time-released" Adamic extinction. No Adamic DNA exists in the millennial rule of Christ,
no way, no how, Almighty sealed as the eternal curse then completed. 

(Revelation 22:3a) And no more will there be any curse. 

The [Adamic] curse completes before the new blessing activates. Even if Adam and Eve did "make it back" it would have to be in
Last Adamic form as well. The first, last.

By the time the winepress phase of Revelation 14:17-20 has ended, Adamic man will be extinct worldwide; past history, the has been
scenario. All survivors human will be in the Last Adamic new human model in inception physical form, but well beyond Adamic humans
even at day one "Last Adam". How Christ performs the initial and permanent transformation is in God's power and understanding, but
it is certain.

(Genesis 3:17) cursed is the ground on your account...

That " ground" is now where all the families, man and animal, of Earth come from. It was not just humans to be affected by that death
curse. 

(Genesis 12:3) all the families of the ground will certainly bless themselves by means of you.

And it will not be just humans benefiting from that Psalm 133 "life to time indefinite" blessing, when the full recovery "re-creation" is
carried out by Christ.

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation (re-genesis; palingenesia), when the Son of
man sits down upon his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging
the twelve tribes of Israel. 

Soon, having total recall mentally will be the default human REQUIREMENT. That total recall will aid the "Wonderful Counselor" aspect
of Christ's perfect teaching guidance. (Isa9:6) Christ's brain as a perfect new "Last Adamic" human and the Adamic brain cannot be
compared; it is like comparing a galactic-scale network of quantum super computers to a shriveled walnut, half husk-fly devoured. 

All of these Adamic sub-optimums getting worse everyday aided the continued downtime of the fall of man. 

That is why the rise of Last Adamic man will be freed of those Adamic sub-optimum burdens and oppressions immediately. Christ
does not have a ten billion year kingdom to nurse poor Adam; Christ has the one thousand years. 

True, it is a thousand year long Kingdom of Christ rule in time, but it has the divine effect of being a billion years wide and a billion
years high in power. Yet, it is a limited time which must and will be optimized by the perfect Last Adamic genetic, physical human, and
eventual spiritually perfect human and the eventual incorruptible indestructible immortal human for the fully obedient. (Rev22:14) 

God is not half-vast and He don't "mess around" and neither does Christ.

By that PERFECT "LAST ADAMIC" HUMAN AND GENETIC, Adamic-based ailments, breakdown, imperfections, and addictions,
which formerly plagued people here for six thousand years and whole lifetimes in that span, will be cured and perfected physically in a
mere micro-second when one agrees to join the "great crowd of living salvation". THAT is also why the Kingdom can peacefully
accommodate any who surrender in the future. It will not be for more decades of battling the Adamic sins and its futilely dead genetic,
it will be with years of becoming the assured, certain, and promised Last Adamic super-human.

There is no reason for Christ, with the perfect Last Adamic genetic and the whole [new] human being "body" available for total
application to continue to try to nurse Adamic man back to a health long lost at Eden. There is also no reason to turn way the willing
human "surrenderees" who would like to also try out this new model human. Don't just "survive" "the end of the Adamic age", become
a Christ guaranteed and God promised super-human with immortal human potential as well.

(Hebrews 10:10) By the said “will” we have been sanctified through the offering of (perfect human) the body of Jesus
Christ once for all time.

Christ never will be running a hospice, rehab, or nursing home; he will be emptying them out [immediately] with "Last Adamic" super-
humans as compared to today's dying Adamic "race of man". 

(Isaiah 11:6-9) And the wolf will actually reside for a while with the male lamb, and with the kid the leopard itself will lie
down, and the calf and the maned young lion and the well-fed animal all together; and a mere little boy will be leader over
them. 7 And the cow and the bear themselves will feed; together their young ones will lie down. And even the lion will eat
straw just like the bull. 8 And the sucking child will certainly play upon the hole of the cobra; and upon the light aperture
of a poisonous snake will a weaned child actually put his own hand. 9 They will not do any harm or cause any ruin in all
my holy mountain; because the earth will certainly be filled with the knowledge of Jehovah as the waters are covering the
very sea.

The animals are also in for a change as well with the whole planet's physicality and energy basis. "Nature" will be transformed.

(Romans 8:18-22) Consequently I reckon that the sufferings of the present season do not amount to anything in
comparison with the glory that is going to be revealed in us. 19 For the eager expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revealing of the sons of God. 20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not by its own will but through him that
subjected it, on the basis of hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from enslavement to corruption and have
the glorious freedom of the children of God. 22 For we know that all creation keeps on groaning together and being in
pain together until now. 

Entropy will be sent packing with the incomplete sciences of Adamic man. Turns out, the universal energy system is an open system to
God not the "closed system" of Adamic thought. Indeed, God has and can "create energy".

(Isaiah 40:25-26) But to whom can you people liken me so that I should be made his equal?” says the Holy One. 26 “Raise
your eyes high up and see. Who has created these things? It is the One who is bringing forth the army of them even by
number, all of whom he calls even by name. Due to the abundance of dynamic energy, he also being vigorous in power,
not one [of them] is missing.

Now how can humans not even here a million years going to "sum up" a multi-billion year old universe, which majority of energy they
cannot even see or test? How can a human who cannot even live 200 years going to sum up God's universal totality for us? 



But, we are glad they tried, basic sciences have seen a glimpse of God "technologies" and science in general has helped us to see it
too.

But the truth is, we ain't seen nothing yet.

Adam is about ineffectual breakdown and inaction, with only a temporary period of being far short of optimum
rather than just plain dead, even if effective to the human degree for that time of peak youth or experience—it
burns out in time. 

Last Adam is about completed optimum perfection and eternal action—forever, to the hilt; it does not "burn
out" and it is timeless.

(Isaiah 40:28-31) Have you not come to know or have you not heard? Jehovah, the Creator of the extremities of
the earth, is a God to time indefinite. He does not tire out or grow weary. There is no searching out of his
understanding. 29 He is giving to the tired one power; and to the one without dynamic energy he makes full
might abound. 30 Boys will both tire out and grow weary, and young men themselves will without fail stumble,
31 but those who are hoping in Jehovah will regain power. They will mount up with wings like eagles. They will
run and not grow weary; they will walk and not tire out.”

When Christ corks in the deadbeat mortal demons into their abyss, all their death-junk, lies, and futile power, will be more gone than
they are, and are also soon to become.

The real good news prophecy forecast will be more than acceptable by any reasonable person, it will be unique, it will be complete, it
will be hugely positive, it will be open for worldwide free access and it will be child simple yet complete enough for any level of
experienced Christian understanding. It may seem "to good to be true". But, is anything really "too good to be true" for God Almighty?
Come on. lol

Anyone can claim their insights come from God, it means nothing as some of the worst criminals in "religious history" have made
these deluded claims and many people are sick of it. The forecast which is from God will COME TRUE. 

And to aid many God is purposing for the "great crowd" REALITY is the final form of the prophecy all can believe no
matter how they may have arrived into that coming WORLD REALITY. REALITY is what eventually, all people will
"believe". Seeing, IS believing for many. (Hag2:7)

And it cannot be for some personal glory or fame or profits. IF we have not learned from the first-apostasy Catholic showboats, and
the last-apostasy WTBTS "kiss us, kiss us" Governing Body power-freaks who all love the worship and all the attention which is for
GOD ALONE, as they used their "divinity claim" to aid their own fame, riches, mind-control, and adorations, then we are a total loser
too, maybe we ought to open our own eyes first. 

If we want recognition off of recognition only due Jesus Christ, we will fail, it is that simple, the "auxiliary curse" is that certain. 

(Jeremiah 17:5-8) 5 This is what Jehovah has said: “Cursed is the able-bodied man who puts his trust in earthling man
and actually makes flesh his arm, and whose heart turns away from Jehovah himself. 6 And he will certainly become like
a solitary tree in the desert plain and will not see when good comes; but he must reside in parched places in the
wilderness, in a salt country that is not inhabited. 7 Blessed is the able-bodied man who puts his trust in Jehovah, and
whose confidence Jehovah has become. 8 And he will certainly become like a tree planted by the waters, that sends out
its roots right by the watercourse; and he will not see when heat comes, but his foliage will actually prove to be luxuriant.
And in the year of drought he will not become anxious, nor will he leave off from producing fruit.

NOT ONCE did God say to trust man, or the "faithful slave". In the Bible only God and Christ are who to put trust in, period. 

(Isaiah 26:4) Trust in Jehovah, you people, for all times, for in Jah Jehovah is the Rock of times indefinite.

(Psalm 65:5) With fear-inspiring things in righteousness you will answer us, O God of our salvation, The Trust of all the
borders of the earth and those far away on the sea.

(2 Timothy 1:12-14) For this very cause I am also suffering these things, but I am not ashamed. For I know the one whom I
have believed, and I am confident he is able to guard what I have laid up in trust with him until that day. 13 Keep holding
the pattern of healthful words that you heard from me with the faith and love that are in connection with Christ Jesus.
14 This fine trust guard through the holy spirit which is dwelling in us.

(Acts 15:11) On the contrary, we trust to get saved through the undeserved kindness of the Lord Jesus in the same way
as those people also.”

We ought to have learned by now, what apostates love and the ruin they bring through that fraud desire for their own attention. In fact,
like the Papacy, the Governing Body development has become exactly what they both set out to become: the worshiped and the
trusted figures INSTEAD of God and "in place" of Christ "middlemen" sinners, period. Demons, in the flesh.

And we can learn a final lesson from the ruin the Governing Body "power-freaks" will also soon bring on Jehovah's witnesses (Zech11)
(and themselves, in time; Isa66:6), for any who may doubt this now.

THIS is what will "come true" and all it entails as FUTURE REALITY:

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by
the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the
sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

The truth is, the real good news prophecy will be actual GOOD NEWS. That is one way you can know what it is even now: it has to be
truly GREAT NEWS. Period. 

It will also get verifications and affirmations EVERY STEP OF THE WAY, >>>starting with<<< the apostate downfall of
Jehovah's witnesses soon. (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8; Zech3:1-9)

God's Good News MUST BE actually new, and actually good, and actually good news and the positive life-affirming truth to the nth
degree. It MUST be the best good news you have EVER heard of. There is no other way. God and Christ's "sacred secret" of the

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/the_coming_epic_judgment_downfall_of_jehovahs_witnesses_draft4-03262020_4.pdf


"good news" must be revealed, and it MUST be the greatest news you have ever heard, even if you may doubt some of it, at first. The
future proof is, it will manifest step over step, year over year, to also AFFIRM ITSELF WITH REALITY. The truth is, with an open mind
and smidge of faith and a little effort, GOD'S PROPHECY EXPLAINS ITSELF, plain and simple. It is not some cryptic Japanese
astronomic rocket-science calculus equation.

(Matthew 11:25-26) At that time Jesus said in response: “I publicly praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because
you have hidden these things from the wise and intellectual ones and have revealed them to babes. 26 Yes, O Father,
because to do thus came to be the way approved by you.

It will be complete, yet chimp-simple [at the same time], and it will leave "religious good news" in the dust where it dines with the
Devil. This is because though the complete prophecy has a little complexity and two fulfillment cycle for the modern final phases, past
and future, the prophecy symbologies, like the parables of Christ, ARE PLAIN SIMPLE in their construction, symbols, and logic. 

(2 Peter 1:19-21) Consequently we have the prophetic word [made] more sure; and you are doing well in paying attention
to it as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until day dawns and a daystar rises, in your hearts. 20 For you know this first,
that no prophecy of Scripture springs from any private interpretation. 21 For prophecy was at no time brought by man’s
will, but men spoke from God as they were borne along by holy spirit.

Anyone who believes just a couple pieces of that prophecy story, WILL KNOW when it is becoming WORLD REALITIES, in the future,
in compounding steps of believability, promised by God.

Yet, most Christians will be saved by belief in one "detail" from the Bible. Just ONE, the one, the MOST IMPORTANT ONE:

(John 3:14-17) And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so the Son of man must be lifted up, 15 that
everyone believing in him may have everlasting life. 16 “For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten
Son, in order that everyone exercising faith in him might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth
his Son into the world, not for him to judge the world, but for the world to be saved through him.

Stick to that "one detail" and NEVER LOSE! EVER!

In addition, God's "prophetic word made more sure", well, it WILL come true. And it will come true progressively to "get
through" to many people every step of the way of the future, over several final years coming. And it will be completed
INTO: WORLD REALITY FOREVER. And that will all be done by Christ via his promised Revelation 14 "second coming" in
the future. 

It will be bigger and clearer than any religion could ever or will ever "relate". 

If they coulda, the woulda, already. If they coulda, they shoulda, already. It's too late for "religion".

The religion game is one of perpetual self-invented spiritual tribal warfare matches for tax-sheltered profits, not one of taking the truth
to the limit. They need a perpetual state of religious war, charms and trinkets, along with internecine condemnation in endless steel
cage death-matches, and endless bickering and wrestling with each other. It never reforms, it never wises up, it never stops its
games. 

What did the Catholic church do from 500 AD to 1500 AD? The exact same routines, the exact same controlling murderous crap, one
year of evils, 1000 times, repeat as necessary. It NEVER changed once, for ONE THOUSAND YEARS, as an example of the
millennial demonic dungeons and denizens it had housed and still "houses" to this day.

Religion does all that just to keep their own "our team" paying them to cheerlead for "their cause" which always has a human political,
Babel metaphysical, and or pop-cultural [ever-changing] "ear tickling" "message". Whatever pop-politic may round the bend, "religion"
will be riding it into town, as it will "ride world government" "into town" when that final globalist-pop-politic also "rounds the bend" in the
future. (Rev17:1-7)

Many scattered Christians and everyone else savable will eventually know what it is all converging into, regardless of religion or former
religious contexts or lack thereof. God inspired prophecy not to empower and enrich "religion", but to give the "heads up" ABOUT
THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS CHRIST AND ALL HE MUST COMPLETE, for ANYONE paying a little attention here.

THAT is why God wrote prophecy by the "pens" of human prophets of Him.

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

It is not "about the pope", it is not "about the governing body", it is not "about religion", it is about God and Christ: PERIOD.

And as it does "manifest" progressively, it will provide the final global prophecy milestones as proof all along the way over these last
several years when Daniel 8:14 activates the judgment of the final apostasy in Jehovah's witnesses debased ministry. 

As Jehovah's witnesses start to "go down" in their final failure phase, it will ALL then be " ticking down" Daniel 8:14 as the temple
judgment unto Daniel 12:7 as the final ministry 1260 days, then into Daniel 12:11 of world government and the Christ arrival, and into
then Daniel 12:12 in Christ's conquest and Marriage of the Lamb preparation for the millennium rulership of his Messianic Millennial
Kingdom.

THAT is what Daniel 12 is, the hourglass prophecy vial unto the world government and the Christ arrival it shall trigger. The rest of the
prophecies which all perfectly "register" into their exact milestone stepped slots with Daniel 12 and Revelation 8-11 and Revelation
16, already describe the nature of those four timed periods in Daniel just mentioned.

Daniel 8 and Daniel 12's timed prophecies also cross register with Revelation's timed prophecies. The rest of the sovereign Kingdom
prophecy describes the nature of the final global milestone indications which will be stepping into world government and the Christ
arrival in the future, one day at a time, for then several more years of Daniel 12's itinerary. 

Essentially, the entire highly detailed "time of the end" of "the last days" prophecy framework is a reliable map to the
Christ arrival. 

With a map that specific as to the final world event continuum of the future to precede and converge into the Christ arrival, the "day and
the hour" is really irrelevant. When Christ arrives "beyond the speed of light", with a "Dragon and Wild Beast Gun" as big as the
universe, with a " bull's eye" as big as the Milky Way and " cross hairs" at sub-atomic scale and accuracy, this will be close enough for
people.



Final World Cycle Spiritual and World Milestones to
and through the Christ Arrival
Spiritual Milestones World Milestones
1. Final Apostasy 1. National Sovereign Downfall
2. Final Temple Judgment 2. Final Global Crisis
3. Final Ministry 3. Peaceful Resolution
4. Christ Arrival 4. World Government Presentation
5. Global Open-Salvation Sheep-Sweep 5. Babylon the Great Destruction
6. Final World Judgment 6. World Peace Signal
7. Christ Conquest 7. World Government 666 Campaign
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Final Timed Prophecy Sequence Details
Prophecy
1. Daniel 8:13-14 1150/2300 Days (to be determined at that time)
2. Daniel 12:7 1260 Days
3. Daniel 12:11 1290 Days
4. Daniel 12:12 1335 Days
1. Temple Judgment
Prophecy
Daniel 8:13-14 1150 Days or 2300 Days
Zechariah 3; 1Peter 4:17
Jehovah's Witnesses Defined Signal Apostasy
Apostasy Specific
Daniel 8:11-13,26
Daniel 11:30-35,41
2. Final Ministry (Open Salvation Heavenly-Anointed)
Prophecy
Daniel 12:7 1260 Days
Final Ministry
Daniel 7:25; Revelation 11:2-3; Revelation 12:14; Revelation 13:5
3. Christ Arrival (Open Salvation Earthly-Anointed and others)
Prophecy
Daniel 12:11 1290 Days
World Government and Christ Arrival
Daniel 7:26
Revelation 14; Revelation 16:17; Revelation 11:11-12
4. Marriage of the Lamb Inception Phase
Daniel 12:12 1335 days Post Christ Conquest
Notes
Daniel 8:13-14 timing unknown as 1150 days minimum, 2300 days probable

Now we can review how after centuries with "Christendom", and nearly a century with Jehovah's witnesses, why they still as one whole
with millions of dollars and thousands of "thinkers" cannot seem to complete this picture; nor will they ever "complete" it. 

(And keep in mind, millions of people and millions of Christians are "figuring it all out" anyways as covered in Section 2.
They can and are "completing the puzzle" in spite of the nosedive of religion. 

And everyday, unto the Christ arrival more and more and more people will continue to "figure it out" free of "religious
help", thank God; He is the real help.)

The Stalled Case of Mainstream Christian and Jehovah's
Witnesses Academic Prophecy Progress

Now, in spite of the stalls in Christian academia in the "mainstream", and in Jehovah's witnesses, millions of
people religious and non-religious are arriving at the "final dot" of future world government anyways. 

" Everyone and his mother" is connecting the "final dot" of world government.

Just try a simple Google search on the topic of future world government to see what many are saying about it. 

The idea of world government

World government, global government or cosmocracy is the concept of a common political
authority for all of humanity, giving way to a global government and a single state or polity with
jurisdiction over the entire world.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_government

And because many realize the whole corporate religious botch is a clear fail, they have buried the "religion
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versus religion" hatchet (Rev16:12), for the generic truth and salvation opportunity worldwide which this
religion-fail has made necessary. Christ must "compensate" for the mega-fail of religion as a whole.

Even before "Babylon the Great falls" under world government many are clearly seeing Babylon "fall" in failure
even before it gets to "ride" world government in the future, into its global termination. (Rev17:1-7; Rev17:16) 

Jehovah's witnesses are just the latest Babel "religion" and Babel "governing body" defined, guided, and
influenced mega-flop of "spiritual corporatism". They look like any corporate "team" and "ladder climbing"
corporate business; the Kingdom Hall crowd looks like a mass job interview mob.

The realization all religion is a fail levels the playing field with no more religious obstacles and diversions for
those who are seeing what this really means: dump religion for good, it is a stall, it is a diversion, it is of no true
use, it will go down in time.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to
share with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues. 

Religion really is even now a plague of sins, their is no "antidote". Like the dead human "relic" "system of body part management [for
faith and worship]" in the root word of the "religion" word itself, it is dead. "Religion" always has been dead, it was dead on arrival. 

Just look at Jehovah's witnesses "true" religion, because their apostasy-virus is still squirming around in the test tube for all to see and
examine [before] that apostasy goes down first. (1Pet4:17) And in the Jehovah's witnesses "Terminal VD" "diagnosis of apostasy",
like with their UN NGO orgy "social disease", the fingerprints on the syringe which slowly pumped them with that spiritual virus is that of
their very own "UN syphilitic" self-invented and placed so-called "governing body" corporate body of "goner"-eah.

It is no accident God has bypassed the religious obstacle and moved many people forward in time because that is where it is all
heading. And He has done so in a very generic manner which God will also continue to do. 

Whether bypassing the Christendom academic dead ends, or the Jehovah's witnesses detour to nowhere, God has
moved MILLIONS of people around those obstacles anyways.

God is preparing those people, growing in number daily, for something important.

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

And they will not "come in" to a religion, but into Christ's salvation sweep global. (Rev14:6-7)

And it helps to now realize the strangeness of this anomaly which mainstream Christendom and Jehovah's witnesses manifest at the
same time. One is a very old dead-end, yet now with many "independents" seeing world government is coming to trigger Christ, while
the other one is a formerly highly advanced prophecy explanation up to 1945, which is now totally devoid of anything "world
government" related. Very strange indeed!

Now, when we compare Christendom academic "lack of progress" in prophecy overall with that of Jehovah's witnesses in particular,
who had progress, but are now dead silent about world government, many can see coming anyways, it truly is a very telling
development.

1. When we examine and compare the old fossilized mainstream Christendom academic "progress" on "explaining prophecy" stalled
centuries ago, but which still has some small ministries and scattered Christians making the world government prophecy connection
anyways;

2. (compared) With the formerly very advanced prophecy explaining Jehovah's witnesses ministry, which is now TOTALLY dead
silent on the subject of world government in prophecy as if no such possibility exists in prophecy or the world system...

...Then we KNOW "something is up", something is wrong, something "ain't quite right", there is something very weird about this dual
development— for those paying some attention here, it is what is called a RED FLAG, a big one.

While the Christendom system is so dead in the water many had to "think for themselves" on prophecy to progress, while the
leadership of Jehovah's witnesses was so advanced at one time that now they could easily "finish the story" but DO NOT, then we
know this for the same apostate purpose: Conceal and suppress all world government prophecy from these main public teaching
ministries. 

It is now exactly what it was designed to become as one whole. Religion-based, corporate controlled, subverted
diversion centers "set in opposition" to God and His prophecy and His purpose.

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-5) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first
and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over
everyone who is called “god” or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing
himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

Then, by this same STRANGE dual-anomaly we know that unusual development is actually related to the overall enemy-system goal of
keeping this world government goal a big secret. 

Now what would the religious "harlot" who "sleeps with the kings of the Earth" do? Expose her free ride and world keepers? You know
this is also what we are seeing: terminal religious "harlot" spiritual compromise to aid the "666" world government cover-up "operation
of error" now full blown "the lie".

(2 Thessalonians 2:11-12) So that is why God lets an operation of error go to them, that they may get to believing the lie,
12 in order that they all may be judged because they did not believe the truth but took pleasure in unrighteousness.

Now, BOTH corporatized leadership camps of the stall in mainstream Christendom and the WTBTS misled Jehovah's witnesses have
to be unfaithful in the least case scenario, and more likely fully infiltrated, corrupted, and controlled internally in the worst case scenario
overall, because then they know EXACTLY what it is they are tasked with concealing. (Dan11:32a) 

Then, it is no simplex "random religious corruption", "by accident", as some may assume.

And by "rule by committee" "board control" in all these ministries we also know individual "whistle blowers" will be suppressed as the
"board agenda" is what will continue. No matter how well meaning a person may be, they never will override and reform an entrenched



religious error complex then in terminal "rule by committee" coma. 

THAT is how Christendom has remained stalled for centuries. THAT is how Jehovah's witnesses have remained stalled for decades.
BOARD of directors based, truth squelching, corporate empowered cabals—one and all, is what seizes up and stalls all of these
religions into tar pits of future sure-doom. (Rev17:16)

Thus, this is not a judgment of ANY individual associated with these religions in the leadership and especially
in the pews as all are possibly subject to being misled and controlled by this effective corporate method of
board based control by a "governing body", as they may also be subject to resisting it; [individually]. 

This is an analysis of the corporatized " religious" [entity]. This is a basic examination of the collective
pathology and forensics of the RED FLAG of spiritual compromise driven by apostasy and error [in corporate
religious leadership bodies, as collective entities] that will NEVER "get better" or "reform" or "become
updated". Christ did not die for the "body" of some mundane corporation, it cannot be saved, it "passes on"
with dead Adam.

"Religion" will now stay exactly where it have been for millenniums, centuries, and decades: spiritually dead,
mundane self-created, grand illusions made by sinner Adamic man and demons.

It is all already leading to the importance of INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL and INDIVIDUAL CHRISTIAN AWARENESS.
INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM, of the truth many can "see".

(John 8:31-32) And so Jesus went on to say to the Jews that had believed him: “If you remain in my word (NOT "religion's
word"), you are really my disciples, 32 and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” 

Thus, that freedom is also freedom from the lie of religion.

These religion buried leaders will NOT "see it for us". It is what it is.

(Acts 17:11-12) Now the latter were more noble-minded than those in Thessalonica, for they received the word with the
greatest eagerness of mind, carefully examining the Scriptures daily as to whether these things were so. 12 Therefore
many of them became believers, and so did not a few of the reputable Greek women and of the men. 

Jehovah's witnesses, as the freshest roadkill apostates out there, have not "examined the scriptures" in literally thirty years minimum.

It also ties into to the premise of Section 2 in the mass global awareness forming concerning world government of the
future. IF everyone influenced by mainstream Christendom or Jehovah's witnesses BELIEVED what was in their
"commentaries" more than what is "explaining itself" in the PROPHECY OF GOD ALMIGHTY, no one would know world
government is coming.

World government would sneak in on us all. No one would understand what that means. This is because that public and
non-religious produced prophecy OF GOD, has all the future global milestones of prophecy concerning the final global
indications to precede the CHRIST SECOND COMING!

Thus, alas, MILLIONS of people growing daily have indeed bypassed ALL of these religious pit stops for the real thing.

In time, those two severed-prophecy live wires sputtering and spitting around are set for the high voltage prophecy connection it will
meet by one means: world government and WORLD REALITY. 

God Himself will also "bypass religion", but with world reality all can see, feel, and understand then and even now.

That is, the final [world events] which the all-time Omniscient Mastermind in God Almighty has "mapped" in the prophecy WILL
BECOME FUTURE recognizable mega-milestone world realty. Prophecy will "become reality" patiently stepping along over several
final years to world government and the Christ arrival it shall trigger. PROGRESSIVE WORLD REALITY is what many people will
believe in the end, especially those with a little knowledge in God's prophecy. 

That is, many people will become believers by "reality becoming belief" for them. 

Reality will become belief for millions and millions of people, as aided by the [real] "world rocking" events (Hag2:7) themselves. And
many of them people will not even be knowing all the major world events are ALREADY in the prophecy. But, seeing is believing, in
any event; God can and will use it for salvation purposes.

That is, WORLD REALITY will be "seen" and it will speak much more loudly and clearly than any prophecy, because we already know
faith is a challenge even to believers. And Christ is the living prophecy, the living Word of God which physical prophecy and the
physical "Word of God" in the Bible, is merely relating. Yet, it has had an impact even physically. 

The Bible has living powerful words, but it is made of pulp or digital bytes. Christ the Word is spirit immortal and brighter then the sun
at noon in the Arizona summer sky. That REAL [spirit] POWER will have a far huger effect than anything "physical" then to also be
becoming UNIVERSAL REALITY, FOREVER. Once Christ "shows up", he ain't ever leaving. It is a "done deal".

Now try to imagine what the Word appearing in person will be like in power. BILLIONS of times more powerful and "in the face" than
every Bible ever written and all its words. This is because CHRIST [HIMSELF] is what all that prophecy is all about and he is a real
living very powerful IMMORTAL SPIRIT PERSON!

Now, we can assume BOTH leadership camps of the stall in mainstream Christendom and WTBTS misled Jehovah's witnesses have
to be unfaithful to some very very serious degree in their leaders—enough, not all—and more likely they are fully infiltrated, corrupted,
and controlled internally by that same corporate "body" means of a stranglehold.

(Jude 4) My reason is that certain men have slipped in who have long ago been appointed by the Scriptures...

Now we know religion will be of no use in the future or even now. 

You see, God is no "conspiracy theorist". God plainly knows Satan IS the Master Conspirator and Deceiver "from the beginning"
reality; even if temporary in reality power, it is what it is. 

And it is the Devil whole rules this world, and he is well beyond human in power and intellect.

(1 John 5:19) We know we originate with God, but the whole world is lying in the [power of the] wicked one. 



(Revelation 12:9) So down the great dragon was hurled, the original serpent, the one called Devil and Satan, who is
misleading the entire inhabited earth

(Luke 4:5-6) So he brought him up and showed him all the kingdoms of the inhabited earth in an instant of time; 6 and the
Devil said to him: “I will give you all this authority and the glory of them, because it has been delivered to me, and to
whomever I wish I give it. 

Thus, God and Christ have the indomitable goal of removing that rival world ruler and everything he sets against the Kingdom of God
in the near future, while saving many people as promised and guaranteed by blood, Christ's blood. 

(John 12:31) Now there is a judging of this world; now the ruler of this world will be cast out.

Because of Christ's sacrificial passport they MUST save millions, perhaps billions of people at Christ's arrival as promised in the
prophecy not religion (Rev14; Joel2:30-32; Rev7), and that, thus, well transcending the religious low bar of salvation and hoop jumping
for profit and control.

Just look at Jehovah's witnesses now dancing on the strings of their own Governing Body Play.

Keep in mind the events in the prophecy of God since Daniel 2 have been becoming " past reality and world history" all the while and
will continue to do so. If 90% of the whole prophecy has already "become history" from Egypt to the Anglo-American systems national
(Rev17:8-11) and globalist (Dan11:36-45), it stands to reason so will the last 10%. 

And keep in mind Daniel 2 and Daniel 4 underpin all the following progressively more detailed sovereign Kingdom and "gentile rival"
world government structured prophecies of Daniel 7, Daniel 8, Daniel 11-12, Ezekiel 38-39 and Revelation 13 and 17, as they all
parallel into the future now. 

That is, the "gentile" histories mapped in the symbolisms of the Daniel 2 "immense image" multi-component structure representing
"3rd King" Babylon, "4th King" Medo-Persia, "5th King" Greece, "6th King" Rome, the "7th King" Anglo-American national-system
and the grand totality of the "immense image" entirety in the "8th King" Anglo-American globalist-system World Government coming,
is the prophetic-to-historic continuum benchmarking ALL the other world government prophecies.

And if we combined just those structured prophecies of world government to the Kingdom of Christ, which those prophecies have
been "national history tracking" as certain "prophecy becoming history" as a reliable continuum the whole time, we are talking a mere
sliver of the Bible to now "keep track of" into the future. 

We are examining 10,000 words of sovereign prophecy as listed, and 10,000 words of cross-supporting floating
prophecies, at the most, of a 780,000 word Bible. That is, the sovereign prophecy percentage of the total Bible text
volume is about 1.2% in those listed (10,000 words approximate), and maybe 3.2% if we connected all the related
prophecies in the total for, say, 15,000 more words.

That is, this is not much prophecy to connect to world history or to forecast into the globalization completion goal of the future into
globalized world government. Every other supporting prophecy and parable detail scattered around the rest of the Bible, also in small
quantity, will all register with all of the sovereign prophecies.

Now, all the sovereign prophecies are leading to completion as also parallel with the future "seven trumpets" and "seven plagues". All
of that whole prophecy will now all become parallel for the future timed prophecy sequence of Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 12 final timed
prophecy sequences, guaranteed. 

And all the sovereign prophecies are leading there to the same place: sword-stroke healing into world government global
completed presentation to trigger the Christ arrival.

(Matthew 24:36) Concerning that day and hour nobody knows, neither the angels of the heavens nor the Son, but only
the Father. 

Thus, we do not need to know "the day or the hour" of the Christ arrival when we can already know the prophecy period meanings,
symbol events, certain proof timings and the final world milestones in sequence of the lit fuse of sure future prophecy leading to the
Christ arrival, ultimately.

Doomsday and Hell-Fire Threat Versus Christ's World Peace and Everlasting Life and Happiness
Offer

Christian religions have the Bible and all its prophecy to sample their menu of corporate spiritual offerings for sale as if their own.
There are some hugely positive promises of God in many of those prophecies as He covers every base and connectible dot of the
basics of the global restoration purpose of the immortal Kingdom power in Christ. 

God is "setting up"  that Immortal Heavenly Messianic Kingdom "stone" (Dan2:44-45), not as a "destination for when you all die, as an
optional destination instead of eternal hell-fire", but for an everlasting live purpose connected to: PLANET EARTH, ALL ITS
CREATION, MAN AND ANIMALS and their everlasting restoration into eternal life. 

Occasionally that actual earthly God's "will done on Earth" exactly "as in Heaven" MISSION STATEMENT AND PROMISE OF THE
KINGDOM OF CHRIST, was connected to, like with Jehovah's witnesses, to a point. But, rather than complete it for ALL CREATION
they completed it for their own WT picnic scene, and then tacked on their "OR you can die forever at Armageddon" prodding optional
rider threats. 

Many Christian religions use this "highly positive to total threat" based technique. Bait in the target with the " cool stuff" about God,
then try to force them to "stay put" with the threatening bad stuff of their own corporate-religious Hellfire and Doomsdayer Concoctions,
later.

The thing is: IT DOES NOT WORK! 

And, IT IS NOT THE TRUTH WHEN MISARRANGED FOR CONTROL, MAN WORSHIP, PROFIT, AND COVER-UP! In time,
many persons KNOW when they are getting blackmailed by a con.

The truth is, religions which preached Christ in many typical cases used THREAT as their main "reasoning" point once they had the
fanny in their seat. Very slyly, the "throne of the Kingdom" promise, became the "electric chair of the religion" threat.

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/world-government-seven-prophecy-convergence-all-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/seqall1-7-spiritual-and-world-steps-htm.pdf


Whether it was Christendom and some of their "you will burn in eternal hell fire forever and ever and ever" scare tactic guilt-mongerers,
or Jehovah's witnesses and their "you will DIE at Armageddon, into eternal "Gehenna" death forever and ever, with billions who are not
as we are: WTBTS Governing Body approved Jehovah's witnesses religion members [in good standing] with the WTBTS
corporation"" scare tactic, that ruse drove many reasonable people away eventually. In time, the bad stuff was the echo in the
chamber. It is the standard technique for religious retention.

Once the "cool stuff about God and Christ" was eclipsed by the BAD STUFF AND THE BAD REALITY >IN< THE RELIGION, many
people detected the ruse and its vain joke, they felt conned, they saw the true money-sucking and controlling purpose of the religious
threat treadmill and they simply bailed that spaced ship. 

Jehovah's witnesses had a further sheep harpooning tactic: HOLD THEIR FAMILY STILL IN THE WTBTS DUNGEONS
HOSTAGE! Treat the wise sheep with conscience-respect as an evil pariah, condemn them to the WT flaming Gehenna, and then
shun, slander, and defame them as shunned spiritual scum for all time thereafter! 

THAT ought get 'em to stay put!

Well, by such a "sheep pinning" technique the Governing Body could upgrade from Timex to Rolex, from Boones Farm to 1,800 to
6,000 dollar a bottle Macallan Scotch and from regular dress shirts to the ones that need little fancy diamond cuff links and 400 dollar
snot rags in their suit jackets.

(Revelation 18:3) ...due to the power of her shameless luxury.

Are we catching on here? Those are the spiritual quacks who now Pied Piper Jehovah's witnesses like Lemmings to the cliff.

You take a mortal man, and put him in control, watch him become a god, watch people's heads a'roll... —DM

All it is, is spiritual tax-free based black mail departments, religious cons, and money-sucking sheep-skinning racketeering
operations. These "Threat-Based Doomsday Religions" also have a greater "turn over" by lack of retention of "religion members",
which they used to be able to coerce into this highly profitable control- myth. 

Atheists are now about the only belief-system whose "I gotta drop out" rate is on par with Jehovah's witnesses!

Those who grow up in an atheist household are least likely to maintain their beliefs about religion as adults,
according to a study by Georgetown University's Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate (CARA).

Only about 30 percent of those who grow up in an atheist household remain atheists as adults. This "retention
rate" was the lowest among the 20 separate categories in the study.

https://www.christianpost.com/news/study-atheists-have-lowest-retention-rate-compared-to-religious-groups.html

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses drive off almost as many people, 66% (JW) versus 70% (atheist). There are just slightly more atheists who
finally come to "meet God" in their quest to "unfind" Him, than there are Jehovah's witnesses who finally have had enough rotten
Watchtower blinding- hooch.

[Jehovah's witnesses have] one of the lowest rates of retention of all religions. By adulthood, 66 percent of
those raised as a Jehovah's Witness will have exited, according to the Pew Research Center.

https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/critics-speak-out-as-jehovahs-witnesses-gather-in-phoenix-11341070

For many, such as with Jehovah's witnesses, the gnat-straining "Spiritual Gestapoism", the man worship, the organizational busy
bodies, the over-organizational burden mill, the constant begging for more money, the ice cold criminal heartless leadership, the many
known errors, the stagnation, the hypocrisy, the many known CRIMES, the WTBTS codified pedophile protection program, the UN
NGO group copulation with the "wild beast", whatever it was; the wise and conscience respecting Jehovah's witness simply abandons
that sunk ship. 

Why be a galley slave for the WTBTS Loot Tanker merely marooned at port when you can just hop off, head to Paradise Island, and
relax freely in the Resort of True Christian and Human Freedom? Who needs those drum beating, brow beating, sheep beating
WTBTS money and bloodsuckers on your back? Who do they think they are fooling?

None of these religious threat and control rackets by blessings and guilt played off of each other like ping pong, actually work. Why
should we, say, beat our head on the wall of the Watchtower or any other racket, when we can wake up with the first head butt?

How about we try a different tactic? How about we speak the TRUTH of the Christ Immortal Peace Prophecy for what it is,
not a threat, but the Kingdom PROMISE and offer of a lifetime? 

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

GLAD TIDINGS WORLDWIDE FROM KINGDOM ANGELS at Christ's certain second coming? EVERLASTING GREAT
NEWS? Say what?

Why not try to use the true Good News, FOR ONCE?

Why just keeping beating the long dead-horse of the "doomful" bad news cloaked as fake religious "good news" century after century
after century? What kind of spiritually brain-dead dumb-futz have been running these religion rackets for century and after century?
WHAT would the demons do any differently? Not a thing. They are who run this racket, ultimately.

WHY has this " great news" TOTALLY POSITIVE AND LIFE AFFIRMING " angle" never even been considered by deadbeat religious
corporatism? 

Because their threat mill has been wildly profitable for decades, it has driven their collective leading "body" into "control freak" spiritual
dementia and the "rich man" complex is what we now have: terminal, unreformable, unchangeable, spiritually dead, apostate, and
done. Religion itself is the doom and plague to avoid. 

But, when we know the case is one of Christ based world peace as the assured promise and only true means of such a power, with a

https://www.google.com/search?q=Macallan+Scotch&oq=Macallan+Scotch&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.christianpost.com/news/study-atheists-have-lowest-retention-rate-compared-to-religious-groups.html
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/critics-speak-out-as-jehovahs-witnesses-gather-in-phoenix-11341070


WORLDWIDE open salvation provable covenant to ALL PEOPLE—ANYONE—EVERYONE willing, then the "bad news" becomes
the "good news" it actually is and has to be. When THAT promise of God is the to-become-very-real worldwide guaranteed offer for
everlasting life and the "to be fixed" human "model" to be transformed into human physical perfection like no one can even dream of
"for starters", then the " message" becomes not just reasonable but realistic and appealing—actually, you know, GOOD news,
finally. 

The threat of Christ is a promise to his enemies [alone], that he will remove their war machine and the demons who designed it.
(Num24:17; Gen3:15) That is good news for people in general and the whole planetary life system as a whole. 

That promise need not be a threat broadcasted upon all people to try to "force 'em" aboard. The truth is MOST human beings and
most of all who existed would also flush the war machine and the globalists if they had the power. They already "agree with Christ" no
matter how they reached that "agreement". Do you think rape, murder, theft, lying, blackmail, and deception is evil and "bad for the
planet"? Then, you are already "Christ-like" no matter how it was you came to know evil when you see it. (Rom2:12-16)

Instead ANYONE at the Christ arrival, even now, can BY TRUE FREED WILL, willingly and freely choose PEACE AND ETERNITY
with the Kingdom of God even if the rival pos world government tries to coerce that allegiance to their botch of a wreck of all time—at
the same time! (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-12)

(Zechariah 14:5) And you people will certainly flee to the valley of my mountains; because the valley of [the] mountains
will reach all the way to Azel. And you will have to flee, just as you fled because of the [earth]quake in the days of Uzziah
the king of Judah. And Jehovah my God will certainly come, all the holy ones being with him.

You know who all them holy ones are?

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

And these Immortal Kingdom Freedom Fighters too:

(Revelation 5:11-12) And I saw, and I heard a voice of many angels around the throne and the living creatures and the
elders, and the number of them was myriads of myriads and thousands of thousands, 12 saying with a loud voice: “The
Lamb that was slaughtered is worthy to receive the power and riches and wisdom and strength and honor and glory and
blessing.”

(Daniel 7:10) There were a thousand thousands that kept ministering to him, and ten thousand times ten thousand that
kept standing right before him. 

(Joel 3:11) To that place, O Jehovah, bring your powerful ones down.

Hell, the whole Kingdom of God and the whole Kingdom of Christ will be there at "that place"! (Rev16:16) WHO is going to stop that
Immortal Kingdom Power Force? Who is going to stop that Kingdom Air Force? 

(Revelation 19:19) 19 And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the
one seated on the horse and with his army. 

Do YOU, do WE, want to "war with the one seated on the horse" AND "with his army", when there is another route to "peace with the
one seated on the horse" AND "with his army" at that future crossroads of all time?

What we KNOW is that "wildbeast" globalist-botch of a poor little world government will indeed head to that "war with the one seated
on the horse AND with his army". And them sure-losers wall also try to drag everyone along for that ride to the end of the road.
(Rev13:15-18) 

Thus, God MUST offer a [promised free] different road, the Christ way to peace, promised and guaranteed, at the same
time, of what will become live and real-time WORLD REALITY in the future.

What will become live and real-time WORLD REALITY in the future.

What will become live and real-time WORLD REALITY in the future.

What will become live and real-time WORLD REALITY in the future.

God will make it possible and GIVE THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY for all people willing to simply choose GOD AND CHRIST, even
by good conscience in a lack of the complete information scenario (Rom2:12-16), over the rival globalist jalopy of global government
whenever it is they finally get that heap of dust done. 

Is this not a REQUEST, by that "angel" which will become BILLIONS of them, TO HUMAN BEINGS WORLDWIDE, AT THAT TIME
LIVE AND REAL-TIME, for willing action?

(Revelation 14:6a-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory,
because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and
sea and fountains of waters.”

Isn't that the Kingdom of God OFFER OF A LIFETIME? Isn't that the Kingdom-backed TOTAL, TRUE, "EVERLASTING
GOOD NEWS", OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME?

No one need be a prophet or a 177 IQ genius to SEE that OFFER for what it is, even now!

A million mansions, a thousand Lamborghinis, closets full of fancy clothes, harems, a hundred jets, two hundred helicopters, and a
thousand yachts, trillions of dollars, tons of gold and silver, a mountain of diamonds, all the "latest technologies" and even the whole
world itself (Dan11:42-43), NONE OF IT can bring true eternal peace, happiness and everlasting-to-immortal human life and
everlasting life for planet Earth and its "wildlife" and whole biome. 

NONE OF THAT CAN restore the whole planet to the everlasting life zenith for all humans and "nature and wildlife" in eternal optimized



form. It is what it is. Yet, that is all the globalist-system loves and has to offer: illusions of power backed by myths, some riches, a little
"fun", and a ton of empty grandiose claims. 

THAT is their "super power" basis. Think about it. What a joke.

But, Christ can do all that and more. Christ can and will found the eternal peace of planet Earth and this universe: FOREVER, hence
"EVERLASTING Good News". And he will begin with the "great crowd" and all life of Earth upon arrival: HERE, TO EARTH, ON
EARTH. 

It is as free now, and then, as it always will be once the bean counter machine is gone, and even in its last hour to come.

(Revelation 22:17) And the spirit and the bride keep on saying: “Come!” And let anyone hearing say: “Come!” And let
anyone thirsting come; let anyone that wishes take life’s water free.

How much would the globalists "charge" one for that? That is NOT a religious offer and promise. That is God Almighty's offer and
PROMISE. That is why their true good news message already blows away the pure bull of religion and their globalist pimps.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

The truth is the real Kingdom peace and everlasting life and "everlasting good news" offer, stated plain as day worldwide in that above
offer to come with the obvious Christ arrival it foretells, could not get any better. HOW could one "top" that good news? What more
could anyone need?

The Stalled Case of Mainstream Christian Academia
Secular Prophecy Application Diversions

(Revelation 17:9-10) “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains,
where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece),
one is (Rome), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American national system), but when he does arrive he must remain a
short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system vassalized-
state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 

The Christendom stall at the periods of "5th King" Greece and "6th King" Rome as the respective 5th and 6th World Power
progression of the "seven-headed wild beast" progression in prophecy has kept the  "7th King" Anglo-American system national
and the "8th King" globalist system co-development off of the prophecy explaining radar for a century in their respective academic
camps. 

Can we even believe a blind chimp could not see the "7th King" Anglo-American behemoth of history in prophecy these last ONE
HUNDRED YEARS AND THEN SOME? Can you SEE the kind of brain-dead religious-chumps and profiteers who engineered and
run modern "mainstream" Christian religions?

Thus, exactly what have all these Christendom "scribes and clerics" been doing we may ask, so as to have missed the power duo of
"7th King unto 8th King" England and America in history and in reality? Can they not really read and SEE where this "prophecy map"
is leading?

(Revelation 17:11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it
goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-
related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it
in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

There are chimps and orangutans in the deepest darkest rain forest jungles of Africa who KNOW prophetic Anglo-American world
power when they saw it! They just don't have any internet so as to access the Chimpress blog app and say so.

Much prophecy detail of the final national-system trek to the foretold coming "7th King" "King South" national-system sovereign
downfall is thus "missing in action" if we search the Christendom mainstream commentary "knowledge base". (Dan11:42-43) It is
simply G-O-N-E, in fact it never ever was there.

Now all the national dramas of no great prophecy detailed meaning, just generic national failures and distractions here and there
through out modern times (Dan11:27) "in between" and "along the way" of the past, now, and into the future, allow much
misapplication and distraction to form in this area of missing prophecy. 

(Daniel 11:27) And as regards these two kings, their heart will be inclined to doing what is bad, and at one table a lie is
what they will keep speaking. But nothing (national-system based) will succeed (Dan11:36c), because [the] end is yet for
the time appointed. (Dan11:45)

Though the Christendom academic " geniuses" will chase every national drama and every fleshly Israel decoy carrot dangled before
their noses, they never will see the Anglo-American globalist hand which dangles these carrots. 

That obvious connection is always just a little too difficult for Christendom clerics to make; these are not the sharpest of knives in the
drawer, these are rusty spoons for a daily dose of the same religious opiated-heroinized syrup they also imbibe.

Aiding this mainstream Christendom stall was also its very slipshod understanding of core basic Bible symbologies in prophecy, and
the most basic of Christ teachings all confused with Greek metaphysical ideations, which also sent Christendom off the tracks many
centuries ago, maintained now in its terminal trajectory to oblivion. 

Thus, when the IBSA were "blowing the whistle" on "Christendom and religion" from even before 1919, they were not
just "making it all up" as we can see now. 

Indeed, any honest scan of the horizon will now well attest to the fact, that sinking ship of Christendom seen back in the early 1900s in
that mainstream Christendom Titanic wreck trying to also float on the League of Nations, has now totally sunk and disappeared into
the Atlantic. It is SUNK, it is of NO use. Zero.

But, there has been many "survivors" reported in its wake. But, that ship is also G-O-N-E. It is a ghost ship now, a shadow, an

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/add-kn-end_of_national_sovereignty_parts1-3-htm.pdf


But, there has been many "survivors" reported in its wake. But, that ship is also G-O-N-E. It is a ghost ship now, a shadow, an
afterimage, a pirate rumor, a heap of religious wreckage 12,000 feet deep under the black Atlantic.

Very simply, being unable to move past Greece in misapplied prophecy in Daniel and Rome in misapplied prophecy in Revelation [for
a century at the least] is exactly—EXACTLY: how, when, where, and why Christendom went off the road and off the cliff and into the
crevasse as TOTALED wreckage. It is why that impacted, twisted, and rusted wreckage of Christendom never, NEVER will recover. 

When the IBSA exposed it, it was still a leaning smoking burning fresh crash scene, keep in mind. Gone are even those days. Now,
we are seeing the Christendom "Thelma" and now the Jehovah's witnesses "Louise" final- trip, soon to also impact the rocky abyss
floor of the Grand Canyon of Apostasy, as really the same type of road accident overall: apostasy in action, "confirmed drunk" drivers
leading these ministries.

(Matthew 24:48-51) But if ever that evil slave should say in his heart, ‘My master is delaying,’ 49 and should start to beat
his fellow slaves and should eat and drink with the confirmed drunkards, 50 the master of that slave will come on a day
that he does not expect and in an hour that he does not know, 51 and will punish him with the greatest severity and will
assign him his part with the hypocrites. There is where [his] weeping and the gnashing of [his] teeth will be.

Jehovah's witnesses "Louise" leaders are just the second spiritual DUI which is also to go "off the Grand Canyon" soon, like " Thelma"
Christendom, now just the same "Thelma and Louise" scenario which Christian religion IS. Jehovah's witnesses are the same type of
crash as old Model A Christendom, just at a further advanced milepost on the same highway of apostasy is all.

And as with the diversion attempt by Jehovah's witnesses leadership at a deeper and more advanced point in the prophecy into the
Anglo-American era after 1914, they too divert Christian awareness in their own way but in a far more modern and suspiciously "brain-
dead" sort of manner by completely omitting any world government commentary from their so-called "teachings". It is a "Kingdom
Hall" echo-chamber of a long gone past, not really anything new or what could be called actual "teaching" any longer.

But, keep in mind for the first future PROOF, Jehovah's witnesses' little drop out diversion will also be judged and demolished first
(1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8), and filled in later, with the final prophecy-bridge to the same "final dot of world government" later.
(Dan8:13-14; Rev10:5-7; Rev11:3) 

These collective effects aid the Christian prophecy understanding stall we now see in many of those comatose ministries and in the
prophecy-lobotomy of Jehovah's witnesses and their purposely "brain-dead by design" WTBTS leadership.

1. Thus, it is very hopeful, that in spite of all that "organized diversion and mind-control", many small ministries
and millions of Christians have "arrived at" the Revelation "wild beast" maturation as future "one world
government" anyways. 

2. Millions of people growing daily have also ascertained the future Anglo-American world government "end
game" goal, by means of much globalism system research, geo-political history research, and global financial
system studies. 

In fact, those secular studies connect up many final prophecy-applicable "puzzle pieces" concerning the
globalization completion goal (Rev16:13-16), to form the actual "gather the nations" future [worldwide]
globalization-completion outcome, which will form the basic world government global corporate and
governmental control structure itself in the future.

The simple basic "final dot" truth is, "wild beast" " 8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" World government complete,
functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before,
but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years. It is what it is, very simply put.

And because it is the former advancement point of the IBSA to Jehovah's witnesses development which connected the "7th King"
Anglo-American national alliance development, and the Anglo-American globalist-system "8th King" "image" development as
parallel in global development and in the Revelation and Daniel 12:11 benchmark prophecy of that time for what is now knowable as
the first cycle of fulfillemnt, that is the connection point of prophecy for the future. 

Even if modern Jehovah's witnesses fail to realize and explain the 1919 "League of Nations" and 1945 "United
Nations" are Anglo-American globalist-elite-system developments in that international political forum and
nucleus "image" of world government of the future, as the supra-national engineers of it (Rev13:11-15), they
did leave the "hanging chad" of the prophecy "puzzle piece" which now fits into that place, anyway. 

They are NOT the ones to fit that final prophecy puzzle piece into place for us, mostly religion-freed Christians
and other researchers are.

Even if now apostate Jehovah's witnesses became very ambiguous in the process as if "7th King" national progress would be the
"end all" of all Bible prophecy to suit their fake "end of the world" final chapter (2Thess2:1-2; Dan8:12b), their ministry did formerly
identify the 7th King and 8th King development inception to the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation by 1945, which also stalled in that
same post-WW2 era. 

Because that was a first cycle master pattern "index" for the final cycle repetition of that same prophecy but to completed world
government in the future, the final cycle can be known before it fulfills based on that repeating prophecy certainty. 

Because this is so chimp-simple to now "piece together" Jehovah's witnesses instead define the final apostasy of the same now
missing pieces from 19145 to today. Now because this no-brainer is "explaining  itself" wherein millions of Christians are getting the
"basic plot" with zero aid of "religion" we know the Jehovah's witnesses "stupid Governing Body" is an actual "evil genius", as by now
this "leave out" has to be on purpose. 

It seems no one is simply this "stupid" and backwater to not be able to "complete" what was already a nearly completed prophecy
forecast by 1945, which Jehovah's witnesses did teach until this Governing Body "managed" apostasy developed in 1976 from which
time this modern JW Blackout surfaced.

As Christendom mainstream academia never got that far, now Jehovah's witnesses will take it no further, dropped out of
the game as well, but at half-time.

Thus, what many scattered Christians and others are now "connecting up" to world government of the future anyways, BY BYPASS of
gatekeeper controlled religious- academia and media, the IBSA and former Jehovah's witnesses ministry also used that same
bypass technique from the 1920s, until they too have now become also a part of the corporatized gatekeeper problem, diversion, and
stall.



Now, some small ministries and many Christians and other people must also BYPASS all stalled religion and media to make these
final now no-brainer world government connections; we have to do it ourselves, they will not "make the connection" for us, they will
impede it by stall and diversion. Jehovah's witnesses were simply the last Christian claimant bastion of truth to now be demolished by
means of their own corporatism-empowered so-called "Governing Body"; but another "rich man class" totally corrupted and subverting
"board of directors" who merely bloodsucker the flock for more money, power, attention, worship, and ultimately: control. 

The WTBTS and Governing Body coming downfall with their finely crafted smokescreen "we have gone to heaven, y'all" cover, with
that whole apostasy of Jehovah's witnesses worldwide, is to be just a kind reminding warning of what will be coming for all sold-out
corporate religions as "Babylon the Great" under world government. (Rev17:16) 

Ultimately, like the "clergy" of Christendom, the "rock star clergy" of the Governing Body and their fraud so-called "theocracy" they play
god atop (2Thess2:3-4), is what sucked Jehovah's witnesses dry and into the final apostasy.

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-
System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy
leadership of the WTBTS)

But, as with the Reformation reaction to the Papal apostasy of that era, this modern Jehovah's witnesses based apostasy and "throw
truth to the earth" cover-up, does inspire many to check the prophecies more carefully as a result.

And what do we find?

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together
with the constant [feature] (laced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept
throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT/JW misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” by the
apostate subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and WTBTS);

We find that God knew this final apostasy would "act and have success" and be fully developed long before Christ even came to Earth
the first time.

And because of that now "no brainer" future process of extending the prophecy outline to the final world
power development to Anglo-American global-system world government, the final continuum of prophecy now
"explains itself" so that even millions of Christians "see it" anyways. 

Thus, even now, the final details of the prophecy have already been revealed by what Jehovah's witnesses
now conceal. EVERYTHING Jehovah's witnesses are taught to hide, is EVERYTHING coming out in the final
cycle prophecy summary. (Rev10:5-7) That will all come out after their downfall temple judgment prophecy
completes as Daniel 8:13-14 first, next and Daniel 8:14 time verifiable for the future, as the "first proof" this is all
more than just true.

Now we can "connect up the final dot" that "King North" globalist-system world government "8th King" will indeed "arise" upon the
[future] sovereignty-downfall process of the "King South" "7th King" worldwide national systems coming up (Dan11:42-43; Rev17:8-
13), as aided by the final global tribulation "sword-stroke" cycle which runs its full foretold course and then "heals" into a noteworthy
peace resolution, to aid that world government final presentation. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; 1Thess5:1-3)

No joke, even a dumb chimp, not even an average chimp, not even a genius level one,  can now also "connect" this "final
dot" with his big Sharpee pen, no need of erasing that scrawled chimp-line, it is certain what the "final dot" is: world
government. 

1. Millions of Christians also "connecting to" this "final dot" of future "one world government" MEANS only one thing: The prophecy is
explaining itself, for religions certainly are not. THAT is why this is now really a "no brainer" with just a little thought. 

2. It also means God is NOT requiring genius rocket scientist Einsteins or master detective Sherlock Holmeses or prophecy expert
Daniel Jrs. Ultimately, God is who makes this baby-easy to see to save the most people possible, and that "from the mouth of
babes". 

(Matthew 11:25-26) At that time Jesus said in response: “I publicly praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because
you have hidden these things from the wise and intellectual ones and have revealed them to babes. 26 Yes, O Father,
because to do thus came to be the way approved by you.

It is what it is.

Doomsday or World Peace? What Sells "8th King" World Government Better?

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

Stunningly simple in its formulaic and cyclic concept, the coming final "sword-stroke" cycle, rather than be the "as though slaughtered
to death" "doomsday" "end of the world" many will misperceive it as for a while in error (Rev13:3), the opposite occurs as per
prophecy—WORLD PEACE: the coming "sword-stroke" runs its doomful global cycle and course, and in time it all resolves peacefully
and "heals" globally into what must be the "8th King" World Government stated "we have world peace everyone" signal progression. 

And that globally hopeful positivity and energy worldwide is then directed to their world government "solution" instead. Very simple.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was (United Nations), but is not (goes impotent in the sword-stroke), and yet is
about to ascend out of the abyss (in the sword-stroke recovery phase), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see
how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their
names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

There God summarized the final sword-stroke cycle in about 100 words. THAT is how simple the logic is. In addition, we
have only seen this SAME formulaic "sword-stroke" cycle three times now since 1914. How many times do we have to
"see" it to know how it works and what its deceptive purpose is? 

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/fake-king-north-warning-jw-fake-king-north-fake-the-end-wtbts-setup-is-completing.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the_daniel_8-14_temple_wrong-condition_cultured_in_wtbts_since_1944.pdf
https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/add-kn-end_of_national_sovereignty_parts1-3-htm.pdf


The FOURTH time ought to do it.

Four 8th King UN World Pattern-Cycles to World Government - 1919-Future 
Cycle Details Entity Daniel Revelation Other
UN 1. 1919; WW1  
IBSA; League of Nations Daniel 12:11 first

fulfillment Revelation 13:3-15  

Explained as prophecy;     
UN 2. 1945; WW2 
Jehovah's Witnesses United Nations  Revelation 17:8-11  
Explained as prophecy;     
UN 3. 1990; Cold WW3  
Silenced United Nations Daniel 11:31b   
JW Apostasy  Daniel 8:23   
JW UN NGO     
[We are Here...] 
UN 4. Future; 
Silenced World Government [and] Daniel 2:44 Revelation 11:11-12 Zephaniah 3:8
 United Nations Daniel 8:25 Revelation 16:17 Joel 3:9-17
  Daniel 11:44-45 Revelation 14  

  Daniel 12:11 last
fulfillment Revelation 19:11-21  

The truth is World Peace sells world government far more effectively than any "doomsday" "end of the world"
ever could. Instead, the "doomsday that miraculously was not" amplifies the intended WORLD PEACE
EFFECT, which amplifies the credibility and acceptance effect for world government.

And because the International Bible Students first timed prophecy patterns of Daniel 12:7, Daniel 12:11, and Daniel 12:12 (1914-
1918, 1919-1922, 1922-1926) and its Daniel 12:7 1260 days parallels of Daniel 7:25, Revelation 11:2-3, Revelation 12:6,14 and
Revelation 13:5 did fulfill with the first Revelation cycle of two total past and future (hence, Rev11 "TWO witnesses"), that overall
development did also affirm the first Anglo-American "7th King" and "8th King" "image" inception with the first "sword-stroke" cycle of
WW in that national alliance made official and its globalist League of Nations "ascension" in 1919. 

That same world and prophecy pattern will now REPEAT in final form and to world government in the future.

Timed Prophecy Parallels - Future Pattern-Cycle REPEATS 1914 Pattern-Cycle
and  
Pre-1914 1914
Prelude Temple Judgment/Ministry Salvation Deliverance
Christ arrival 1 to Post-Reformation
progress 1914-1918 1919-1922 1922-1926

 Dan7:25; 12:7; Rev 11:2-3; 12:14; 13:5 Dan12:11; Dan7:26; Rev14 Dan12:12; Rev19:11-21; Rev14:14-20

 1260 days 1290 days 1335 days

 Spiritual Context   
 1260 days to cessation Cessation to recovery Recovery to global ministry

 Kingdom proclamation Ministry recovery  

  BTG/Christendom Judgment
announced  

 Global Context   
 World War World Government "image" Repeated in WW2, Cold WW3, Future

 Rev13:3; Dan12:1 Rev13:3-15  
 WW1 League of Nations  
    

 Kingdom announcing ministry deploys with rival world government designate announcement (League of Nations
"image")

Future - Pattern-Cycle Repeats
Temple Judgment Ministry Salvation Deliverance
20?? 2??? 2??? 2???
Dan8:13-14; Rev8; Zech3; Mal3:1-5;
1Pet4:17 Dan7:25; 12:7; Rev 11:2-3; 12:14; 13:5 Dan12:11; Dan7:26; Rev14 Dan12:12; Rev19:11-21; Rev14:14-20

1150/2300 days 1260 days 1290 days 1335 days
Spiritual Context    

Apostasy, temple judgment, recovery Final ministry 1260 days to cessation Final ministry cessation to Christ
Arrival Kingdom Conquest

Final ministry commissioned and
deployed Global sword-stroke to healing Sheep gathering 1290 days; Rev11:7-

12; 14:6-8 Marriage of the Lamb

Rev8-10; Rev11; Rev16:10-16 Rev14; Rev19; Rev16:17-19 Messianic Kingdom Millennium

 Jehovah's witnesses judgment
announced Christ Arrival  

 Messianic Kingdom completion
proclamation

Babylon the Great global-religion
deposed  

Global Context    
Global-crisis World War to resolution and recovery World Government and "image" World Government Deposed
Dan11:41-43 Rev13:3; Isa41:1; Isa19 Rev17:8-18; Rev13:14-18 Rev19:11-21
Rev16:1-9  Dan2:44; Dan8:25; Dan11:44-45 Rev11:15-18
Temple cleansing for final ministry Kingdom announcing ministry deploys with rival world government announcement (World Government and UN "image")

 

Future Repeating Prophecy and Global Events and Principles 



Required Repetitions Status Repeating Principle Event Prophecy/Event

Apostasy Repeats Apostasy JW Apostasy Globally
Recognized 2Thessalonians 2:1-12

Temple Judgment [1] Verification Temple Judgment Apostate JW Ministry
Downfall Daniel 8:13-14

Temple Ministerial Recovery Completes For Kingdom
Proclamation Ministry Clarified Recovery

Daniel 8:14
Zechariah 3:4-9
Revelation 9

Final Ministry 1260 Days [2] Repeats "3.5" Times as 1260
Days

1260 Days Completes
as Final Phase

Revelation 10 "Little
Scroll"

Global-Crisis "Sword-Stroke"
Tribulation Temporary Cycle Cyclic Global-Crisis Birthing

Cycle
Global "Healing" into
World Government

Revelation 13:3
Isaiah 41:1

Final "Witnessing" Ministry
Cessation [4] Repeats 1260 Days Ending [3] 1290 Days Starts Daniel 12:11

"Sword-Stroke" Resolves
Peacefully Repeats Global Problem Resolves into Global

"Solution"  

World Government Global
Presentation/
Sovereign Claim [4]

Repeats World Government
Former UN Presentations
Finalize
as World Government Official

Daniel 12:11

United Nations "Image"
"Disgusting Thing" Placement [4] Repeats Final United Nations

Rendition Presented
Presented with World
Government

UN1-2-3-4
Completes 4 UN Cycles

Christ Arrival:
Salvation Parousia Phase Repeats 1290 Days Marked

Period Christ Salvation Phase Matthew 24:29-31

BTG World Government Deposition Repeats Former BTG Judgment
Announcement Finalizes

World Peace Credibility
Aided by
BTG Global-Religion
Deposition

Revelation 17:12-17

Sheep Gathered Mission Finalizes Christ Good News Global "Sheep Sweep" Revelation 14:1-8

God's Kingdom Event Completes Kingdom Event Messianic Kingdom
Completion Matthew 25:31

World Government World Peace
Official Completes World Peace Mantra Former UN Claims Finalize 1Thessalonians 5:1-3

World Judgment Completes Former Warning Global Reality Revelation 14:14-20
Matthew 25:31-46

Open Salvation Period Completes Completes Christ Open Salvation Global Reality Revelation 14:6-8
Christ Arrival:
World Conquest Phase Completes Former Warning Global Reality Revelation 19:11-21

Revelation 11:15-19
Sheep Deliverance to
Lamb's Marriage Completes Global Invitation Global Reality Revelation 19:1-9

Matthew 6:10
Millennial Rule of Christ Begins Ongoing Former Warning Global Reality Revelation 21-22
Notes: 
[1] Temple judgment event (future) actual timing, phasing determined with the event in the future.  
JW Ministerial downfall notable-event(s) marks the start of Daniel 8:14 temple judgment timing;  
May be marked by JW ministry cancellation; must be noted for future timed verification;  
[2] Anointed Christian Ministry recovery context unknown;   
[3] [Seven Times] of Revelation 11 Completed by 1260 Days (1914-1918) plus 1260 Days (Future) Equals 2520 Days Total;
[4] Final Ministry Ceased and Official World Government Concurrency Unknown; Activates Daniel 12:11 1290 Days when Both
Criteria are Present
JW Temple Judgment and the global-crisis must merge; global-crisis form determined at that time.
(Rev13:3)  

June, 2019 

Thus, the exact final cycle pattern was present in the 1914-1918 (Dan12:7; Rev11:3), to 1919-1922 (Dan12:11), to 1922-1926
(Dan12:12) first pattern of prophecy and world events. 

Thus, the exact final cycle pattern of:

1. Another apostasy now active, to judge and expose in Jehovah's witnesses by judgment proof later; 

2. With another sword-strike cycle of the future to distract attention, run its full course, and then again "heal" globally and peacefully; 

3. To form another but final birthing process of the final world government presentation; 

4. Is now how it can all be known before it happens in the future, this time. It has manifested now THREE TIMES, going into its
FOURTH TIME; 

Thus, even without prophecy, this final cycle is predictable now.

Now it can unfold first as the global context (Dan11:41-43), for the epic judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses coming up as Daniel
8:13-14 parallel Revelation 8-9. 

As that self-affirms Daniel 8:14 in the future, we will know where it is leading to, to the final fulfillment cycle 1260 days parallel
prophecies of Daniel 7:25, Daniel 12:7, Revelation 11:2-3, Revelation 12:14 and Revelation 13:5 in their future final cycle prelude to
Daniel 12:11 1290 days. 

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with
its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Daniel 12:11 is thus the Daniel 7:26 parallel into then full blown rival world government completed "place the disgusting thing", which
will trigger Christ's arrival AFTER they complete as fully 1260 days "final witnessing" forewarned by that time. (Rev11:3)



  they complete as fully 1260 days "final witnessing" forewarned by that time. (Rev11:3)

Now we can look at how Christendom and Jehovah's witnesses engineered detours and diversions attempted to keep this all a "big
secret" from millions of diverted Christians and global peoples as they stall the progress of understanding where it is all going
anyways.

Spiritual and Overall Prophecy Application Diversions

In the longest run, both Christendom and Jehovah's witnesses stalled before the final prophecy could "explain itself" to them, as we
know it sure is "explaining itself" to millions of Christians anyways. 

Of course, it is the WTBTS "academic" nemesis who stalls it all at the most critical juncture of the final era and final prophecy fulfillment
cycle coming up.

What that overall "mainstream Christendom" religious complex of little advancement, to totally stalled error, has accomplished as well,
is a huge distraction from God's total "will done" for both Heaven and Earth domains. (Matt6:10)

By over-focus on the spirit anointed and heavenly immortal purpose of God:

1. The final human immortal indestructible purpose of God was obscured. (Rev21-22)

2. The human "Kingdom of the World" portion of the Messianic Kingdom domain on Earth was obscured. (Rev11:15; Matt25:31-34)

3. God's will to be done on Earth, AS IN Heaven, was kept incomplete in understanding; (Matt6:10)

4. The Ultimate Divine Solution in immortality in comprehensive spirit and physical ultimate completion, to the destruction of the "last
enemy death", was kept incomplete. (Rev22:14; 1Cor15:26; Rev20:14-15)

A. Now based in demon to human sin, it must be solved by divine sinlessness spiritual guidance into physical humanity. (Rev22:1-5)

B. Death is ONLY present on Earth, where it must be removed by also sinless immortality of humans to finally seal it all into eternity, by
God. (Rev21:22-27; Rev22:14)

5. The finality of God's [immortal] "image" as now in immortal Christ and all the immortal angels (Rev12:1-12) fully, must complete in
also immortal humans (Rev22:14) later, as Christ is the power of both immortal spirit (Rev2:7) and immortal perfect man (Rev22:14),
in one being as "one body" in ultimate purpose;

A. The totality of the comprehensive immortality completion coming seals that reality for all eternity;

B. The everlasting life effect on all life human, animal, and planetary will be sealed forever by the immortality complex completion of
God Almighty. (Rev20:7-10,14-15)

All that simple summary of prophecy has been successfully diverted by the team apostate effort of Christendom and Jehovah's
witnesses. Yet, it is all "coming out" anyways.

The Stalled Case of Apostate Jehovah's Witnesses
Keep in mind as regards that 1-5 summary list of the immortal will of God required to be done in Heaven and Earth as one whole,
Jehovah's witnesses are just as lost, stalled, diverted, and incomplete as any other compromised academic Christian prophecy
teaching organization. In fact, in some ways Jehovah's witnesses are more lost as they cannot even "see" future world government
staring them in the face as we speak in both prophecy AND the world globalization-system itself. (Rev16:13-16)

Though Jehovah's witnesses also obscure the whole finale of the prophecy, they were the most prophecy advanced, formerly. 

Thus, they are the severance point to extend into the future prophecy meanings in everything they now
conceal including their prophecy-foretold debased apostate ministerial condition. 

IF Jehovah's witnesses only [actually] "studied prophecy", they could find their own apostasy in it! (Dan8:11-
14,26; Dan11:30-35,41) But, they don't, as taught by their purposely brain-dead evil genius Governing Body
and WTBTS. (Dan11:32a)

If we extend the WTBTS managed Jehovah's witnesses severed prophecy continuum, what is being explained here in
the total prophecy picture many are seeing the terminus of into world government anyways. This is the "summary" the
Jehovah's witnesses prophecy-stall would naturally connect to IF they made it, which they will not make that connection.
(Dan11:32a)

Thus, that final apostasy verification even now is very important. The epic judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses WILL BE THE
FIRST DOMINO OF PROPHECY TO THEN LEAD TO THE REST OF THE "DOMINO EFFECT" OF ALL REVELATION 8-11! MAKE
NO MISTAKE HERE!

What it caused

Everything negative the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy develops has a positive [eventual] mega-reaction as aided by its downfall
judged removal soon (Dan8:13-14 starts Rev8):

1. Now the identification of the apostasy, and its critical prophecy and 1990 historic context of recognizability and all prophecy
matching criteria with the third United Nations "place the disgusting thing" of Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23 is fully affirmed.
(Dan8:11-14.26; Dan11:30-35,41)

A. Now the full prophecy connection from UN 3 1990 to UN 4 Future, as the political representation of the far larger world government
total complex in a prophecy continuum since 1914 WW1 and 1919 League of Nations (UN1) to the 1945 United Nations (UN2) events
can be connected and bridged over this required final apostasy blow out benchmark.

We Are Here: Now we know where we are in the prophecy as we head from foretold apostasy revealing itself,
unto its foretold and timed (Dan8:14), apostasy decimation by judgment to be meted out upon the corrupted
and criminal JW organization and apostate ministry aberration in its foretold worldwide downfall event as
Daniel 8:13-14.

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/the_coming_epic_judgment_downfall_of_jehovahs_witnesses_draft4-03262020_4.pdf


B. That will provide the signal Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment benchmark of the Revelation 8 temple judgment parallel inception, and
its FIRST FUTURE PROOF TEMPLE JUDGMENT TIMING OF DANIEL 8:14, prior to the activation of Daniel 12:7 1260 days
parallel and the Daniel 12:11 1290 days further timed prophecy steps.

2. All that has to happen now is for God to destroy the apostasy nucleus in the WTBTS lawless Governing Body and corporate guided
core entities, in the very context of the anti-ministerial events they have planned with the globalist and national systems. 

A. Thus, the Governing Body and WTBTS guided self-destruction of the ministry with a handy "end of the world" exit strategy
smokescreen will provide the very context of the accounting desolation. 

B. Thus, as they plan to destroy the JW ministry worldwide anyways, now as a foretold doomed apostasy, God can also aid their own
apostate-lead "man of lawlessness" eventual super-naturally aided ejection (Isa31:8-9) into neutralization and removal out of the "in
the temple" location they are now in (Dan11:41; 2Thess2:3-4), while affirming the globally seen signal judgment as the timed prophecy
of Daniel 8:13-14 unto that Daniel 8:14 "temple" "right condition".

3. Now the entire prophecy of the zenith "7th King" phase to the coming sovereignty downfall with the final ascension of "8th King"
world government from that 1990 third United Nations node of fulfillment can now be exposed after Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is
neutralized, silenced, and then exposed. 

Then the very things Jehovah's witnesses now actively and purposefully conceal and suppress, until they are
removed by "temple cleansing" force and fright, (Isa31:8-9; Rev9), can "come out" in total detail as aided by
the first timed prophecy fulfillment of the whole final prophecy cycle, as marked by their own foretold and
timed apostate "temple judgment" downfall phase.

What it implies

This implies Jehovah's witnesses false claim "to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here" is an earmark of their apostate reality:

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered
together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an
inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of
Jehovah is here.

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-5) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first
and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over
everyone who is called “god” or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing
himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

This implies Jehovah's witnesses are the final "Christendom related" apostasy which, as per prophecy, MUST be fully "revealed"
FIRST before world government can complete to trigger the Christ future final arrival. (2Thes2:3-4)

This implies the 1 Peter 4:17 "judgment starts with the house of God" will now be expressed in the timed judgment of Daniel 8:13-14,
using apostate Jehovah's witnesses as the final "temple judgment" visible worldwide downfall marker for the Daniel 8:14 prophecy
affirmation later.

What it must become is the first future timing verified prophecy. 

Daniel 8:13-14 is the coming Jehovah's witnesses desolation benchmarked temple judgment prophecy.

Key diversions

1. Now, Jehovah's witnesses cover up the whole world government prophecy convergence of it all, with incomplete national power
applications from past and in well-outdated error.

A. Yet it is all WTBTS rigidly maintained in that entrenched error to camouflage what is really going on, while diverting and sliding
Jehovah's witnesses into the delusion that "all is said and done, all prophecy has already fulfilled brothers!" so they can sew on their
hoax "Armageddon" and fake "end of the world" downfall smokescreen cover, instead.

2. The WTBTS by illegal "Governing Body" authority also create the 1914 prophecy discrediting basis, to undermine the 1914-1918
prophecy cycle credibility so that many people doubt it all.

A. They do all that prophecy hoodwinking and purposeful error-laced "1914 Prophecy Demolition" undermining, while they promote
mass WTBTS policy enforced lawlessness which harms many people as they also aid and cover-up the perpetual rape, abuse, and
silencing of thousands of children, for decades. 

B. That kind of " WTBTS Enforced Lawlessness" furthers the reproaching and discrediting effect. Now the prophecy truth is further
undermined by mass globally known, and Jehovah's witnesses defended, and condoned, hypocrisy along with perpetually concealed
criminal organizational and congregational activities, secular and spiritual, now on the global record anyways.

3. Thus, "the world" had to out and expose Jehovah's witnesses or they would continue to codify child abuse, for example. They would
continue to deploy their Pedophile Protection Program and WT policies. They would continue to hide rapists and abusers from legal
authorities, in the JW congregational system. They would continue to suppress and further torture, spiritually damage, and abuse more
and more victims, IF it was left up to them and their dear WTBTS. 

A. Because that is all "policy of the Watchtower Pedophile and Rape Society" as enforced by their corporate inquisitional "judicial
committees" by public condemnation, total shunned expulsion and further perpetual slander and lies upon that poor congregational
condemned pariah, as all managed and carried out with an iron-fist by the WT Elder Thug System for their WTBTS Governing Body
Crime Bosses.

4. The 1944 to 1976 "Governing Body Experiment" development, which claims to be the developers of the Daniel 8:14 "right
condition" by fraud application, are who are the "man of lawlessness" lead of this final apostasy.

(Daniel 11:32) And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-System) will lead into
apostasy by means of smooth words.

5. The Governing Body has then self-engineered an exit strategy smokescreen when it is time for them to flee back to home King
North hiding places as they say "we went to heaven everyone!" by the minions they will "leave behind" in their little hoax of Jehovah's
witnesses.

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/add-kn-end_of_national_sovereignty_parts1-3-htm.pdf
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/the_coming_epic_judgment_downfall_of_jehovahs_witnesses_draft4-03262020_4.pdf
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/world-government-seven-prophecy-convergence-all-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/ref_daniel4time_part1-5_withtables-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the_daniel_8-14_temple_wrong-condition_cultured_in_wtbts_since_1944.pdf
https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/fake-king-north-warning-jw-fake-king-north-fake-the-end-wtbts-setup-is-completing.pdf


6. In that manner they can crash, loot, and desolate the Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization worldwide, while claiming the
whole time "it is all final prophecy fulfilling brothers!".

The Basic Over-Hyped Fear and Guilt Context of the Current Jehovah's Witnesses Delusion Complex

But, there is a context "prime for misleading" far more basic in the overall Jehovah's witnesses "the end" hype-complex which the
"rotten-to-the-core" Governing Body has taken full deceptive advantage of.

The basic misleading method, in the case of Jehovah's witnesses, was a combination of perpetual fear+guilt hyping, then the overall
"as of brain-dead" negligence "in the delay of Christ", in a prophecy which was still incomplete. That was all aided by the "all prophecy
has fulfilled to the smallest detail" all encompassing myth. 

That took advantage of the already deeply believed, actually true prophecy of God, to inject the whole now present "end of the world"
myth deeply into Jehovah's witnesses also over-hyped expectation complex. (2Thess2:1-2)

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered
together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an
inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of
Jehovah is here.

Thus, it is also the earmark "strong delusion" of this "man of lawlessness" misled Governing Body production of apostasy, instead.

1. Because the complete first Revelation cycle had enough volume, it gave the "it must all be done" impression of the [assumed] state
of the prophecy, which was actually far from completed and far from done yet;

2. That "hope it ends soon" JW mindset was further exacerbated by all the "fear hyping" which took advantage of the various
uncertainties overall, while installing a "dumbed down Jehovah's witnesses" nap on real prophecy study or examining the world system
in light of the modern globalization-system goals; 

3. Thus, when the prophecy could be logically registered and arranged into a final ordered continuum for the future in complete needed
detail actually already in the prophecy now en route to world government anyways, the Governing Body evil-farce could than hi-jack
prophecy, re-arrange it for their own evil purposes (Zech11), as aided by all the uncertainties as they just fear-hyped the already deep
belief in even deeper.

That is how "in the delay" over several decades the Governing Body frauds could develop their own self-invented "parallel truth" of "the
end of the world", extend the illusion they were "as good as" Russell, Rutherford, Knorr, and Fred Franz, as if real anointed Christians,
and just slide it all to "doomsday" as parallel with an actually truthful prophecy which will unfold quite differently as already fully
described in the prophecy.

Future Proof and Timing of Daniel 8:13-14's Temple Judgment

Now, for your future proof, into a very distracting context of global-crisis formed, forming, or near, they have to use that anxiety-
amping world context to then tell Jehovah's witnesses "the end has activated everybody!". Under that now well-developed Jehovah's
witnesses expectation, they can crash the organization and liquidate it and cancel the ministry "because it is the end of the world
anyways brothers!".

This Governing Body hi-jacked prophecy deception was actually deceptive smokescreen to conceal the ministerial downfall for
apostasy (Zech3:1-3; Dan8:13-14), as if "it must be the end of the world now brothers!". Thus, Jehovah's witnesses ministry will be
tanked globally, and "the end" they expect never will arrive as the final "sword-stroke" is what will be active to eventually recover
peacefully into said "8th King" world government for its completion and final global "ascendant" presentation into full world rule.
(Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; Dan11:45; Dan12:11; Rev17:12)

For your future proof, this is all to actually be the "temple judgment" events of Daniel 8:13 in the downfall of this apostasy. That whole
temple judgment will be timed as Daniel 8:14 as to how long the desolation will take, plus how long it will take for it to all "dawn" on
Jehovah's witnesses that "something ain't quite right" to finally see what is REALLY going on. (The current WTBTS Daniel 8:13-14
interpretation is, like Christendom's version, pure bunk and premature error.)

The Daniel 8:14 prophecy is rather cryptic so it will need to be paid attention to, during the JW apostate downfall to recovery cycle of
Daniel 8:13-14, in the future. (Rev8-9) Daniel 8:14's "2300 evenings and mornings" can be calculated as 1150 days (see Good News
Bible footnote), or 2300 days. How it plays out in future timing will become known as the temple judgment runs its future course, and
that first.

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time (Dan8:14) for the judgment to start with the house of God.

How the IBSA Ministry and Jehovah's Witnesses Advanced so Greatly in Their Own Times in the
Past

But, in all fairness Jehovah's witnesses were not always apostate. 

From what they inherited from the International Bible Students they [used to be] forward thinking with many "before its time" insights.
They also completed the Reformation intent, not in overhauling the Catholic Babel Circus, but in forming a new, at first non-religious,
extension of the formerly completely non-religious independent study group that was the International Bible Students from its 1880s
roots into to the early 1900s as the [non-religious] International Bible Students Association officially named prophecy study group.
(IBSA)

What we gather from the many apostasies to follow in the wake of the Reformation, now including Jehovah's witnesses, is that all the
Reformation-inspired truth movements from the time of Luther forward:

1. All formed non-religiously at first, and "religionized" later, as that began their many respective trajectories to terminal apostasy and
stall;

2. The initially, even anti-religious Protestant "Lutheranism" impetus of 1517 led to the Anglican development which gave birth to the
truly freeform Baptist movement of the early 1600s which in time led to the "Christian awakenings" (from the 1700s into the 1800s and
after) into the "Adventism" telescopic search for the "advent of Christ" in the 1800s. 

The Adventist tsunami propelled that hyper-vigilant albeit premature "Christians on steroids" inspirational period which greatly
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inspired others to keep progressing such as Charles Russell and the earthly beginnings of the Bible Student movement, which never
was a "religion" but just a general Christian "study" group with then international reach.

3. Thus, we know it was a very progressive and patient eventual total escape from the violence and iron-fisted tyranny of the no-holds-
barred Catholic apostasy which took a fist in the face from God, and never did recover to re-assume the former stranglehold on
Christians as it had for 1000 years up to 1500. 

That 1000 years of totally evil darkness was Rome's "6th King" death rattle by means of that post military empire that had slyly
transformed into a spiritual empire by means of the Catholic system and its denizens of "Europeanized" demonism slyly grafted under
a veneer of Christian cover. (See the The Two Babylons by Alexander Hislop)

4. Once the Christian "sacred secret agents" of God's own method of patient Christian progress hit America, nothing would ever try to
curtail that progress again to the degree of the totality which the Catholic system had imposed until it also "petered out".

Thus, almost everything "basic teaching" about God, Christ and their total omni-purpose (Matt6:10), was present as and after the
Protestant Reformation exploded the Catholic Papal apostate-stronghold of that time. As shown in the God's Babel Bomb article in
very topical manner, some "basic teachings" were even present well before the Catholic apostasy fully formed.

In like manner, almost everything in this study has been "floating around" in various individual scattered Christian views. As you know
now, even many scattered Christians are well "ahead of" Jehovah's witnesses now, they are so dated.

For example, many Christians know world government is coming and that it will trigger Christ's arrival. Many Christians and others
"feel in their heart" and some find it in prophecy, for it is there too, that God must also restore all the animals for a total recovery
solution, rather than think Christ's global recovery will be some half-vast religion-defined incomplete "re-creation" of Matthew 19:28.
Many Christians, thank God, are "fed up and sick of" religion across the board, they know it is corporate spiritual "tapewormism" and
idolatry for profit and control, a true "daughter harlot" of Revelation 18.

Many Christians know all Christians are important and loved by God and Christ. They know that "religion" is just a tribalistic warring
"grand illusion" and the means to exclude some "other" "so-called Christians" by means of FALLEN HUMAN JUDGMENTS and
corporate religious precepts as "Christianity" has now basically and squarely "excommunicated" and "damned" itself across the
board. They have all condemned each other in various ways as one whole error pit.

The point is, almost everything, including the Daniel 4 "appointed times of the nations" concept and all the basic teachings, which
Charles Russell "pulled together", were already being examined by many of his Christian predecessors and contemporaries. 

And much of what the Christian predecessors all spoke of and started to clarify and teach came out of the Reformation and had been
present in 1500 CE and before.  

(Ecclesiastes 1:9) That which has come to be, that is what will come to be; and that which has been done, that is what will
be done; and so there is nothing new under the sun. 

Brother Charles Russell merely summarized the "whole package" for its time as far as basic teachings (not prophecy, except Daniel 4
and basic but important Christ "seed" prophecies) in a very logical, thought provoking and provable manner affecting many other
Christians.

But along with the basic teachings the comprehensive will of God was also understood from the accurate understanding of the
Messianic "seed" prophecy symbology. Though the modern Anglo-American "7th King" and "8th King" system had not emerged in a
global historic context to be applied to prophecy yet, these researchers did know Daniel 2 and Revelation 13 and the rest of the
structured sovereign prophecies were a "map of prophecy" based on "gentile world power history" for the future. 

Thus, as we now reach the "history" of future world government as prophecy before it becomes actual history, we know the post
Reformation trajectory and its "Christ advent" expectations are spot on; all that was premature was the timing and some minor details.
Aiding the subterfuge at that time, the at first Anglo-based globalist-elite "aristocracy" of internationalism and its huge world wealth
and power control was incomplete and very secretive, and thus mostly unknown. (Rev13:11-15)

Now it is a well known Anglo-American "globalist elite" complete system which dangles national governments like puppets and
suckers on the strings of massive international debt webs in the 100s of trillions of dollars in national debt and now fully "unfundable"
liabilities. (Hab2:6-7) 

Now, it is FULLY understood how this massive national-debt has setup the nations for worldwide bankruptcies in the future to then end
up in 100% Globalist-System corporate-based legal ownership and world control. It is no longer a "big mystery" how the international
finance system works and has facilitated this national-system "financial downfall" scenario for all national-governments and
economies in the future . (Dan11:42-43)

That initial Christian clarification cycle for the future, benefiting from and summarizing the post-Reformation freedoms and intent, then
into the far more imaginative and vigilant Adventist era, was able to extend the "gentile world power" map and the Messianic
prophecies for their soon-to-be next connections into post 1914 reality.

The point is, the 1500s Reformation was part of the initial clarification process which led some Christians in the 1800s to consider that
Christendom academia had again become a big drag on progress like the Catholic Babel Carnival before them from the "Dark
Ages". The Reformation was part of the Christian clarified benchmark prophecy clarification process as one whole explosion of
scattered Bible truths (and Bibles for that matter) worldwide.

Because of the Reformation's freeing effect on all Christians growing in time, clarified information concerning Jesus Christ, God's will
for both Heaven and Earth (Matt6:10), along with a radically clarified basic teachings background, a whole new era of new Christian
perspective would develop more fully in time. 

That would lead to being able to apply live and real-time prophecy come 1914, to that first WW1 "sword-stroke" cycle and
the global emergence of the Anglo-American national and internationalist system parallels then but beginning to "fulfill
prophecy".

Now, the whole refined framework could then be ready to apply live and real-time prophecy to the Anglo-American nationalist "7th
King" and the Anglo-American globalist-system "8th King"  as the internationalist "disgusting thing" rival world power system. That "7th
King" and "8th King" "image" would soon be emerging fully in the world and in prophecy with its "causes desolation" first "sword-
stroke" cycle in WW1. (Rev13:3; Rev13:11-15) That world war and Federal Reserve (1913) first profit and gravy train cycle would
found their "sword-stroke" formulaic cycle in its first use. 

(Luke 4:5-6) So he brought him up and showed him all the kingdoms of the inhabited earth in an instant of time; 6 and the
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Devil said to him: “I will give you all this authority and the glory of them, because it has been delivered to me, and to
whomever I wish I give it. 

World War One, was really a globalist internationalist-system engineered world war based human sacrifice offering to the Devil, for the
"gift" of the rest of the world rulership development they would then receive as his new apex "7th King" and "8th King" [designate]
worshipers, while fulfilling key future prophecy in that past scenario.

1. That means the entire Christian development is one whole development process since the time of Christ and the
apostles. The entire Christian development process has always been dependent on advancements that transpired before
the latest. 

And that extends back all the way back to Christ whose first arrival was founded in the Hebrew prophecy era prophecies which
foregleamed, by the Mosaic Covenant, which preceded his first appearance as a new human being to found the New Covenant,
EVERYTHING Christ was to eventually fully accomplish.

The apostles' prophecies merely re-affirmed what Christ was going to do as the Revelation summarized all prophecy in one continuum
sequence, which we know now has two fulfillment cycles, for two Kingdom events (God's Kingdom, 1914, "set up" Messianic
Kingdom, future; Dan2:44), hence TWO "witnessings" required in Revelation 11.

2. The teaching basics and the Christ prophecy prophecy basics had to be fully organized and understood as to their
basic truths in one logical teaching system (rather than scattered everywhere like after the Reformation), BEFORE any
prophecy advancements could come. That is also why Charles Russell could develop the "rival gentile sovereign theme"
and its prophecy marked time limit of Daniel 4, from ideas already present after the Reformation while he was still a youth
and commercial "haberdasher". 

3. Prophecy at that time could not be applied accurately without those basics founded fully first. The then future live and
real-time prophecy could also not be applied accurately without the actual world events manifesting.

A. Thus, when that did come in 1914-1919 with WW1's first "sword-stroke" cycle (of four total, future last cycle required),
and the "7th King" Anglo-American nationalism-based alliance-system and its "8th King-related" "League of Nations"
"image of the wild beast" system, all started manifesting at once, it could be identified as fulfilled prophecy. 

B. Now, as aided by much globalist-system and its globalization-system explaining research, we know that "8th King"
PARALLEL development in the prophecy AND the world system since 1914-1919 is internationalist Anglo-American
"globalist elite"-system guided as Revelation 13:11-15, which is supra-national in power and which "8th King" must
supercede the "7th King" national-system fully. (Dan11:42-43)

C. Thus, without some globalization system deeper understanding like many backwater ministries display, no one could
explain the basic "8th King" globalist reality. And without some basics in modern-to-future international financial system
understanding, and technology advancement understanding and some basic sciences (like with genetics), no ministry
was going to have anything truly new to "apply to prophecy". 

D. Without some understanding of how the [modern] world of globalization truly operates, no ministry researchers were
going to be able to pull from these global realities and ideas in those systems to apply to the Christ prophecy, to "finish it
off" and "take it to the limit". Just look around, it is mostly dated nation-state thinking from the 1960s, like with Jehovah's
witnesses. 

E. God's Kingdom installing Christ's Messianic Kingdom (Ps2), is "God Government" totally "universalized" and divine
"globalized" by omniscience, a "New Universal Order". God "science" is omni-science of all reality, God "money" is the
power of Love plus all Creator Ownership of all physical reality. (Hag2:6)

F. Christ is the "one body" in two immortal forms, perfect spirit and the perfect new human, AND its human perfection
"genetic" based on the Christ as "Last Adam" the new perfect human, and "last Adam" "the life giving spirit".

Thus, Jesus Christ being the first God granted and created Immortal, and being the potential human immortal as the basis
of how he achieved the divine spirit immortality from God, that Christ dual-purpose REALITY is not some academic-
church-chump explanation so that now "all people" "go to heaven" or to the "flaming hell hereafter for all eternity", into
the total dead end "teaching". 

That kind of core "mainstream Christianity hogwash" is actually insulting it is so simpleton-minded in dated Retardia; as
if Christians are ancient Canaanites who also believed similar "hell fire torment" hogwash from the demons.

All that comes from elementary understanding of "how the modern world [actually] works", and its basic modern progress
which has aided these insights.

4. Because of that 1914-1918 (Dan12:7; Rev11:3), 1919-1922 (Dan12:11; Dan7:26), and 1922-1926 (Dan12:12) first Daniel 12
prophecy patterns explained in basic meaning to mature after 1919 by the 1930s, we now have the Prophecy Master Pattern founded
for the future Daniel 12 final cycle to world government.

The first Daniel and Revelation fulfillment cycle is the same as its final fulfillment cycle of the future. That is, the EXACT SAME
PROPHECIES, but this time as a final sword-stroke cycle to resolve into "world peace" and the final 1260 days ministry to emerge
into it prior to completion of "8th King" World Government, is what will now manifest and "fulfill" in final form over several prophecy
timed final years. (Dan8:14>Dan12:7>Dan12:11>Dan12:12)

5. Because God actually formed a Daniel and Revelation "preview" cycle as a first Daniel 12 and applicable parallel
Revelation fulfillment, the final cycle can now be known BEFORE it fulfills fully in the future. (Rev1:1)

In fact, the final prophecy and world event cycle unto world government to trigger Christ MUST be known before it all
fulfills this time, there will be no time for "hindsight" once world government takes the full rule. There will be no "twenty
years" to hang around haggling and pounding out "some details" in hindsight. It would be TOO LATE.

But, this time, for the known final cycle, rather than be Christ "in Heaven" to be crowned [temporary] King of God's Kingdom
(1Cor15:28) as in 1914, this time full "8th King" "world government" AND its UN-related "image" as then fully complete and globally
presented, will trigger the Christ arrival to Earth for good, for then the completed Messianic Kingdom "gathering", for then God
Almighty to complete Christ's authority as then crowned permanent "King of kings" of that Messianic Kingdom, as specifically
designed for the rule of this universe and planet Earth within it.
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Because the post-Reformation basis of basics in Kingdom teachings and prophecy had to already be in place first, the International
Bible Students furthering super-clarifications and live and real-time prophecy applications to soon follow in the "7th King" and "8th
King" "image" "Revelation prophecy application" could be made in truly unique form for its day. 

In fact, we are STILL talking about it for that truth. In fact, THAT TRUTH is what the Jehovah's witnesses leadership apostasy and
"weed" and globalist-intel impostorship is now trying to undermine internally, for external demolition of the 1914 era prophecy as if
"1914 is all invalid and so is its prophecy". (Dan11:32a; Dan8:12) That "anti-1914" claim is all empowered by the now well known
WTBTS "Jerusalem 607 BCE destruction" fiction at the back-end, and their fraud "This Generation" farce total failure on the front-end.

In the past, Rutherford and other brothers and sisters all "saw" in prophecy and the world scene in that 1914-1930 phase, what
millions of Christians and millions of others now see by all kinds of other means, and also prophecy, in what today is
world government forming, for soon total Christ triggering world presentation in the future.

WORLD GOVERNMENT IN PROPHECY TO TRIGGER THE CHRIST ARRIVAL is exactly what many "mainstream" Christian
religions from the past, and apostate Jehovah's witnesses today, ARE TRYING TO CONCEAL! 

That is why God, once again, has bypassed BOTH LIES, to inform millions of people about certain future world
government anyways! It is no accident.

Even if for various reasons some people disagreed with the IBSA or Jehovah's witnesses, the latter as also aided by their own
apostate and lawless hypocrisies, for millions in generic form it has arrived to the same conclusion anyways: world
government is coming. 

For millions of Christians world government "wild beast" "antichrist" will trigger the Christ arrival as timed in Daniel 9:27 and its Daniel
12 final parallels. That mass Christian awareness in particular, has drawn the correct "final meaning", only small details vary. True,
there is no overall consensus and there are many varied distractions and "debates", it has come to the same terminus point for all
prophecy. 

And now coming [fully foretold] WORLD REALITY ITSELF can "fill in" the gaps. WORLD REALITY is what will have the most
IMPACTING "final explanation" of all prophecy for all Christians worldwide. And when Christ arrives, his impact will be a billion times
beyond reality itself! Not one person making these "connections" now to world government will be "surprised" when indeed it does
trigger Jesus Christ into his "second coming". The whole world system will in time, know it too. (Rev1:7; Matt24:30; Rev14)

That is because all worldwide national power will converge into world government as all prophecy application and final fulfillment also
converges into that same world government—it will be the final straw. It will trigger the Christ Kingdom response of all time! THAT
is why it is so important. That is why for millions of people this is all a "no brainer" even now.

THAT all is no accident.

That is why in the 1920's "mainstream Christendom" endorsed the League of Nations, rather than progress with the post-Reformation
prophecy updating tidal wave to stand for the Kingdom of God and Christ INSTEAD. 

The Watchtower June 1, 19 96; p. 17 par. 13 Flight to Safety Before the “Great Tribulation” 

Remember, the Hebrew word for “disgusting thing” is used in the Bible principally with reference to idols and
idolatrous practices. Was the League idolized? Indeed it was! The clergy put it “in a holy place,” and their
followers proceeded to give it passionate devotion. The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America
declared that the League would be “the political expression of the Kingdom of God on earth.” The U.S. Senate
received an avalanche of mail from religious groups urging it to ratify the Covenant of the League of Nations.
The general body of Baptists, Congregationalists, and Presbyterians in Britain lauded it as “the only available
instrument for attaining [peace on earth].”

"Christendom" sold out along with the stall that led it there. In like manner in recent times, Jehovah's witnesses leadership also now
"sold out" also endorsed the 1990 third United Nations world presentation event (Dan11:31b), after the Cold War (Dan11:29), as the
UN NGO "wild beast riding" foretold apostasy [co-development] of Daniel 11:30b, and Daniel 11:31a and Daniel 11:32a. (Dan8:11-
12,26; Zech3:1-3; 2Thess2:3-4)

Think about it; it is now all the same apostasy in its final form in debased Jehovah's witnesses also corporate misled so-
called "true religion".

Now that many were "put off" by the IBSA "exposing Christendom's apostasy" as why they "disagreed", now the terminal apostasy of
also Jehovah's witnesses, in similar "enemy-system allied" manner in that UN NGO (Matt24:15), from the same corporate-managed
viral-apostasy strain, allows all Christian corporatized "religion" to be exposed in generic form. 

It all had great beginnings since after the Reformation, even before it, and then it all devolved into apostasy, across the board. Most of
it is now on "auto-pilot", just drifting to the next and final world government presentation of the future.

That means ALL CHRISTIANS are who "join the faith", (not "a religion"). (John3:16; Rev14:12) 

We can now see when Jehovah's witnesses shifted that John 3:16 truth of the REQUIRED "faith in Christ" as what to "join to", to
morph it into the non-required "joining our RELIGION" as "the only means of salvation" idolatrous and blasphemous claim, they did
exactly what all Christian corporate religious apostasies before them have also done.

The Watchtower February 1, 1995;  p. 3 Your Religion—A Ship That Should Never Be Abandoned?

Theologians, especially Catholic scholars, often compare their church to a ship that is weathering a storm.
They say that this ship, with Jesus or Peter at the helm, represents the only means of salvation. The position of
the clergy is, ‘Never abandon the ship. The church has been through serious crises before, but it is a ship that
has weathered all of history’s tempests.’ Some say, ‘Why abandon her? What alternatives are there? Why not
stay and help steer her into calmer waters?’

Now that black kettle was criticized by this black pot.

The Watchtower July , 2015; Work to Enhance the Spiritual Paradise

13. What obligation does Psalm 48:12-14 place on us?

13 Regardless of how long we have been in the truth, we must tell others about Jehovah’s organization. The



existence of a spiritual paradise in the midst of a wicked, corrupt, and loveless world is a modern-day miracle!
The wonders about Jehovah’s organization, or “Zion,” and the truth about the spiritual paradise must be
joyfully passed on “to future generations.”—Read Psalm 48:12-14.

The Watchtower 2013, November 15; pg. 20, par. 17, #3): 

Elders who are reading this article can draw some useful conclusions from the account we have just
considered:…

[And sandwiched into the admonishment:]

(3) At that time, the lifesaving direction that we receive from Jehovah’s organization may not appear practical
from a human standpoint. All of us must be ready to obey any instructions we may receive, whether these
appear sound from a strategic or human standpoint or not. 

Obviously Bethel is planning to use their organization, to herd Jehovah's witnesses to capture.

The Watchtower 2015, July;  pg. 16, par. 9): 

9 This will not be the time to preach the “good news of the Kingdom.” That time will have passed. The time for
“the end” will have come! (Matthew 24:14) No doubt God’s people will proclaim a hard-hitting judgment
message. This may well involve a declaration announcing that Satan’s wicked world is about to come to its
complete end.

Now, Christians who come to see this first, can be done with religion completely. The best reason is the whole place is going to be
"done with religion" under world government anyways. (Rev18:8; Rev14:8; Rev17:16) Now every Christian mentally and truly freed
from the "ball and chain" of religion can "burn the hatchet" of Christian religious tribalism for profits, control, and power, and see fully it
is THE FAITH OF CHRIST which all Christians are to "join", not a "corporate religion middleman".

(Revelation 14:12) Here is where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God
and the faith of Jesus.”

Now all Christians successful at "observing the faith of Jesus", through the test coming (Rev3:10; Dan8:14>Dan12:7), will be used by
God as He dictates our purpose, not humans, and that for the whole time into the Christ arrival of Daniel 12:11. 

ALL CHRISTIANS are involved once we initially "put faith" and believe in Jesus Christ as sent from God Almighty. The
very second that faith expresses belief, it begins directly between you, Christ and God, no "religion" outhouse required.
Religion is the grand illusion obstacle setup to try to detour that faith to themselves. It is the con of their own "job
security", and it has been a quite lucrative racket. It is not the "opiate of the people" it is the overdose itself. It is what it is. 

The apostasy-devolution of Jehovah's witnesses into a "corporate board" Governing Body ruled fake "theocracy" where they play
"gods" (2Thess2:3-4), and then push "religion to join", has provided a case study in little time, of how this process works. At the same
time those WTBTS spiritual-quacks have helped to also define the final apostasy of prophecy (Dan11:30-35,41; Dan8:11-14,26), and
its UN NGO red flag (Matt24:15; Dan8:13 "transgression causing desolation"). 

The Jehovah's witnesses "presto change-o" racket has now become the glaring final apostasy for the Adamic era also soon to end in
this same process over several prophecy timed and mapped years into the Christ arrival and his own "Last Adamic" era-of-eternity
just beginning. 

Even people of good conscience (Rom2:12-16), those still stuck in all kinds of religions (Rev18:4), and those to surrender
and repent at the Christ actuality over Earth "on the spot", (even enemy-system members and other now avowed
enemies who recant), are open to the salvation of Revelation 14:6-7 as PROMISED and to be backed by the WHOLE
Kingdom of God.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

The truth is, when Christ is "out preaching" as he and the Kingdom will be worldwide come Daniel 12:11 via Revelation 14, he can
"get through" to those willing and those "becoming willing"—INSTANTANEOUSLY. Former "Saul of Tarsus" is the known example of
how fast Christ can "get through" to a person simply misled by lack of faith.

True, some cannot "respond" (Rev6:12-17; 1John2:28), but the "great crowd" WILL RESPOND! We only need to concentrate on
those who will respond, and that directly in his or her own time and in their own way. (Hag2:7)

God and Christ have no limits. They know every person of this planet from the exactitude of their conception, birth, and WHOLE life.
They know all life back to "the beginning". They also know all our "parents and relatives" to the same detail. They also know our very
Universal "birth" "materiality" and its complete elemental make up and "history" to the sub-atomic detail, live and real-time, for all time,
accessible to them like one snapshot, from that true "in the beginning" "history" of the universe. They know what stars forged the very
iron atoms in our blood.

(Matthew 10:29-31) Do not two sparrows sell for a coin of small value? Yet not one of them will fall to the ground without
your Father’s [knowledge]. 30 But the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 31 Therefore have no fear: you are worth
more than many sparrows.

Thus, Christ can draw on and influence human mental powers [directly], the deepest personal core emotions, and ALL of our
experiences, and things we do not even know about ourselves, WITH TOTAL PROJECTABLE CLARITY, in a way a human never
could. 

Christ can "transmit" his salvation appeal in any form possible which a human can "perceive" clear as day when he does this, by "the
senses" or DIRECTLY into the brain, mind, heart, and spirit of a human. He can do that to any living being, angel, man, or animal. God
and Christ have multi-focusable multi-modal mentalities; that is how God can "hear" billions of prayers at the same time, it is how He
"tracks" this universe and every living being on Earth, even "two sparrows", in totality, and the entire universe and huger spirit world, at
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the same time, for all time. 

Christ can "enter" ANYTHING. He can take on ANY form spirit or physical, man, animal, or material. He can "enter" many things at
once. He can take on MANY forms spirit or physical, man, animal or material at the same time. And he has MULTI-BILLIONS of
immortal holy angels and immortal Messianic Kingdom "body" (soon to complete fully), also "omni-purpose" empowered with similar
powers, AND THAT ALSO FOR THE COMING SALVATION SWEEP.

That is why no one can "get through" like God and Christ acting directly. THAT is why, they are who complete their own ministry in
Revelation 14, by that time under world government it will not be humans any longer. They ALWAYS save the best for last. Period.

(Hebrews 12:2) ... the joy that [has been] set before him...

The "Free Agent" "Linemen" for the Kingdom

Now we KNOW where, how, why, and by what means ALL of the dead ends (Christendom) and ALL the fake dead lines forming
another decoy dead end (WTBTS) have developed. That is an overall corporate Christendom, including WTBTS, designed "black out"
on prophecy "light". Jehovah's witnesses are but the latest apostasy as led by the Governing Body corporate-chump short-circuiters
and fake line layers.

But, now God and others know exactly what power plant to demolish to return light service of prophecy to everyone. It is no accident
this global Christian mass world government awareness is God sending in His own "Free Agent" "Linemen for the Kingdom". It is also
no accident God has revealed the WTBTS and Governing Body as now the first corporate-chumps now strapped into His own
Apostate Electric Chair for quite the unique future "power surge" coming from Christ. (Isa31:8-9; Rev8:1-9)

The Governing Body may thus try to exit early to their own "King North" allied "heaven", some time in the JW Apostate Downfall of the
future
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14 During the great tribulation, a change will take place regarding the brothers who take the lead on earth. At
some point, all anointed ones who are still on earth will be gathered to heaven to share in the war of
Armageddon. (Matt. 24:31; Rev. 2:26, 27) This means that the Governing Body will no longer be with us on
earth. However, the great crowd will remain organized. Capable brothers from among the other sheep will take
the lead. We will need to show our loyalty by supporting these brothers and by following their God-given
direction. Our survival will depend on it!

All that has to be done soon is re-connect Jehovah's witnesses "power line of prophecy" from the Christendom dead end to UN
Milepost 1945, then demolish the JW dead power station (Dan8:13-14; Rev8:1-8), and chop out and dump the JW faulty line, then just
CONNECT IT TO the free-agent "Linemen for the Kingdom" provided good-line-section, which all of these millions of Christians have
"come up with", as God helped feed them the new good line. 

That line of awareness of future prophecy certainty from millions worldwide is the LIVE high voltage service potential now
CONNECTED to the World Government Final Power Station to trigger the Christ arrival full-on Universal Immortal Power Station
Kingdom which is going to REPLACE it all, the whole life power grid of Earth, now in a "Death Power Line" Satanic Powerhouse
Demon Override scenario. (Hab2:14)

Our only problem is: Jehovah's witnesses REFUSE to let us connect this line of prophecy truth to "the final destination to
world government" of the future, to replace their now dead end line which "has no juice". Their own WTBTS Power Plant
is a condemned rat's nest of short-circuits, dead circuits, rust and corrosion, negligent engineers and its now total
apostate black out effect.

Thus, God has ordered the demolition of this final WTBTS Apostate Power Plant dead zone maintained by Jehovah's witnesses, first,
and next on the schedule. (Dan8:13-14; 1Pet4:17)

(Revelation 8:5-7) But right away the angel took the incense vessel, and he filled it with some of the fire of the altar
(purification means symbol; Isa6; Eze10; Zech3:2; Mal3:1-4) and hurled it to the earth. (global communal JW visible "temple"-
system) And thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an earthquake. (creates a global signal) 6 And the seven
angels with the seven trumpets (of spiritual "wake up" alarm; Matt25:1-13) prepared to blow them. 7 And the first one blew
his trumpet. (the whole Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment symbol) And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood (an
accounting and purifying judgment), and it was hurled to the earth; (Dan8:13-14) and a third of the earth was burned up
(Zech13:8-9), and a third of the trees was burned up, and all the green (Matt13 "weeds") vegetation was burned up.

To help the "Linemen for the Kingdom", God and Christ "The Omni-Contractors" have set the future Daniel 8:13-14 demo operation in
motion to run the line connection anyways, by demolishing the totally useless Jehovah's witnesses Powerless-Plant and then remove
all their faulty line and infrastructure.

(Revelation 8:1-4) And when he opened the seventh seal, a silence occurred in heaven for about a half hour. 2 And I saw
the seven angels that stand before God, and seven trumpets were given them. 3 And another angel arrived and stood at
the altar, having a golden incense vessel; and a large quantity of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all
the holy ones upon the golden altar that was before the throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand
of the angel with the prayers of the holy ones before God.

It turns out the "no word from heaven" "silence" has been aided by this "power line" dead zone just described. When God runs this line
into place anyways, for the initial connect upon the demolished JW apostate modern dead zone crater, and the bulldozed fraud
"juiceless" power station of apostasy, and the "electric-chaired" WTBTS, millions of Christians will get the "word from heaven"
[no longer "silent"] loud and clear, as loud and clear as " thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an earthquake"
WORLDWIDE.

(Isaiah 66:6) There is a sound of uproar out of the [faulty power plant], a sound out of the temple! It is the sound of
Jehovah repaying what is deserved to his enemies.

Every Christian of Earth will feel "the juice" in this live connection of fresh light-power, by even the news of the JW Apostate Power
Plant Worldwide Demolition in action. (Dan8:14)

(Matthew 25:5-7) While the bridegroom was delaying, they all nodded and went to sleep. 6 Right in the middle of the night
there arose a cry, ‘Here is the bridegroom! Be on your way out to meet him.’ 7 Then all those virgins rose and put their



lamps in order.

Now the golden opportunity of all time for prophecy understanding has been aided by God's free-agent-Christian "Linemen for the
Kingdom" worldwide, who have spooled the proper connecting power line of prophecy, "good line", for its intended future world
government final and prophecy-terminus connection. 

God can now demolish the fake Jehovah's witnesses power station and complete the line of juice to "flip the lights on" for many more
people's light worldwide. (matt25:1-13; Rev9; Dan8:14 "morning")

In any event, MILLIONS of people growing daily have indeed bypassed ALL of these religious "dead end lines" for the
real "live wire" thing because as "sacred secret" tricky God designed the prophecy, He also made certain it would
become KNOWN and also be simple. God provides high or low voltage adapted safe "surge free" grounded-service
depending on what size and kind of prophecy "bulb" a person may be using.

The simple prophecy symbology would become clear enough to be understood BY MILLIONS in complex or simple form
to aid salvation, the "sacred secret's" end purposed goal which will be met by that "sacred secret prophecy" BEING A
"LIT UP" and the finally TOTALLY REVEALED "SECRET".

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by
the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the
sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

When it was stated earlier, that in time, those two severed-prophecy live wires " sputtering and spitting around" (from Christendom
and Jehovah's witnesses academic teaching centers) are set for the high voltage prophecy connection it will CONNECT TO by one
means: world government to trigger the Christ arrival as WORLD REALITY, the truth is the lines have "the juice" but they have been
capped off (for now):

1. Christendom has "capped off" their older end of the prophecy power line at the 6th King Roman Power Station.

2. Jehovah's witnesses have "capped off"  their modern end of the prophecy power line at the 7th King Power Station and the "under
construction" 8th King Power Station of World Government. Formerly, up to "Milepost 1945", Jehovah's witnesses "Linemen" had
"spliced" into the Christendom "dead end" from the 6th King Roman Power Station for good line service with light power up to the 7th
King Power Station and the "under construction" 8th King Power Station; but only up to Milepost 1945;

A. The truth is, obviously we need live-wire-prophecy power up to Milepost 2020. No-brainer. 

B. And we need power extended beyond Milepost 2020 to Milepost 2030, as Daniel 8:14 section of time"line", and Daniel 12:7
section of time"line", and Daniel 12:11 Christ arrival section of time"line" do extend for several final Mileposts, even to Milepost 2034.
We can do the simple math. The "Linemen for the Kingdom" have done the initial calculations in Daniel 12's "future timed prophecy
math".

We NEED full line prophecy power service to Milepost 2034, it is what it is. The Power Line Order was sent to God already,
it will be coming in soon.

(Revelation 8:3b) ... and a large quantity of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all the holy ones upon the
golden altar that was before the throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand of the angel with the
prayers of the holy ones before God.

The good news is, those two "bad lines" in Diagnostic 1 and 2 of the above, have been detected. 

They have been tested, retested, and tested again. No juice still. 

Now those bad line dead zones have been condemned as fully provably and test-revealed faulty. Millions of "Linemen for
the Kingdom" all over the world, as shown in Section 2, have exposed these bad lines, while forging the new final spool
of needed power line for the future.

3. Now the section of [potential] power line which extends to world government to trigger the Christ arrival, which millions of other
scattered Christians and some small ministries have "I am a lineman for the Kingdom" laid out for completion ANYWAYS, must be fit
into the prophecy power line...

must be fit into the prophecy power line...

must be fit into the prophecy power line!!!

will be fit into the prophecy power line. And that will be aided by coming real world events of REALITY, which will empower the
"line" fully connected a final milepost at a time to the Kingdom Power Station which will toast the 8th King World Power World
Government station then completed, [out of existence, and out of the way] as fried, dusted, atomized, vaporized; whatever may be
required: erased fully. (Dan2:44)

Then Christ can also remove the Devil's Death Power Station (Rev20:1-3), and its Death Power Line (Heb2:14-16), and install and run
God and Christ's and the Kingdom's Immortal Life Power Station and Power Line, then "plugged in" to planet Earth's life-
system. 

The New Immortal Life Kingdom Power Station, Everlasting Life Power Line, and its Super-Universal "Earth Connected Omni-
Conduit" for the "eternal install and connection" into the "top of the world" of planet Earth will complete. That God Life-Power Station is
for all life of Earth, man, animal, and planetary, to be re-empowered and fully overhauled to new, with everlasting life power, with the
immortal and irremovable timeless "blessing connection". (Gen12; Gen22; Rev22:1-3)

Thus, it is true God Himself has also "bypassed religion" and its totally fried Prophecy Power Plant. 

God has done this with what will be the progressive future world reality all can see, feel, and understand then and even
now (Rev1:1), as aided by prophecy's simple symbology. Turns out, God's prophecy is complex and simple AT THE
SAME TIME! A child can understand it! (Matt11:25-26)

And it is God's perfect prophecy and its total "reach" which has painted this final picture for millions of Christians
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anyways, in spite of these two religious based faulty power plants and their dead zones of dead power lines [which have
now been fully detected, exposed, and bypassed for final replacement].

4. Now, as we inspect the Christendom dead end and the Jehovah's witnesses extension from it [in the past], from the 5th King
Grecian Power Station to the 6th King Roman Power Station in the prophecy world power line, to the 7th King Power Station and 8th
King Power Station "under construction as world government" for the modern world power stations up to Milepost 1945, we can
KNOW what fake lines with no juice to world government that Jehovah's witnesses teaching leadership has installed by a GB-Jimmy-
Rigged Decoy Dead Line, composed of:

A. Outdated applications to what are incomplete national and national alliance power systems which must instead "run
and connect" to 8th King World Power Station: WORLD GOVERNMENT, instead.

B. Which ALL form total "dead zone" error as with the decoy "USSR is King North" bad-line-section and the new "bad-
line-section" decoy of "Russia is King North".

C. All "downtime" aided by their bad Jerusalem Destruction "607 BCE Milepost" and its washed out and dead Power
Relay Station, which juice must be connected to the 586 BCE Milepost actual Jerusalem Destruction Power Relay. 

Thus, even the juice has been cut at Mile Post 607 by the JW Jimmy-Rig WT-GB Lie Men. (Rev2:2)

(Revelation 2:2) ‘I know your deeds, and your labor and endurance, and that you cannot bear bad men, and that you put
those to the test who say they are apostles, but they are not, and you found them liars. 

We know the whole WTBTS Power Plant and its Governing Body Faulty "Electrical Engineers" are short-circuited and bad
respectively, and it all must be demolished and all of its bad-line from after 1945 MUST be pulled and tossed, along with that bad 607
to 586 Milepost splice. 

And keep in mind, so this line-fix and final-line-run project becomes very real for you so you can "feel some juice" soon,
you will WATCH AND SEE that Apostate-JW Demo Project as Daniel 8:13-14 soon, and first. 

The "service ticket" has been deployed, the WTBTS Bad Power Plant Demolition is set. GOD AND CHRIST KNOW what
and where the problem with the power line "outage" is.

(Zechariah 3:1-3) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan
standing at his right hand in order to resist him. 2 Then [the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O
Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who is choosing Jerusalem! Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire?” 3 Now as
for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before the angel. 

Now as for Joshua, he happened to be [running faulty power lines] and standing before the angel. That is the problem alright. The
Temple Power demo crew is coming, they are on the way.

(Revelation 8:7-9) And the first one blew his trumpet. And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood, and it was
hurled to the earth; and a third of the earth was burned up, and a third of the trees was burned up, and all the green
vegetation was burned up. 8 And the second angel blew his trumpet. And something like a great mountain burning with
fire was hurled into the sea. And a third of the sea became blood; 9 and a third of the creatures that are in the sea which
have souls died, and a third of the boats were wrecked.

Thus, to complete the "grid of prophecy" world power service we just REPLACE the "bad line sections" Jehovah's witnesses have laid
after milepost 1945, with the "emergency line" these millions of Christian free-agent "Linemen for the Kingdom" have laid out
anyways, all the way to 8th King World Government Power Station, with its less than four year charter of service. (Dan12:11;
Rev17:12) 

Then we just update the now missing "milepost relay stations" from milepost 1945 to milepost 2020 (and beyond) with globalism
system "8th King" "King North" supporting and applied research "circuits" unto the actual Anglo-American "globalist elite system" end
game goal of: THE RIVAL WORLD GOVERNMENT FINAL POWER STATION, to come in the future.

Then all who want to know, and all who know now, will know what "world so-called super-power station and that section of crappy
power service" is set for the final demolition to install Christ's Immortal Power Station of Kingdom Eternity.

Why the Final Prophecy Summary Will be Unique and
Complete and Lead to the World Reality of Its Fulfillment
True Completion Requires "Taking it to the Limit"
As with the Last Adamic "perfect genetic" explanation and its total life system recovering effects worldwide, and the openness of the
Christ arrival salvation offer which will found the "first generation" to start to come into that purpose ALIVE in the "great crowd", this
analysis TAKES EVERYTHING PROPHECY RELATED TO THE LIMIT. 

Not one aspect is held back by grounded human doubt and or lack of imagination, and especially not by the proven deadbeat
profiteering and control complex of corporate religion. All that has had to be fully bypassed.

But even if this takes it to a human limit it will be nothing compared to what the Gods, Jehovah and Christ, will actually do, explain fully
and accomplish at their arrival (Rev1:7-8) and over the one thousand years to the completion of the comprehensive immortality goal in
both the spirit and physical worlds. 

A human Christian "summary" attempt is not going to compare to: The Real Thing: Jesus Christ and a million billion immortal angels
and the whole Spirit Immortal Christian Kingdom.

(1 Corinthians 2:9-10) But just as it is written: “Eye has not seen and ear has not heard, neither have there been
conceived in the heart of man the things that God has prepared for those who love him.” 10 For it is to us God has
revealed them through his spirit, for the spirit searches into all things, even the deep things of God.

Though God has to reveal everything required for humans to know about His total purpose overview from the prophecy and the Bible,
to explain His salvation purpose in Jesus Christ and to "map" (and time) the Christ arrival thereby, the eventual actual totality will be
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well beyond human minds. It is all well beyond the imaginations of either humans or angels.

(1 Peter 1:10-12) Concerning this very salvation a diligent inquiry and a careful search were made by the prophets who
prophesied about the undeserved kindness meant for you. 11 They kept on investigating what particular season or what
sort of [season] the spirit in them was indicating concerning Christ when it was bearing witness beforehand about the
sufferings for Christ and about the glories to follow these. 12 It was revealed to them that, not to themselves, but to you,
they were ministering the things that have now been announced to you through those who have declared the good news
to you with holy spirit sent forth from heaven. Into these very things angels are desiring to peer.

And as jam packed with future-information about the salvation as prophecy and the Bible is, it is not the salvation itself. 

(John 4:34) Jesus said to them: “My food is for me to do the will of him that sent me and to finish his work. 

It is describing who the only salvation is in God and Christ. (John3:16; 1John2:1-2)

(John 3:14-17) And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so the Son of man must be lifted up, 15 that
everyone believing in him may have everlasting life. 16 “For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten
Son, in order that everyone exercising faith in him might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth
his Son into the world, not for him to judge the world, but for the world to be saved through him.

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does
commit a sin, we have a helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our
sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole world’s. 

And the ultimate salvation agent in Jesus Christ, is who God Almighty has empowered and fully informed (Rev5; Rev6-11) as the focus
of all the prophecy.

(Revelation 19:10) ... the bearing witness to Jesus is what inspires prophesying.

Thus, faith in God and Christ not prophecy understanding (except for the "ten virgins"), though it can help, is the real salvation coming
with that prophecy's final fulfillment of the future.

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our [immortal] Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your [immortal] kingdom come.
Let your [immortal] will take place, as in [immortal] heaven, also upon [immortal] earth.

In this examination, the entire "God's will done on Earth" requirement is extended through the recovery of Earth, animals, the whole
biome, and humans into the "new human" Last Adamic sinless and perfect "stand alone" redeemed and restored future human reality
for those willing (Rev22:1-5), which itself is not the "end all", the human immortality opportunity is, for those who also conquer Satan at
his abyss release. (Rev22:14) 

That is a whole "human final trajectory" into Last Adam in indestructible, incorruptible human immortality final potential "in God's [true]
image" completion overview, already plainly stated in Revelation 22 "looping back" to re-Genesis 3:22. (Matt19:28)

Thus, the whole "re-creation" palingenesia of Matthew 19:28 and Revelation 21-22 in basic applied symbology meanings
to Earth's life-system is summarized in a complete overview from the prophecy. That completes the comprehensive
aspect of "God's will done in Heaven" extending to "God's will done on Earth" for the [physical world completion], to the
same completed immortal and everlasting degree comprehensively, for BOTH the spirit faithful and the human faithful.
(Rev2:7; Rev22:14)

But that "stand alone" Christ atonement purpose and perfecting "one thousand years" timeframe completed (Rev22:1-5), must then
extend to the required final test for the INDESTRUCTIBLE, INCORRUPTIBLE, HUMAN IMMORTALITY purpose of God, easily
"provable" in Revelation 22:14 and Revelation 21:22-27 as the end goal purpose of Christ's total one thousand year rule completion,
and a "little while" after. (Rev20:3b,7-10,14-15)

Future tested immortal humans are the finality of God's "image" restoration purpose, but beyond what progress Adam and the woman
were at, as they disobeyed God and thus never did get to the immortal human level. (Gen3:22) 

Thus, because Christ is also as good as also the first immortal human, as the NEW human and "Last Adam" replacement, the
immortality opportunity is also ultimately for human beings. 

Future sinless and perfect "stand alone" human beings who conquer Satan's final abyss-released temptation-based testing phase
(Rev20:3b,7-10,14-15; Rev22:14; Rev21:22-27), will be granted the Immortal "Tree of Life" in Revelation 22:14 (Rev21:22-27), as
was also present in Eden in Genesis 3:22. That is a completed picture from Genesis to Revelation and Revelation back to Genesis by
Christ "ReGenesis" re-creation" of Matthew 19:28.

Christ the spirit became the immortal-potential new human for this very "God's will done on Earth" aspect of the final NEW HUMAN
IMMORTALITY purpose. He had to "return home" and become the Immortal Mighty God, granted by God, by Christ's own perfect
merit, to now carry this entire immortality purpose out to completion. (Hab7:15-16; Rev2:7; Isa9:6; Matt6:10)

In the process of God's "will done on Earth", "as in Heaven", the heavenly immortal process has been outlined to completion, from:

1. God Almighty—the Eternal Omnipotent Immortal One;

2. To Christ the first spirit immortal next (Rev2:7; Heb7:15-16);

3. To the faithful immortal heavenly "angels of the crown"  of Revelation 12:1-2, now "crowned with immortality" in those "twelve 'star'
[orders]" of that "crown" in circa 1914 (Rev12:1-12) prior to the Immortal Messianic Kingdom "birth";

4. To the first heavenly-anointed immortal spirit resurrections of that 1914-1918 timeframe, to soon the last of the approved human
Christian "heavenly-anointed" true "remnant" via Revelation 7:1-8 unto Revelation 14:1, for the total Immortal Messianic Kingdom
completion of the future;

It has been shown how Immortal "New Heavens" in completion first, must precede Immortal "New Earth" in new Last
Adamic humans in immortal completion, last. 

5. Thus, in this comprehensive divine immortality process, then perfect sinless human beings [tested and faithful fully] are to become
the last God granted and empowered immortals. The "Last Adamic" faithful human beings are the post-millennial God granted
"crowned" immortals, also by their own merit at that time, (Rev22:14), for all conquering post-abyss-released Satan and the demons
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(and their mortality), after Christ's one thousand year rule completes. (Rev20:3b; Rev20:7-10,14-15)

Thus, the whole prophecy description concerning human beings now dead in Adam, is connected to the God purposed human
immortality completion, by means of Last Adam Christ. That completes the divine destiny of human beings beyond what even
Jehovah's witnesses were able to explain fully. Jehovah's witnesses did have a focus on God's "will done on Earth" in God's
Messianic Kingdom purpose for Earth and humans, but they would not complete the prophecy due to apostasy and its corrupted
"misleaders". (Dan11:32a; Dan8:12; 2Thess2:3-4)

But, they also "left out" the animals and the whole earthly biotic transformation REQUIREMENT of God. That animal and the whole
earthly biotic focused transformation must also come into the everlasting life-system of Ezekiel 47 parallel Revelation 21-22 based on
a completely different divine eternal energy and everlasting life system as in Romans 8:18-22.

Thus, this examination also completes God's prophecy outline to also include all of the prophecy pictured completed
purpose and required total restoration of all the Edenic animals at the least (as a requirement of God Almighty (Isa34:14-
17; Ps133), not some human "wishful thinking"), and the animal creation's extensions to today via Noah's ark deliverance
by God, as even their basic nature is also transformed from predatory to that of peace. (Isa11)

That kind of unique completeness actually already in the prophecy will also indicate that the final global prophecy and event cycle of
the future, will also have a complete overview of Christ's "second coming" mission for the Messianic Kingdom completion.

1. The completed picture of the foretold Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is also exposed as the reason for all these incomplete dead-
ends. Though Christendom was an older apostasy, their "leave outs" were bypassed by many in time. 

2. Dead-beat Jehovah's witnesses are the latest apostate culprits. As misled by the corrupt Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
corporate "man of lawlessness" control center, Jehovah's witnesses make claimant "accurate knowledge" boasts. But, as it turns out
instead, they actually try to suppress the final prophecy completion with fully and provably inaccurate "knowledge".

Jehovah's witnesses openly worship the UN NGO and worship and obey their WTBTS corporate board. That apostasy-control unit is
in their so-called "governing body". Now, rather than worship and obey God, Jehovah's witnesses worship and obey their human
leaders. 

Thus, they ignore prophecy to extend their "we are so good and holy" delusion as the WTBTS "slave" they are enslaved to, is now their
mediator and teaching center in place of Jesus Christ. Their rather new criminal empire since 1976 in global proofs, has been the "on
the global record" secular evidence of their apostate lawless reality.

Now we know how this final apostasy completes the repeating prophecy picture of the future and how its coming judgment downfall
(Dan8:13-14; Rev8-9), will begin the final prophecy cycle of Daniel and Revelation, in the future.

 Now we know the future prophecy continuum as already outlined into the future, from:

1. The final foretold apostasy to the temple judgment completion first (1Pet4:17; Rev8-9);

2. To the prelude 1260 days "final witnessing" announcement before world government "ascends" to trigger the Christ arrival into
Daniel 12:11's 1290 days;

Now we know how the future 1260 days unfolds (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5), and what it will have to further
explain once the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is "flattened" out of the way, first, next. (Zech4:6-9)

Now the complete final prophecy temple judgment marked (Dan8:13-14) "start up" events to parallel the Revelation 8-9
temple judgment continuum starting continuum of the Revelation 8-11 "seven trumpets" activating, are known from the
context of the final complete apostasy now terminal in Jehovah's witnesses. 

Now the Daniel 8:13-14 timed temple judgment precursor (1Peter4:17; Rev8-9) that this final apostasy will lead to first, for
the preparatory "temple cleansing" next (Dan8:14; Rev8:7; Zech3:4-5), will be affirmed by the epic judgment downfall of
the Jehovah's witnesses now terminally apostate ministry and corrupted organization. 

Now the fullest picture of things which MUST manifest BEFORE Christ arrives (Rev1:1), like the final 1260 days ministry
(Rev11:3), all the way to world government "ascending" (Rev11:7) to completion of Revelation 17:8-13, is also complete
in that preview outline from prophecy. 

Now the Christ arrival will ready, by that time already to be fully forewarned and explained in its final eternal peace covenant purpose
(Rev10:5-11; Rev11:3), for the "great crowd" to then be formed, and finally targeted for "final gathering" [completion] at the Christ
Revelation 6:12-17 and Revelation 14 [completed] arrival. 

Now we know the "great crowd" must be located, drawn in (Hag2:7), and finally "gathered" [to completion], as secured fully worldwide,
before Christ's Kingdom conquest, as in Revelation 7:9-17 and Revelation 14:14-16, for the whole Daniel 12:11 1290 days "open
salvation" final worldwide period open to human salvation freely, for the complete 1290 days. (Rev14:6-8)

It is the future living "great crowd" who are brought into that new human perfection process first, to be "guided to the fountains of the
waters of life" (Rev7:17), for the further development of perfect and sinless new human beings first. (Rev22:1-5) The "great crowd" are
the first saved-alive and the first "Last Adam" "renewed" human beings to then embark on the spiritual perfection completion and then
the human immortality quest over Christ Millennial Messianic Kingdom Reign, which all of the future earthly resurrections will also join. 

The rest of the human resurrections will be into the "great crowd" "center of the Earth" (Eze38:12) foundational "new earth" Kingdom
of Christ "Kingdom of the World" basis.

The "great crowd" all become, as some already are veteran Christians or new Christians, earthly-anointed of the remaining ones of
Revelation 7:1-8. The "great crowd" will also have some people who are very new to the faith, who acquire the "faith of Jesus"
(Rev14:12), very quickly (like what happened to Saul of Tarsus), but anew, at Christ's future "second coming". 

Like the "harvest of the Earth" of Revelation 14:14-16, and "the rest" of Revelation 11:13, the "great crowd" of Revelation 7:9-17 are
the sum total worldwide total group of final savable humans who will come into day one of Christ's Messianic Kingdom one thousand
year rule.

Thus, to outline and aid the process, the Messianic Kingdom "world peace covenant" for that "great crowd" and the open salvation
prophecy to help "fill" the "great crowd" [to completion], is also completed in explanation first. In addition, the Christ "second coming"
purpose to complete the final leg of his own ministry in the Daniel 1290 days to complete his own "seven times" "seven years"
completion requirement since his first arrival three and a half years in the first century, is also completed in its prophetic logic. 
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1. Thus, the open salvation parallel of Christ's Daniel 9:27 "open covenant" "for the many" as that seven year long "week of open
salvation" (Dan12:7+Dan12:11), is also explained in its parallel Daniel 12:7, Revelation 11:3 1260 days "first half of the week"
meaning which is then ministerially ceased in the future (Rev11:7), to then define the future "cause gift offering to cease" as that final
ministry is ceased by "ascending" or completed world government. (Rev11:7) 

A. By that future "last witnessing" world government schemed cessation, the "middle of the week" will be fully marked in the future.
(Rev11:7-12; Rev13:5-7)

B. That "last witness" completes the Christ arrival announcement (Rev10:5-11), and is ceased as world government "which ascends
from the abyss" completed or near completion (Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12), into the Christ arrival it will trigger. (Rev11:11-12; matt24:29-
31) 

2. Christ will then complete the "last half of the week" of that worldwide open salvation "week" of seven years in the Daniel 12:11 1290
days into which he will arrive via Revelation 14, Revelation 6:12-17 parallel Revelation 11:11-13, Revelation 16:17 and Matthew
24:29-31 as Matthew 25:31-33.

A. As was covered earlier many scattered Christians understand the final cycle will be timed in Daniel 12 as related to Daniel 9:27,
but they lack exact detail for many guesses which instead manifest in the open salvation "week" (Dan9:27), and its "great crowd"
target completion while world government is in its first and "last hurrah" in that same Daniel 12:11 timeframe. (Rev17:12) Poor "8th
King" rival world government won't last four years.

3. With the 1260 days "final witness" ministry then completed, forewarned rival world government "8th King" "scarlet wild beast" can
then complete and "place the disgusting thing" in its botch-sovereign final rivalry (Dan12:11), and it will then trigger the Christ arrival to
complete that "week" of open salvation in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days "last half of the week" as seven years approximate. 

4. During world government's short stay (Rev17:12; Dan12:11), and Christ's arrival parallel of Daniel 12:11 the "last half" of that "open
salvation" "week" completes the worldwide open peace offer "for the many" of Daniel 9:27 via Revelation 14:6-8, as the final Kingdom
"peace covenant" of God by Christ from arrival, to the securing of the "great crowd" into the covenantal salvation protection, first. 

Upon "second coming" arrival, Christ completes the Messianic Kingdom heavenly-anointed "sealed remnant" "body" (Matt24:31;
Rev7:1-8>Rev14) to then secure all savable human beings into the "great crowd" by means of that open salvation peace covenant
empowered by his perfect new human sacrifice. 

That is, Christ secures all savable humans BEFORE God and Christ (Rev1:7-8) conquer the rival world government globally
(Rev19:11-21; Matt24:21-22), and abyss Satan and the demons as fully removed from the spirit realm and from "the heavenly places"
(Eph6:12; Rev20:1-3), of their universal material and celestial access for the next one thousand years.

Now the complete outline of Christ's "gathering" priority and in what order the final heavenly [Messianic Kingdom
completion] and earthly [great crowd completion] purposes are to unfold, from the cross-registered complete prophecy
future continuum details, is provable.

Thus, the completion of the final apostasy and its prophecy now terminal in Jehovah's witnesses unto the completion of the apostasy
downfall with the ministerial cancellation and organization "desolation" process is also explained completely as it must complete
Daniel 8:13-14 fully first, before the final 1260 days future "last witnessing" ministry can be commissioned and deployed. 

The final "wake up call" (Matt25:1-13) and the final 1260 days ministerial mission creates the final heavenly-anointed final initial
anointings and their eventual "affirmation sealed" approvals for all successful in the final heavenly-anointed who do carry that 1260
days mission out in the future. (Rev10:5-11; Rev11:2-3; Dan12:7; Dan7:25; Rev12:14; Rev13:5) 

Thus, the Matthew 25:1-13 "ten virgins" "five foolish virgin" fallout as aided by the anointed-depleting apostate Jehovah's witnesses
anointed corruption campaign carried out by the "Governing Body" who lead the final apostasy (Dan11:32a), completes the entire
"man of lawlessness" initial "revealing" requirement of 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 (by the apostasy evidence), to be fully exposed and
fully "revealed" , as the temple judgment completes and after into the final 1260 days ministry. 

That apostasy-downfall [of Jehovah's witnesses now defunct ministry], by God's timed judgment (Dan8:13-14), also brings the terminal
apostasy context to completion (Dan8:11-14,23; Dan11:30-35,41) for the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 to then unfold first
(1Pet4:17), and that on Jehovah's witnesses as the visible global benchmark of that judgment. (Rev8) 

From that temple judgment timed event (Dan8:14), the benchmark final prophecy inception proof (Rev8-9), can be
established as provable and explainable later to aid the final 1260 days ministry phase. 

Thus, it will be knowable how that judgment completes into the sword-stroke phase then fully active, which is to resolve peacefully
(1Thess5:1-3), with the global  "healing" context (Rev13:3; Isa41:1), then into the final completed world government global-
presentation (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7), rather than be Jehovah's witnesses and some other Christian religions' "doomsday"
and "end of the world". 

All of those false-prophecies will fail fully and completely over the course of the final several years of the prophecy time-
mapped final fulfillments then to be emerging [progressively] as world reality. REALITY is what will "explain the
prophecy", in its final form. (Rev10:5-7)

Thus, as the temple judgment "evening" first phase ends (Dan8:14,26), Christ exterminates or extricates the lawless leading element
(Isa31:8-9; Rev9; Hos1:4-7; Mic5:5-6; Isa36-37) as trespassers in Jehovah's witnesses (Dan8:12; Dan11:32a) as impostors as well
as the rejected anointed helping (Dan11:30b), to "toss the cave of robbers" and to cleanse the temple "of the Assyrian" by "fire".
(Zech3:2; Rev8:1-7; Rev8:9)

The ruin these failures and enemies brought on the ministry ceases with the ministry as the temple rejects are kicked OUT from "in the
temple" as the internal locale they are now in, and so will end the "evening" desolation phase (Dan8:14,26), and so will complete the
temple "right condition" cleansing of Daniel 8:14. (Zech3:4-5; Rev8-9) Then will start the final temple judgment phase of the "morning"
of recovery to final enlightenment. (Matt25:1-13; Rev9)

By the completed timed temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 (Rev8 (evening)>Rev9(morning)) the first timed verification prophecy will
then be affirmable upon the downfall events of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy. Then its Daniel 8:14 temple judgment verification
timing of 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable, as "2300 hundred evenings and mornings" completed, will become known as
to how the temple judgment actually unfolded in the future.

In that Daniel 8:14 timing, the final 1260 days ministerial "little scroll" prophecy explaining and open salvation proving "contents" will
have been prepared. The final prophecy "last witness" explanation has to be in clarified accuracy first. That will [complete] for the "last
witnessing" of the Revelation 11:3 "TWO witnesses" total required—
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1. "Witness one" for 1260 days in the 1914-1918 era which set the prophecy master pattern, 

2. Witness Two" as the "last witnessing" of the future 1260 days which REPEATS the entire Daniel 12 and applicable Revelation
parallels unto ministry "witness" deployed, 1260 days completed, "ascending wild beast" ceased, into complete world government in
some form to define Daniel 12:11, which is the Christ "second coming" 1290 days parallel.

TWO 1260 days "witnessings" past and future also completes the Revelation 11 "seven times" as 2520 DAYS. 

By that time the apostate Jehovah's witnesses committed "transgression causing desolation" will be fully UN NGO connected to
Daniel 8:13, Matthew 24:15 and Revelation 8:9 in relation to the 1990 third United Nations "place the disgusting thing" of Daniel
11:31b (Dan8:23), "as spoken of by Daniel the prophet". (Matt24:15) 

That 1990 "King North" globalist-system revelation of that 1990 post Cold War timeframe is when the Jehovah's witnesses
leadership concealed the prophecy with error (Dan8:12), and also then "placed the disgusting thing" in the "holy place" as UN NGO
wildbeast worshipers and allies.

This prophecy analysis extends the prophecy from where Jehovah's witnesses stalled, and were misled by their
leadership:

1. To stall all further prophecy progress, maintain known errors, and suppress all globalization and world government prophecy
explanations from Jehovah's witnesses and the public they lie to.

2. To instead join the UN NGO wildbeast promotional efforts in 1990's 3rd United Nations prophecy fulfillment of Daniel 11:31b and
Daniel 8:23. (Matt24:15)

3. To then discredit the ministry as now apostate anointed Christians (2Thess2:3-4), and "weed" impostor ruled, undermining the
prophecy and the ministry:

A. By known outdated prophecy applications to incomplete national entities;

B. By known chronology error, and known fictional events tied to that chronology error as with the fraud 607 BCE Jerusalem
destruction dating which undermines Daniel 4 and its 1914 benchmark initial 2520 years completion (which is still the 1914 valid
"gentile times" benchmark upon the "gentile" Babylonian 607 BCE co-regency (607 BCE)-to-kingship (605 BCE) of King
Nebuchadnezzar).

4. To then discredit the ministry further by known criminal operations in regard to:

A. Crimes against humanity, individuals, children, and families in lawless codified child abuse policies enforced by the WTBTS to
cover-up child abuse crimes, silence, harass, and further abuse the victims, while the WTBTS has designed a pedophile protection
program to hide child abusers, conceal records of their abuse, and shuttle them around the congregations to aid their subterfuge while
allowing them to remain "in good standing" for further child abuse potential.

B. The WTBTS spiritual racketeering operation with a fraud charity and religious front, for the theft and laundering of Jehovah's
witnesses WTBTS funds, properties, and other assets in the tens of billions of dollars.

C. "Governing" and promoting the comprehensive criminal and lawless Jehovah's witnesses organizational operations in both spiritual
apostasy related and secular related crimes now fully documented for the global record.

Thus, as Jehovah's witnesses go down in the coming epic judgment downfall of their apostasy, leadership, ministry (self-
cancelled), and organization, and that in detailed and time stamped prophecy outlined judgment (Dan8:13-14), after they
go down:

1. The lawless now terminal apostasy now centered in Jehovah's witnesses ministry can be proven in the prophecy from the 1976
WTBTS Governing Body "lifting themselves over everyone" initial coup to its ground-zero worldwide-scale downfall coming up.
(2Thess:2:3-4) 

A. From there in 1976, the viral-apostate lawlessness progresses under Governing Body illegal ministerial guidance to the 1990 UN
NGO context of the 3rd United Nations "place the disgusting thing". (Dan8:11-14,26; Dan11:30-35,41) 

B. Rather than explain the 3rd UN prophecy to manifest as the Cold WW3 cycle ended peacefully (Dan11:29), and that "King North" is
the then seen Anglo-American globalist-system, the WTBTS instead recognized it enough to "worship the wildbeast" as WTBTS
UN NGO. Then those debased corporatized WT leaders dragged all Jehovah's witnesses into that signal UN NGO Daniel 8:13
"transgression causing desolation"; at first in secret, now fully known globally. 

C. Then they framed national-system Russia as their decoy King North to further the deception of the former "USSR is King North"
error.

D. "As spoken of by Daniel the Prophet" as Christ informed us for today, that UN NGO is the "catch sight of the disgusting thing" of
Matthew 24:15.

2. Then the coming epic downfall of Jehovah's witnesses will begin the final prophecy cycle of Revelation 8-11, as the timed temple
judgment downfall events of Daniel 8:13-14, as the "judgment starts with God's house" as per 1Peter 4:17.

3. Then everything Jehovah's witnesses are now actively concealing by their criminal Governing Body and organizational suppression
campaign can come out completely. It will then become fully provable prophecy in relation to the future Anglo-American globalization-
system completion as the global corporate basis for future world government "place the disgusting thing", along with the final United
Nations rendition (in whatever re-branded form it may take) to front it as its "image" in final form. (Dan12:11; Rev17:8-13)

A. That can then all be stated in the final 1260 days ministry (Rev11:3; Dan12:7), as emergent [after] the temple judgment "morning"
recovery phase completes which comes after the temple judgment "evening" phase of desolations completes (Dan8:14,26) the
required apostate and JW criminal accounting phase and its massive global signal downfall. (Rev17:8-17; Dan12:11; Rev13:15-18;
Rev14:9-12; Dan2:44; Dan7:23-26; Dan8:25; Dan11:44-45; Eze38-39) 

What will be provable as being in action at that time:

1. Will be that the Jehovah's witnesses "end of the world" and its premature "Christ arrival" and "Jehovah's day" (2Thess2:1-2), will
then be totally failed in total error as but the exit strategy smokescreen and false pretext for their own organization downfall, dissolution
and liquidation-looting operation, as if the reason "it is the end of the world" because "all prophecy has completed".
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A. Thus, the prophecy and reality is that Jehovah's witnesses were judged first (1Pet4:17), organizationally desolated to a severe
degree globally to be ascertained only at that time, and then dissolved as a ministry, because of the foretold final apostasy they
were developed into by their corporate Governing Body illegal "man of lawlessness" anti-anointed overriding management system.

2. Will be that the then active global-crisis, which is the prophecy outlined principle of the final "sword-stroke" cycle (Rev13:3), will be
active as the "tribulation of those days" parallel, and in time it must resolve globally and peacefully for the global "healing" context
into which world government "8th King" will "ascend" and complete. (Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7)

3. Will be that Jehovah's witnesses misrepresented this final [temporary]  global-crisis cycle unto world government as if "the end" as a
serious diversion, as the enemy apostates and impostors took that opportunity to:

A. Dissolve and loot the Worldwide Organization of Jehovah's witnesses and liquidate all or much of its many corporate assets into
enemy hands.

B. Cancel the Jehovah's witnesses ministry then permitted and required by God due to its profaned apostate and deceptive nature.

C. Liquidate and loot as many Jehovah's witnesses personal assets in the "JW Bunker" imprisonment or termination system, if it gets
that far. (WT11/15/2013)

D. Leave a very heavy discrediting reproach on the ministry to further hamper any future ministerial recovery efforts, even after the
enemies are vacated or vaped (Isa31:8-9) from the Jehovah's witnesses related ministerial context.

Thus, all the events which will accompany the Jehovah's witnesses downfall phase will be Daniel 11:41-43 national-
system downfall completions first, as the real "King North" globalist-system maturing globally into Daniel 11:44-45 world
government with the sword-stroke "healing" recovery phase global later. 

Daniel 11:41 is the completion of the Jehovah's witnesses organizational "invasion" context of "King North" of the
future.

Their Governing Body will have claimed in purposeful and prophecy over-advanced error that the global-crisis and its
"sword-stroke" context will be because Daniel 11:44-45 "is fulfilling brothers!", with Russia framed as the decoy "King
North" to further the "it must be the end of the world" hoax and false impression.

1. Thus, rather than be the "end of the world" which "event" is not even in prophecy, the world will be in the final sword-stroke
"tribulation of those days" first "great tribulation" phase. 

2. Then the world system will be en route through the "sword-stroke" tribulation phase unto its globally peaceful (1Thess5:1-3)
"healing" recovery (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12), into the final cycle "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" World Government completion and
presentation drive.

Now we know the national-systems must fall first in "old world order" national governmental sovereignty captured worldwide by the
globalist-system "new world order" world government system unipolar sovereign globalization  completion.  

Now, the complete future "sword-stroke" purpose to crash the national sovereignties first, and that mostly by financial
means (Dan11:42-43), completes the future picture of why "7th King" "King South" national-systems worldwide fall first,
and not into destruction, but into the global "ascendant" "rise" of "8th King" "King North" World Government as aided
by the national-system coming fall, as amplified by the final sword-stroke global stressing cycle. (Rev13:3)

Completed and stated "8th King" "scarlet wild beast" World Government (Dan11:44-45; Rev17:8-13), is the final global rival
sovereignty which will trigger the Christ "second coming" into Daniel 12:11. Daniel 12:11 will then become active in its dual co-present
completion criteria of (1) the post1260-days final ministerial cessation completed (Rev11:7) and the world government completion
and global presentation completed. (Dan12:11)

Now there is the completed prophecy outline that under completed world government in Daniel 12:11's final timeframe,
as backed by that rival world government entity completed, its "world peace" mantra will finalize (1Thess5:1-3), as aided
by the world government global "Babylon the Great" corporate-religious sanctioned deposition. 

Now we know how the final signal of the downfall of religion globally will aid freeing many people into the direct salvation
of Christ (Rev14:6-8; Rev11:13), regardless of their former religious context. 

We also know in time, under world government completed, no faithful Christian ministry (Rev11:7), or "harlot" religion
(Rev18; Rev17:16), will be present on Earth. (Rev13:15-18)

Thus, the final 1260 days ministry will be divine mission tasked (Rev10:5-11), to "prophesy again" (Rev10:11; Rev10:11; Rev11:3)
and give the public warning of what world government completion will trigger: the Christ arrival, as to be fully forewarned BEFORE
world government actually completes, thus into the active sword-stroke or into its initial "healing" period. (Rev11:3-10; Rev13:5-7;
Dan12:7)

1. When Christ arrives into the last "great tribulation" phase of the "four winds" period (Rev7:1-4; Matt24:21-22), of world government's
permitted short rule (Rev17:12; Dan12:11) it will be with the Messianic Kingdom completion purpose, in all heavenly-anointed
"gathered" first, the last of the "remnant" alive. (1Thess4:17) 

2. Then Christ will secure all savable humans into the "great crowd" [worldwide], and into the open salvation covenant to be activated
officially in the Marriage of the Lamb later (Rev19:6-9), after the Messianic Kingdom universal and global conquest completes, which
"positive message of the open salvation opportunity" the final 1260 days ministry will also have stated fully. 

Under world government completed, the "harlot" global religious "Babylon the Great" complex will bless, endorse, and apply fraud
prophecy applications to the "666" "8th King" World Government (Rev17:1-7), and then head into world government sanctioned and
outlawed destruction. (Rev14:8; Rev17:16; Rev18) That massive anti-religion downfall phase worldwide will be in Daniel 12:11's 1290
days timeframe active, and that will free up many people for the direct salvation of Christ's Kingdom. (Rev11:13)

That religious removal completing will also complete the "world peace" credibility claims of the world government "world peace and
security" progressive proclamation of 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 as stated by then fully completed "8th King" "King North" world
government and all its "King South" subservient member nations. (Dan11:42-43)

After Christ secures all savable humans, God, Christ, and Kingdom, will conquer world government and abyss the demons.

All of that is in the prophecy apostate Jehovah's witnesses now subvert. 
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Thus, in the process of explaining the whole prophecy summary (Rev10:5-7), what Jehovah's witnesses do have valid will be re-
clarified. 

At the same time, what they have in known error from their apostate and impostor criminal leadership will be fully rectified in the
context of total proof. That total prophecy proof will also be aided by the fact the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy, by its "temple
judgment" downfall, will have been judged and destroyed by God in a timed prophecy manner of Daniel 8:13-14.

Thus, this analysis takes everything prophecy related:

1 Beyond the "sky is the limit" maximum meaning, and total completion, and total explanation as provable from the entire cross-
referenced final prophecy.

A. It is a repeating prophecy.

B. And here.

C. All seven sovereign Kingdom prophecies converge into future world government.

2. It cross-references every supporting prophecy into the timed sequencing of Daniel 8:14 to Daniel 12:7 to Daniel 12:11 to Daniel
12:11 while underlaying the Revelation 8-11 seven trumpet future sequence with the Revelation 16 seven plague future sequence as
parallel.

3. That "Prophecy Map to the Christ Arrival" is a gauged continuum which unfolds over several final years of the future as the whole
thing completes the Daniel 4 "gentile times" sovereign framework of the prophecy basis of the time limit put on global "gentile based"
rival rulership as it completes into world government before it is removed as the final "chopped down tree" and rejected "gentile
rulership" of Daniel 4.

4. Thus, the sovereign structured and supporting prophecies of Daniel 2, Daniel 4, Daniel 7:23-26, Daniel 8:23-25, Daniel 11:27-45
into Daniel 12, and Ezekiel 38-39 and Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 are all outlined, proven, and explained as one parallel future
final all convergent "seven prophecy" trajectory into world government and then the Christ arrival for the Messianic Kingdom
completion then the "great crowd" salvation sweep worldwide and the total conquest on rival completed world government it all shall
indeed trigger.

The Religion "Babylon Bypass" to Nowhere
(Revelation 17:1-8) And one of the seven angels that had the seven bowls came and spoke with me, saying: “Come, I will
show you the judgment upon the great harlot who sits on many waters, 2 with whom the kings of the earth committed
fornication, whereas those who inhabit the earth were made drunk with the wine of her fornication.” 3 And he carried me
away in [the power of the] spirit into a wilderness. And I caught sight of a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast
that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns. 4 And the woman was arrayed in purple
and scarlet, and was adorned with gold and precious stone and pearls and had in her hand a golden cup that was full of
disgusting things and the unclean things of her fornication. 5 And upon her forehead was written a name, a mystery:
“Babylon the Great, the mother of the harlots and of the disgusting things of the earth.” 6 And I saw that the woman was
drunk with the blood of the holy ones and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus. Well, on catching sight of her I
wondered with great wonderment. 7 And so the angel said to me: “Why is it you wondered? I will tell you the mystery of
the woman and of the wild beast that is carrying her and that has the seven heads and the ten horns: 8 The wild beast
that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off into destruction. And when
they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly,
but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

And the precedes the world government drive of Revelation 17:8-18 and the end of Babylon the Great:

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who
dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly (Rev13:3 parallel effect), but their names have not been written upon the scroll of
life from the founding of the world.

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3
future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations),
but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is where
the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top.
10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system
vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for
precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent
it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

(Revelation 17:12-14) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale
sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government).

And this statement of the future, after that cited completion of world government then appears for a reason here:

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will
conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].

Christ will NOT arrive until AFTER they are in completed world government, but BEFORE they depose world religion:

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
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will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with
fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out
his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world
government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means
the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

Thus, we know this "wild beast" is that same completed "scarlet wild beast" in the above, and after Christ secures the "great crowd"
this is the terminus of it all as Revelation 17:14 is fulfilled to completion:

(Revelation 19:19) And I saw the (completed world government) wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies
gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with [Christ's] army. 

(Revelation 19:20) And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs
with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still
alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his
hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.
3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore
until the thousand years were ended. After these things he must be let loose for a little while.

Thus that this 8th King "King North" "King Fierce" World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace"
stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes outlined logic, has been "staring us in
the face" in the prophecy mapped continuum the whole time we know all those completion milestones coming BEFORE Christ will
arrive, can aid many people's salvation process.

We also know logically that will all parallel Daniel 11:41-45 into Daniel 12's timed prophecy triad and that is will all be taking several
more years in that process, obviously. Several years already mapped in Daniel 8:14's temple judgment to the Daniel 12:7 final
witnessing 1260 days ministry parallel to Daniel 12:11 as the:

1. Ceased final 1260 days ministry; (Rev11:7; Dan12:7; Rev13:5-7)

2. The "8th King" world government "placement";

3. And thus the Babylon the Great global religious blessing on world government to its deposition phase.

All of it has already been "time mapped" in Daniel  8:14 and Daniel 12.

Now that "Babel" religion is identified across the board as the grand illusion of all time, and the global black hole of many stalls and
the historic super nova of many diversions, Christians can burn the hatchet and move forward to what "one world government" reality
of the future will have arrived at anyways and far more importantly: The [non-religious] Christ second coming. 

Christian "mainstream religion" is the same nemesis of diversion, perpetual stall, and misleading detour. It has no future either, as
shown in prophecy. (Rev17:16; Rev18:8) "Christian religion" corporate claims of divinity, divine authority and approved "divine
mediation" for the flock was all self-invented, self-approved, manmade, and corporate-enriching and flock-mind controlling total
deception. 

Thus, also before world government of Revelation 16:13-16, the final flight from religion of Revelation 16:12, in that same future sixth
plague, will also go into a notable global overdrive.

(Revelation 16:12) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, that
the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun.

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the
dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the (globalist-system) false prophet (of the "new world
order" prophecy). 14 They are, in fact, (globalization aiding complete) expressions inspired by demons and perform signs,
and they go forth to the (national system) kings of the entire inhabited earth (Rev17:11-13), to (globalization) gather them
together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. ... 16 And they gathered them  together (in national-system
conglomerated "United Nations" "image" "globalized" unification in final completed World Government) to the place that is
called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (the completed planetary state of a World Government "ten horns" Globalized Militarization
"Stronghold" at worldwide scale, in the future)

And we know what that Euphrates "water" is, and why it is to be drained to some notable degree before world government completes:

(Revelation 17:15) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 

Because that is the end of religion as we knew it.

(Revelation 17:16) And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world government globalist-
system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and will eat up her
fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with fire. 

Thus, no wonder God has been warning "his people" in religion worldwide to flee that doomed corporate harlot.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share
with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues. 

But is that harlot going to admit to all people that religion itself is the doomed plague on all mankind? No. Thus, God will make it
clearer for "his people" when He removes religion for them, under world government, to aid the Christ salvation process.

(Revelation 18:7-8) To the extent that she glorified herself and lived in shameless luxury, to that extent give her torment and mourning.
For in her heart she keeps saying, ‘I sit a queen, and I am no widow, and I shall never see mourning.’ 8 That is why in one day her
plagues will come, death and mourning and famine, and she will be completely burned with fire, because Jehovah God, who judged
her, is strong.



In the meantime, many will instead believe the harlot's fantasy. But, we can know God will save many people from all kinds of religions
anyways.

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour (Rev17:12 world government) a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell
(religion deposed, many saved); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (complete spiritual savable
symbol), and the rest (total global savable symbol) became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

And we know the world government future completed milestone that will be marking that mega-salvation sweep of Christ.

Therefore, reality itself, not religion, is what will go on forever in a new mode of divinely expressed powers but beginning to position for
eternity in the Christ arrival of the future. It is "the end" not "of the world", but of the core "problem" here and around Earth. (Eph6:12;
Rev19:19-21; Rev20:1-3) 

Once the active means of sin and death is destroyed (as in replaced by Last Adamic perfect human genetic for starters) and canned
in the abyss in the demon removal, the planet will begin to recover permanently from day one Christ conquest, and on into all eternity. 

The "great crowd" will begin recovery from the first person scooped in and physically "Last Adamically" "healed" with
permanent potential from the start of the Christ Revelation 14 arrival.

Nothing will be under depletion any longer, as "wildlife" will then resume and be restored in and into all creation with that divine biome
domain coming into perfect balance, eternal life, and the new nature of peace for the animals, with the new energy system upgrade.
(Rom8:18-22) 

That is, Christ's immortal "life giving spirit" power "plugged into" planet Earth's life system at planetary total scale will change not just
man, but all creation. It has to be a TOTAL RECOVERY RESTORATION not just the human part which helped support the problem by
much sin and error in the first place, while in the Adamic sin-and-death-tainted genetic complex it supported thereby. 

Humans are coming into perfect Last Adamic new human everlastingly perfect genetic from the Christ arrival "great crowd gathering"
forward.

Of course, Christ in power in the Indomitable Immortal Messianic Kingdom has to offer true world peace first individually to ANYONE
willing as the confronted by the Holy Kingdom Angels True Freedom Fighters, at worldwide scale, or for those requesting that assist.
(Joel2:30-32) 

Christ's greater challenge is saving people due to our own at times sub-optimum attitudes and sinful nature. That is why he tackles that
challenge first, as set before all man as well known from the scriptures now. 

Christ conquering the rival world government worldwide and the Devil and all the demons unto the abyss, is like him stepping on an
egg in "world government", and "vacuuming up" the demons like dead moths in a window sill. That is why that easy mop up job is of
the least Christ "second coming" priorities. War with Christ is a certainty (Rev19:11-21; Rev16:13-16; Rev17:14) for some, because
the final world government and their Anglo-American based "8th King" "scarlet wild beast" bloodsucker complex will be resisting
Christ with Satan and the demons trying to resist the abyssing. (Eze38:7; Matt24:21-22; Rev7:1-2)

That mope up conquest on those weak rivals is the last priority of Christ because it is a mop up job on a weak enemy one and all, by
Indomitable Immortal Kingdom forces far outnumbering all of them, with far far more "power and force"; the worldwide sweeping
salvation mission is more important, yet enemy neutralization also saves people and life. (Matt24:21-22)

Christ saves the conquest for last (Rev19:11-21), because that is all of little resisting power to him. In Daniel 12:11's timeframe of
1290 days, Christ toys with them and counts many coup before the Kingdom coup de grace. The globalist world government prey will
scurry off to their final hiding places, but to little avail. (Am9:1-4; Rev6:12-17)

This is open salvation guaranteed and promised Kingdom timeframe of Daniel 12:11 is extended, because that extended Daniel
12:11 1290 days timeframe and those forebodings of Revelation 6:12-17 can even cause some avowed enemies to repent and
"change their mind" and "change sides" out of the doomed "666" world government or any supporting systems, and into the protection
of the Immortal Kingdom of the Immortal Messiah. 

That is, Christ must offer enemies the way out too, even if the overall "8th King" "and its armies" try to fight it out. Like Saul of Tarsus,
some enemies will recant into eternal life and perfect physical human full potential by full surrender. Enemies who surrender fully must
get the same base-benefits package as anyone else in the great crowd. It is what it is. Christ must optimize the progress potential of
all who choose to follow his guidance. 

What would be the point of anything less than optimized initial physical perfection and complete salvation and perfection opportunity to
follow? Unfortunately for Christian religion, Christ did not die for a corporation or to support their debased judgmentalism of others.
Sorry Charley. 

Christ has died as a new human sacrifice for all Adamic humans, also not the human-genetic-based (but not actual Adamic), and
human-appearing "seed of Satan". (Gen3:15) Only God and Christ know who the "seed of the serpent" are, don't waste your time
judging that deep subterfuge of Satan into the human world as he also accomplished in the time of Noah in Genesis 6.

The only axe Christ grinds is on the head of rival world government, period. NOTHING else is on his "hit list", just the globalist-system
rival sovereignty and all who foolishly support and "666" worship it as allies. (Rev14:9-12)

No one really loves a loser like world government, so may as well love the true " winner" actually worthy of that love and allegiance in
God and Christ.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)



Thus, if Christ is arriving to offer the peace of Revelation 14:6-7 to all people of Earth willing, Christians are part of that and no
religious mythical relevance will apply for it is all going down under world government whether in faith (Rev11:7), or in Babylon the
Great (Rev17:16), anyways. 

The time will come when no ministry and no religion is present under world government's short "one hour"
rule of Revelation 17:12 as Daniel 12:11's final 1290 days. (Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7; Rev18)

The nations will indeed find themselves, one and all, in the stranglehold of the "new world order" world government.
(Dan11:42-43)

That future reality in itself will get many thinking people thinking even more so. That future coercive farce of sinner human world
government will even get some brain-dead people also thinking far more seriously and getting brain-alive in that process. 

THAT is why and how God "rocks the nations" for that purpose:

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

And the extended Christ 1290 days of Daniel 12:11:

1. Allows the enemy system to complete the "hour of test"; (Rev3:10)

2. And affords a few years for ALL PEOPLE to think deeply on these things which thinking will aid much human salvation, as foretold,
on the spot, regardless of former background or religion or lack thereof.

(Luke 18:8) Nevertheless, when the Son of man arrives, will he really find the faith on the earth?”

(Luke 21:34-36) But pay attention to yourselves that your hearts never become weighed down with overeating and heavy
drinking and anxieties of life, and suddenly that day be instantly upon you 35 as a snare. For it will come in upon all those
dwelling upon the face of all the earth. 36 Keep awake, then, all the time making supplication that you may succeed in
escaping all these things that are destined to occur, and in standing before the Son of man.”

At some point the Revelation 13:15-18 and Revelation 3:10 "hour of test" will end individually for savable people, and in time
completely in Daniel 12:11.

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone (and anyone) who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the
survivors, whom Jehovah is calling.

God's "good news", you know, it has to actually BE GOOD "news". 

Did we ever hear any true "good news" in the religious bad news context? NO. 

We got access to the Bible for some of us, and that is where the TRUE good news is. We could have got that at the Goodwill store.
And when Christ arrives that Bible "Word of God" in written form, will become that Christ "Word of God" in immortal living form of the
Immortal Mighty God. And he too will have EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS to declare to completion worldwide in that live "word" of
the live Word here:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS to declare as
glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud
voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who
made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

And now because Christ is the only assured world peace for all eternity after he secures all savable people and decimates the rival
world government and abysses all the demons, he has to, of course, offer that world peace promise and guarantee to ANYONE willing
as will be aided by his spirit immortal Kingdom angels worldwide and spirit Christians in completion. (Rev14:1; Rev14:6-7; Rev17:14)

Christ is coming to re-found and "re-create" planet Earth and thus "new heavens" also the whole universal "heavenly places" in all
eternity in eternal peace and everlasting life for the entire planet Earth with all power of Heaven and God Almighty's Omniscience at
his finger tips, flowing through him in immortal spirit powers at scales which makes this universe look like a spent bulb. 

Why in thee hell would Christ not be able to save and aid ANYONE willing to comply? Think about it. 

There is NO REASON for Christ not to spare ANYONE requesting or agreeing to that PROMISED "peace deal". 

THAT is EXACTLY what he died for and especially for the "worst case scenario".

(Matthew 9:13) Go, then, and learn what this means, ‘I want mercy, and not sacrifice.’ For I came to call, not righteous
people, but sinners.”

THAT is why Revelation calls it what it is: THE EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS! That true eternal good news, comes with Christ, and it
will not ever be leaving. Ever.

For Your Future First Proof: The Epic Judgment Downfall
Worldwide of the Jehovah's Witnesses Apostasy
1. The Temple Judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 is an unfulfilled prophecy which will verify itself by judgment events, prophecy verification
timing, and the temple judgment phasing it is upon the soon-to-be desolated worldwide organization and ministry of Jehovah's
witnesses. 

A. That Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment prophecy occurring first on Jehovah's witnesses as the signal modern-apostate
locale, and its to-be-affirmed timing and events will be your first proof, the rest of this will also come true.



B. Please note all anti-Jehovah's witnesses global ministerial cancellation, organization downfall and liquidation, and any
other significant anti-JW events and their dates to verify Daniel 8:14's 1150 days minimum, or 2300 days probable timing
for the total timed prophecy verification timing as defined by the downfall events. 

C. That has to occur to timed and "temple cleansed" "right condition" completion before the final eventual ministry
recovery and final 1260 days "last witnessing" of Revelation 11:3 can form. A final ministry, non-religious, has to emerge
in a form which details are not known at this time.

2. The WTBTS and Governing Body will in time start to amp up their "end of the world" key smoke-screening delusion for the
Jehovah's witnesses known apostate downfall, which this enemy system internal to the Jehovah's witnesses ministry knows is certain;
hence their exit strategy smokescreen of "the end" to form their liquidation and exit cover. 

3. In that context the Governing Body will eventually claim, and tell Jehovah's witnesses that "Daniel 11:44-45 has activated brothers!"
and that "Russia is definitely the 'King of the North' brothers!" That will all be purposeful over-advancement into Daniel 11 as Daniel
11:41 is what will be coming on apostate Jehovah's witnesses' ministry and organization, in the Daniel 11:42-43 final fall of the
sovereignty of the national powers worldwide. In that for now unknown "sword-stroke" "tribulation" global-crisis coming, is when
Jehovah's witnesses will be going down. 

4. The Governing Body will claim that sword-stroke is "the end of the world". That claim will fail. Instead, as per prophecy, that coming
final sword-stroke tribulation cycle must resolve globally and peacefully and into the final world government "8th King" "King North"
"ascension" to total completion phase of prophecy, just before Christ arrives. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7; Dan11:42-
45 convergent into Dan12:7>Dan12:11)

The final 1260 days ministry must make the Messianic Kingdom completion and open salvation peace announcement of prophecy
before that world government completes, in the active sword-stroke to tribulation "healing" phase, for now unknown how it shall
emerge, but it will. (Rev11:3; Rev10:5-11)

Important Notice for the Future
1. Thus, as Jehovah's witnesses go down globally  for apostasy, with no "end of the world" or "Christ arrival" to manifest as "the
reason" for that downfall, but for apostasy, REMEMBER TO MARK mark your temple judgment calendar dates and events with
those anti-JW-Org and ministry cancellation events and dates.

Then keep track of the times and the aftermath, to come for the recovery to verify Daniel 8:14 later, in the future.

2. When the apostate and impostor Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses says "Daniel 11:44-45 has activated brothers!" as they
continue to frame Russia as King North and probably as Gog, you can know Daniel 11:41 anti-JW events is the prophecy that
will activate with Daniel 11:42-43. 

Daniel 11:42-43 will be the "King South" national-system sovereignty downfall then to complete with the "sword-stroke"
phase to pass into "healing" recovery and "world peace" of 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3, in Daniel 8:14 + Daniel 12:7 time. 

A. Daniel 11:42-43 is the real events marking that prophecy in the future first required,  well prior to Daniel 11:45 future "King North"
"8th King" World Government completion. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13)

3. Know that Daniel 11:41 is the actual global context of the JW Org and apostate anointed "invasion of the decoration" [worldwide
downfall], that the Governing Body, WTBTS, and Jehovah's witnesses will claim, in error, is Daniel 11:44-45 and "the end of the
world", when it is a temple judgment desolation judgment for critical and foretold apostasy. (Zech3:1-3; 2Thess2:1-12; Dan8:12;
Dan11:32a)

4. Know that no matter how bad the global-crisis context of that downfall and aftermath becomes in the final sword-stroke cycle of
Revelation 13:3, that crisis "tribulation of those days" will resolve peacefully and globally "heal" in time into said "8th King" "King
North" World Government. 

There will be no "death stroke doomsday" or "end of the world", as per the prophecy.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who
dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding
of the world.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was (United Nations), but is not (goes impotent in the sword-stroke), and yet is
about to ascend out of the abyss (in the sword-stroke recovery phase), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see
how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their
names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

(Isaiah 41:1) Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. Let them approach.
At that time let them speak (by the mouth of world government). Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

5. "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast" "King North" World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18)
and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it
completes. That takes several more years.
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Order of Comprehensive Immortality Completion Process 

Being Life Type Note Note Timeframe Immortal
Order

God Almighty The Eternal Immortal
One Jehovah Yahweh Eternity 1

Michael Mortal Archangel Firstborn First Created Beginning to Christ
Arrival 1  

Jesus Christ Immortal God Immortal Son Mighty God 33 CE 2
Holy Angels Mortal Spirits Sons of God Obedience based Angelic Creation to  
Holy Angels Immortal Spirits Sons of God Angelic Immortals 1914 CE 3

Human Beings Mortal Sinner Adamic Atonement Saved Founding to Christ
Kingdom  

Human to Immortal
Spirit Immortal Spirits Kingdom 144000 1914 to Completion 4

Human Beings Everlasting Life By Atonement Guided by Christ Millennium  
Human Beings Immortal Humans By Merit Post Satanic Test Post Millennium 5
Comprehensive Totality of the Permanent Immortality
Complex    

Super-Universal
Realm Immortal Kingdom Immortal

Kingdom Immortal Kingdom Timeframe  

God Almighty Supreme Sovereign King King of Eternity Everything to
Everyone Planetary Paradise Eternal Eden

II
Heaven Kingdom of God Kingdom of Christ Unified All Eternity 1Cor15:24-28
Earth   Kingdom of the World Universal Rev22:5
 

 

Required Prophecy Rectifications and Fixes 
Focus Prophecy/Subject Problem Solution Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3
Apostasy Prophecy

Daniel 8 Ignored Update JW Apostasy
Application Rectifies Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 8:11-14 Concealed Update JW Apostasy
Application Publishes Solution Completes

Summary

Daniel 11 Ignored Update JW Apostasy
Application Rectifies Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 11:30-35 Concealed Update JW Apostasy
Application Publishes Solution Completes

Summary
Apostasy Discrediting Targets 

1914 Date/Event
Error Rectify Fix Jerusalem

Date/Event Error
Remove "This
Generation" Error

Increases
Credibility

Globalism World Government
Cover-up Cover-up Rectify Update/Publish Apostasy Purpose

Explained
Complete
Summary

Reproach by Lawlessness JW Global
Record Rectify Expose/Publish Apostasy Purpose

Explained
Increases
Credibility

"Gentile Times" Prophecy Benchmark Fix 

General Error/Diversion Rectify Affirm "Seven Times"
Basis Removes Current Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 4 Incomplete Complete Basis for "Seven
Times" "Kingdom of the World" Completes

Summary

Jerusalem Destruction Dating In Error Rectify Adjust to 586 BCE Removes Current Error Increases
Credibility

Babylon Date Benchmark Ignored Prove 609-605 BCE BCE "Gentile Time" Basis Increases
Credibility

Global Tree Meaning Incomplete Complete Affirms Open Salvation Affirms Covenant of
Peace

Positive
Message

Globalization-System Prophecy Fix 

General Diversion Update/Focus Global Scale
Significance

Removes Nationalism
Error

Removes
Diversion

Daniel 8 Ignored Update Globalism Application Rectifies Error Increases
Credibility

Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Daniel 11 Ignored Update Globalism Application Rectifies Error Increases
Credibility

Daniel 11:27-45 Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

World Government Meaning Concealed Update Globalism Basis
Explanation Publishes Update Completes

Summary

World Government World Peace Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Third United Nations "Image"
1990 Concealed Update Explain Daniel 11:31b Explain Daniel 8:23 Completes

Summary
Final United Nations "Image" Concealed Update Explain Daniel 12:11 Publishes Update Completes



Meaning Concealed Update Explain Daniel 12:11 Publishes Update Summary
National Governmental Prophecy
Summary Concealed Update Explain Nationalism

"Fall" Daniel 11:42-43 Completes
Summary

Affirm Existing Prophecy
Accuracy Problem Solution Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

National Governmental Prophecy None Reaffirm Review Nationalism
Purpose

Prove Nationalism
"Falls" Affirm Existing

First Two United Nations
"Images" None Reaffirm Connect to Last Two

UN Events Complete UN1-2-3-4 Complete
Summary

Comprehensive Rectification

Collusion Exposed Apostasy Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Full Disclosure Deception Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Global Amends Crimes Judgment Explanation Publishes
Disclosure/Apology

Completes
Accounting

Apostasy Fully Exposed Concealed Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Update/Refresh All Prophecies 
Update All Applicable
Prophecies Incomplete Complete Explanation Publishes Update Completes

Summary
Repeating Prophecy Update Purpose Features Features Period Note

Daniel 12 Final
Sequence Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Revelation 8-11 Parallel Revelation 16

Parallel
Daniel 12:7 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Daniel 7:25 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 11:2-3 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 12:14 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 13:5 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel

Daniel 12:11 Define Period Repeats 1290 Days Global Open Salvation Revelation 14:6-
8

Daniel 7:26 Define Period Repeats Parallel Messianic Kingdom
"Court"

Revelation 14:6-
8

Revelation 8-11 Seven
Trumpets Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Gauged Timeline

Spiritual Sequential

Revelation 16 Seven Plagues Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Gauged Timeline Global Sequential
Map to Christ Arrival Made
Known Timing Significance Sequence Purpose 1 Purpose 2

Temple Judgment Timing 1150/2300
Days

Temple
Judgment Final Period 1 Timed Prophecy

Verification Global Signal

Final Ministry Timing 1260 Days Final Ministry Final Period 2 Final "Witness" Ministry "Two Witnesses"

Open Salvation Period Timing 1290 Days Christ Arrival Final Period 3 Open Salvation
Covenant

Global Peace
Terms

Messianic Kingdom Conquest
Inception 1335 Days Millennium

Inception Final Period 4 Marriage of the Lamb
Event

Foundational
"Nation"

Notes
1. The prophecy explanation to the 1945 second United Nations event meaning is
complete.   

2. The national continuum to Anglo-American national-system development "7th King"
"King South" is complete.   

3. The modern apostasy and the globalization system basis of world government currently "in-progress" to eventual completion in the
future must be explained fully.
4. The JW apostasy diverts, stalls and severs the natural continuum of the prophecy, as foretold, as it marks the final signal apostasy
of the final temple judgment cycle.

 

Four 8th King UN World Pattern-Cycles to World Government - 1919-Future 
Cycle Details Entity Daniel Revelation Other
UN 1. 1919; WW1  
IBSA; League of Nations Daniel 12:11 first

fulfillment Revelation 13:3-15  

Explained as prophecy;     
UN 2. 1945; WW2 
Jehovah's Witnesses United Nations  Revelation 17:8-11  
Explained as prophecy;     
UN 3. 1990; Cold WW3  
Silenced United Nations Daniel 11:31b   
JW Apostasy  Daniel 8:23   
JW UN NGO     
[We are Here...] 
UN 4. Future; 
Silenced World Government [and] Daniel 2:44 Revelation 11:11-12 Zephaniah 3:8
 United Nations Daniel 8:25 Revelation 16:17 Joel 3:9-17
  Daniel 11:44-45 Revelation 14  

  Daniel 12:11 last
fulfillment Revelation 19:11-21  



 

Temple Judgments with New World Power Emergence Details 

Judgment Period Prophecy World
Power Apostate Target Power Transition Date

1. Assyrian Ascension 2nd King Israel/Samaria Egyptian to Assyrian 720 BCE
Description
When [Assyrian world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Israel in the 8th century BCE, Assyria sacked prophecy
identified apostate Israel in Samaria and Bethel cities [as a divine foretold judgment marker] of Hosea 1:4-7 and
Isaiah 28 (among other warning prophecy); this apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the 1st time.
Prophecy
Isaiah, Hosea, Micah, Amos all record that apostasy and judgment announcement as prophecy.
2. Babylon Ascension 3rd King Judea/Jerusalem Assyrian to Babylonian 586 BCE
Description
When [Babylonian world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Jerusalem in the 7th century BCE, as a [prophecy
foretold judgment marker] God required and allowed an eventual total destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BCE; this
apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the 2nd time.
Prophecy
Jeremiah and Ezekiel fully document the apostasy and the warning in their prophecies from God.
3. Roman Ascension 6th King Judea/Jerusalem Greek to Roman 70 CE
Description
When [Roman world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Jerusalem in the first century CE,  and sacked Jerusalem
in 70 CE as a [divine foretold judgment marker]; and this apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the
3rd time.
Prophecy
Now we know Daniel outlined this judgement downfall briefly at Daniel 9:26 and Daniel 11:22. But Christ, all the
apostles and 1st century Christians were warning of this judgment.
The SIGNAL APOSTASY of the time, SEEN BY SOME, WARNED IN PROPHECY and from some, ALL develop
[[with]] [a major world power transformation and TRANSITION into a new world power also as marked in prophecy].
Modern Period
4. Anglo-American
Ascension 7th King Christendom Anglo-American National 1919 CE

Description
As the [Anglo-American "7th King" "King South" world power transitioned in fully] and [as the "8th King" “image” of
the world-government-designate system in progress was first presented] BOTH began emerging with and after WW1
The Christendom [apostasy] was furthering its Reformation basis as being exposed as one corporate-based
apostate whole from 1914-1919 forward.
Prophecy
That is no coincidence, and by then it was a common pattern upon common repeating prophecy patterns because
apostasy has common traits and effects. It took them a little time to recognize the specific world power transformation
emerging as official in Anglo-American [nationalist] alliance, AND the [globalist] developmental nucleus of world
government in that League of Nations presentation.
Future—World Government:
5. World Government
Ascension 8th King Jehovah's

Witnesses Globalized Government Future

Description
As the globalization process must complete into "8th King" "King North" World Government in the future as it
emerges from one more "sword stroke" cycle (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12; Rev11:7) as in WW1, WW2 and Cold WW3 the
apostasy of modern Jehovah's witnesses is NOW emerging towards that signal epic "temple judgment" requirement.
(Dan8:13-14; Rev8; Zech3; 1Pet4:17)
Prophecy
This NOW CERTAIN apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power will now emerge for the fifth time into 8TH KING
WORLD GOVERNMENT along with the sacking of now apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization as
all apostasy prophecies now repat in the JW signal apostasy of our time.
Notes
1. In ALL cases, the world power coming in, sacks the apostate system.
2. BETHEL APOSTASY IS NOW THE FINAL SIGNAL OF THE SAME PATTERN. The modern world power
engineers behind the UN NGO, the 8th King world government planners, is who will also sack Bethel in the future,
hence Daniel 8:13.
3. In that final global transition period, the 8th King will “ascend” into the next global power system as official World
Government which Jehovah's witnesses now conceal as they "ride the wildbeast" in full global record as UN NGO
and modern world government lobbyists.
4. The JW Apostasy is the 2Thessalonians 2:3-4 related development that has to be globally judged, “revealed” in full
global exposure, BEFORE the real “day of Jehovah” can fully manifest.
5. Jehovah's witnesses promote the 2Thessalonians 2:1-2 premature delusion of that “day of Jehovah”, which Bethel
now uses to divert the JW mind with over excitation as if “the end of the world is next brothers!
6. THAT is the CENTRAL JW DELUSION AT BETHEL, that is the 2Thessalonians 2:1-2 warning Paul was giving by
inspiration, to NOT be fooled by this hype; BECAUSE the APOSTASY AND MAN OF LAWLESSNESS AT
BETHEL, has to be revealed first, THEY are the source of that KEY SIGNAL subterfuge.
7. This final signal apostasy is now ALL the same prophecies, REPEATING again, and so the final prophecy will also
repeat in final fulfillment.
8. And it will eventually emerge as the "last witnessing" open salvation offer and Kingdom warning as all the main
prophetic details again manifest. This is why Revelation 10:11 eventually will emerge as the final "TWO witnesses"
“you must prophesy AGAIN” with regard to the final summary of prophecy of Revelation 10:5-7.

 



Final Temple Judgment Prophecy Verification Signal 

Main Prophecy Inception Verification 
Daniel Parallel Purpose Context

Daniel 8:13-14 Revelation 8 Starts
Revelation 8-11 Revelation 16

Timed: 1150/2300 Days Zechariah 3:1-
9

Revelation 11
Relationship Daniel 11:41-43

 Malachi 3:1-5 Cleansing  
 1Peter 4:17 Priority  
Temple Judgment (1) "Evening"
and
(2) "Morning" Phasing

Daniel
8:14,26

Desolation to
Recovery Phases  

Temple Judgment Purpose 

Spiritual Phasing Prophecy Parallel
Accounting Evening Daniel 8:13 Revelation 8
Desolation Event Evening Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 24:15

Recovery Phase
Evening
Expires
Into Morning

Revelation 9 Ezekiel 37

Temple Purification Morning Daniel 8:14
Zechariah 3:4-5 Malachi 3:1-5

Final Ministry Prepares For
1260 Days Isaiah 6:6-9 Revelation 10:11

"Wakes Up" and
Judges "Ten Virgins" Evening Matthew 25:1-13  

Temple Alarm Signal Evening
Onward Revelation 8 Joel 2

Temple Judgment:
Prophecy Timed Proof
Verification

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Prophecy Timing Affirmation  Daniel 8:14

1150 Days
Minimum
2300 Days
Probable

Global Sign  Isaiah 28:18-19 Isaiah 31:8-9

Prophecy Event Verification  Revelation 8-11
Activated Matthew 24:15

Starts "Time of the End"  Daniel References Revelation 8-11
Leads To Judgment Marked
"Last Witness" Final
1260 Days Ministry

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Timed: 1260 Days 

Revelation 11:2-3  Revelation
12:14,13:5 Daniel 7:25,12:7

Prepares Final Anointed
Commission  Revelation 10:5-11

Isaiah 6:1-13
Zechariah 3:6-9
Isaiah 6:6-10

Prepares "Little Scroll" Summary  Revelation 9-11 Daniel 11:44
"Reports"

Exposes JW Apostasy as
Prophecy  Revelation 9 Isaiah 28

Deploys as Timed Prophecy
1260 Days Final Ministry  

Revelation 11:3
Revelation 12:14
Revelation 13:5

Daniel 7:25,12:7

Creates Final Anointed
Sealing Mission  Revelation 7:1-4 Revelation 6:9-11

Completes 2520 Days in
Final 1260 Days

"Seven
Times"
Completed

Luke 21:24 Revelation 11:1-10

World Government Triggers
Christ Arrival Warning Known  Daniel 2:44 Revelation 17:8-18

Christ Arrival Prophecy and
Completion Details Published  Revelation 10:5-7 Revelation 11:1-7

Publishes Christ Arrival
Open Salvation Covenant  Ezekiel 34:25; 37:36 Revelation 14

Warns of Babylon the Great
Blessing World Government  Revelation 18:4 Revelation 18:8

Defines Final Choice:
Christ Kingdom or World
Government

 Revelation 14:6-7 Revelation 13:14-18

Leads to Christ Kingdom
Salvation Completion by
Angels

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Timed: 1290 Days  Daniel 12:11 Revelation 14:6-9
Daniel 12:11  Daniel 7:26 Matthew 24:29-31



Christ Arrival:
Messianic Kingdom
Completion

 Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 14:1

1290 Days Open Salvation
Final Period  Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 19:1-9

Global "Sheep Sweep"
Gathering Mode First  Revelation 14:1-16 Matthew 25:31-40

Messianic Kingdom:
Peace Terms Honored  Joel 2:32 Daniel 12:1b

Messianic Kingdom:
Covenant of Peace Activating  Revelation 7:9-17 Ezekiel 34:25,

37:36
Messianic Kingdom:
Babylon the Great Judgment  Revelation 16:17-19 Revelation 18

World Government:
BTG Global Deposition  Revelation 17:12-17 Revelation 19:1-4

Messianic Kingdom:
World Judgment Completes  Revelation 14:17-20 Matthew 25:40-46

Messianic Kingdom:
Universal/Earthly Conquest  Daniel 2:44, 8:25,

11:45
Revelation 11:15
Revelation 19:11-21

Messianic Kingdom:
Christ Marriage Activation of
World Peace Covenant

 Revelation 14:6-8 Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36

Timed: 1335 Days 
Daniel 12:12  Matthew 6:10 Revelation 21:1-3
Messianic Kingdom:
Marriage of the Lamb  Revelation 19:1-9 Psalm 45

Messianic Kingdom:
Millennial Reign Proceeds  Revelation 21-22 Revelation 20:3b-15

Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods
overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world
and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.

 

Final Timed Prophecy Sequence Details
Prophecy Timing Period Purpose Status
1. Daniel 8:13-14 1150/2300 Days Temple Judgment Unknown
2. Daniel 12:7 1260 Days Final Ministry Known
3. Daniel 12:11 1290 Days Christ Arrival Known
4. Daniel 12:12 1335 Days Marriage of the Lamb Prep Known
1. Temple Judgment
Prophecy Parallels Related Status
Daniel 8:13-14 Revelation 8 Starts Revelation 8-11 Future
 Zechariah 3 Daniel 11:41-43 Context Future
Jehovah's Witnesses Defined Signal Apostasy
Apostasy Specific Apostasy General Priority Status
Daniel 8:11-13 2Thess2:1-12 1Peter 4:17 Active
Daniel 11:30-35    
2. Final Ministry
Prophecy Parallels 1260 Days Parallel Status
Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25 3.5 times Future
 Revelation 11:2-3 42 Months, 1260 Days Future
 Revelation 12:14 3.5 Times  
 Revelation 13:5 42 Months  
3. Christ Arrival
Prophecy Parallels Related Status
Daniel 12:11 Daniel 7:26 Revelation 14 Future
  Matthew 25:31-46 Future
  Revelation 11:11-12 Future
  Revelation 19:11-21 Final Events
  Revelation 20:1-3 Final Events
4. Marriage of the Lamb Inception Phase
Daniel 12:12 Revelation 19:1-9   
Notes
Daniel 8:13-14 timing unknown as 1150 days minimum, 2300 days probable
Daniel 8:13-14 starts with apostate JW org/ministry desolation

 

World Pattern-Cycle and Spiritual Pattern-Cycle Finale 

Final Prophecy Continuum Outline



I. Jehovah's Witnesses: Apostasy, Judgment, Desolation 

Event Prophecy Prophecy Timeframe
A. Now: JW inspection (2019) 
1. (Temple Inspection completing or complete) Zechariah 3:1-3 2Thess2:1-4 Now
B. Now: GB/JW Apostasy 
1. Lawlessness Signal of Judgment 2Thess2:1-12 Daniel 8:11-13  
2. Governing Body "Man of Lawlessness" Identified Zechariah 3:3 Daniel 11:32a  
3. Governing Body "Son of Destruction" Prepares Climax Zechariah 11 Matthew 24:15  
4. Governing Body "Evil Slave" Identified Matthew 24:45-51   
5. Governing Body "Five Foolish Virgin" Corrupters Identified    
C. UN NGO Connected Desolation Requirement 
 1. Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah's witnesses accounts
for Daniel 8:13 UN NGO Curse  

 Daniel 8:13 UN NGO "Transgression Causing Desolation" Matthew 24:15   
Next: 
A. "Tribulation of those Days" Context Begins 
1. First Phase of Great Tribulation Begins Daniel 11:41-43 Revelation 16:1-9  
a. Global-Crisis "Sword-Stroke" Context Develops Revelation 13:3 Daniel 12:1b  
 Leads to: Matt24:29   
B. Jehovah's Witnesses Temple Judgment Starts 
1. Temple Judgment Benchmarks Dated Timing Daniel 8:13-14 1Peter 4:17 1150 Days Minimum
a. Temple Judgment Starts Daniel "Time of the End" Revelation 8 Matthew 25:1-13 2300 Days Probable
b. Temple Judgment Becomes Global Sign Malachi 3:1-5 2Thess2:11-12 Daniel 8:14
c. Temple Judgment Purifies Final Ministry Basis Daniel 11:32a Zechariah 3:1-5  
2. JW Downfall in Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Crisis Context    
a. Global-Crisis Defines "Tribulation of Those Days" Phase Matthew 24:29-31   
b. Global-Crisis Defines "Sword-Stroke" Phase Revelation 13:3   
c. Global-Crisis Defines "Abyss" Phase Revelation 17:8-12 Revelation 11:7  
d. Global-Crisis Defines "Time of Distress" Meaning Daniel 12:1b   
e. Global-Crisis Must Resole Peacefully    
f. "End of the World" Never Manifests Revelation 13:3   
3. Final GB Deceptions Climax    
a. Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Context Begins Revelation 16:1-9   
b. Apostate GB claims Daniel 11:44-45 has begun    
c. Apostate GB Help Loot/Liquidate WTBTS/JW Organization Matthew 21:13 Ezekiel 7:22  
d. JW "End of the World" Final JW Fail Completes 2Thess2:1-2   

4. Temple is Desolated/Accounted Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 22:1-14 Note: Daniel 8:14 Timing
Date,

a. Apostate JW Organization Desolated, Ministry Cancelled   Date Benchmark/Events,
b. Provides "Ten Virgins" Judgment Determination Period Matthew 25:1-13  Should be Noted
c. "5 Fool Virgins" Anointed Depletion Will Require More
Anointings    

5. Temple Purification Reached Daniel 8:14 Zechariah 3:4-5  
a. "Evening" Phase Ends with Internal Apostate Purge
Complete Daniel 8:26 Isaiah 66:6  

b. Anti-JW Global Ops Neutralized Revelation 9 Hosea 1:4-8  
 Isaiah 38:4-8 Zechariah 9:8  
 Isaiah 37:33-38 Micah 5:6  
 Isaiah 31:8-9 Revelation 8:9  
c. Daniel 8:14 "Morning" Phase of Recovery/Enlightenment
Begins Daniel 8:14,26   

d. All JW Apostate Crimes Accounted Galatians 6:7   
e. Repentance "Sackcloth" Effect Begins    
6. (3) Year "Sign of Jonah" JW Judgment-Abyss-Plunge Matthew 12:39 Daniel 8:14  
a. JW Desolation Phase "Evening" Must Have 3 Year Sign Hosea 6:1-3 Isaiah 37:30-32  
II. Temple: Recovery, Final Commission, Final Ministry 

A. Kingdom Ministry Recovery 
1. Full Exposure of JW Apostasy Deploys Revelation 9 Isaiah 42:9  
2. Final Summary Clarified for Commission and Deployment Malachi 3:1-5 Isaiah 43:18-19  
3. Final Ministry Prepares Revelation 16:10 Isaiah 48:6-9  
B. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission 
1. Final 1260 Days Prepares to Begin Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 11:1-7 1260 Days
2. Final "3.5 Times" to Complete "Seven Times" Prepares Revelation 12:14  Daniel 7:25,12:7
3. All 1260 Days Parallel Prophecies Activate Revelation 13:5-7  Rev11:2-3,12:14,13:5
 Daniel 7:25   
C. Final Kingdom Invitation Deploys 
1. Final 1260 Days Begins, "Little Scroll" Deployed Revelation 10:5-11 Zechariah 3:6-9  
a. "Five Discreet Virgins" Final Enlightenment Phase Matthew 24:45-47 Matthew 25:5-13  



2. "Little Scroll" "Report" Disturbing Daniel 11:44 Daniel 8:25  
a. Progressively Leads to Ministerial Cancellation* Revelation 11:7 Revelation 13:5-7  
 Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25  
b. Completes "Sacred Secret" Prophecy Summary Revelation 10:5-7 Habakkuk 2:2-3  
 Matthew 5:17-18   
c. Completion Affirms Final Anointed "Sealing" Revelation 7:1-4   
D. "Tribulation of Those Days" Context Ends 
1. First Great Tribulation Phase Ends Matthew 24:29-31 Revelation 13:3  
a. Sword-Stroke Global "Healing" Phase Begins Revelation 17:8-11 Revelation 13:3  
b. Nations "Regain Power" by Recovery Isaiah 41:1   
c. "Egypt" National-System is "Healed" Isaiah 19   
2. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased* Revelation 11:7-10 Daniel 8:25  
a. Two Witnesses "second witnessing" "killed" Revelation 13:5-7 Daniel 11:44  
b. Remove "constant feature" of Daniel 12:11 Daniel 12:11   
c. "3.5 Days" "death state" expires into Christ Arrival Revelation 11:11-12   
d. Revelation 11 2520 Days as "seven times" completes    
III. World Government Completions 

A. 8th King World Government 
1. "King North" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 11:45  1290 Days
2. "King Fierce" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 8:25  Daniel 12:11
3. Daniel 2 "Immense Image" is World Government "Standing" Daniel 2:31-45  Daniel 7:26
4. Daniel 7 "Fourth Beast" is World Government Daniel 7:23-26  Note: 1290 Days begins
5. Gog of Magog is World Government Ezekiel 38-39  when both criteria:
6. Armageddon Military Globalization Complete Revelation 16:13-16 Joel 3:9-17 1. Final ministry ceased
   2. World Government official
   Are present at the same time.
B. World Government "Ascends" in Global Healing 
1. Nations Recovered by and Into World Government Revelation 17:8-18 Revelation 11:7  
 Revelation 13:3   
    
C. National Sovereign Globalization Completed 
1. Global Political and Corporate Globalization Completes Revelation 16:13-16 Daniel 2:44  
  Daniel 8:25  
D. Four Winds Last Great Tribulation Phase 
1. World Government Dual-Agenda of Daniel 8:25 Revelation 7:1 Matthew 24:31  
2. Global Population Reduction Agenda Inception Period Daniel 8:25 Daniel 11:44  
 Revelation 13:14-18   
E. Global Healing 
1. World Recovery Revelation 13:3 Daniel 11:44-45  
2. Globally Hopeful Period for World Government Presentation Isaiah 41:1 Revelation 17:8  
IV. World Government World Peace Preparation 

A. World Government Proclaimed World Peace 
1. Daniel 8:25 "Freedom from Care" is World Peace 1Thess5:1-3 Daniel 8:25  
2. Babylon the Great Endorses/Blesses World Government Revelation 17:1-6   
a. "World Peace and security" may be beginning    
as World Government Proclamation    
b. Christendom "Broadway" will Bless World Government and Revelation 11:8   
Claim World Government is divine "Kingdom of God" and
"Zion"    

c. Israel will bless World Government as "Zion"    
d. Last "King North" Counterfeit Claims of Daniel 11:45 Daniel 11:45 Daniel 12:1 Climax  
e. Global "666" Marking Campaign by World Government Revelation 13:14-18   
Worship and Allegiance Revelation 14:9-12   
V. Christ Arrival Completions 

A. Christ Arrival 
Note: Parousia Mode Precedes Full Conquest Mode Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 16:17  
Sheep Gathering is Priority One, Conquest Mode Last    
1. Christ Ministry Completion Revelation 14:6-8 Matthew 24:14  

a. Global Open Salvation Offer Peace Covenant Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36   

b. "Great Crowd" Lamb's Marriage Peace Covenant Open    
c. Entire Remaining 1290 Days is Open for Salvation    
2. Global Sheep Gathering Matthew 24:31 Matthew 25:31-40  

a. Heavenly Sheep Gathered into Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:9-17 Revelation 14:14-
16  

b. Earthly Sheep Secured Matthew 25:31-40   
B. God and Christ Complete Messianic Kingdom 
1. Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:1-8 Daniel 7:26  



2. Temple Completion Revelation 14:1   
3. Holy City Completion    
4. Bride of Christ Completion    
C. Christ King of kings Coronation 
1. God Almighty Kings Christ Revelation 11:15 Revelation 14:1  
 Psalm 2   
D. Christ King-Priest Coronation 
 Zechariah 4:6-9 Zechariah 6:9-15  
E. Babylon the Great Blesses World Government 
1. Final "Harlot" Task Accomplished Revelation 17:1-7   
Messianic Kingdom "Court" Judgments 
F. Babylon the Great Deposed 
1. BTG Final Religious "Divide and Conquer" Aid Complete Revelation 17:12-18 Revelation 14:8  
2. BTG Final World Government Endorsement is Complete Revelation16:17-18 Revelation 18  
3. BTG 200 Trillion+ in Global Assets Used for Recovery
Phase    

4. BTG Global-Religious "Babel" Complex Cannot be
"Globalized"    

5. BTG Deposition Aids "World Peace" Believability    
6. BTG Deposition Frees Many Humans for Salvation Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 11:13  
7. BTG Global Corporate Religion "Harlot" Use Expires Revelation 19:1-10   
8. World Government "One World Religion" Prepared    
G. Sheep/Goat World Judgment 
1. World Judgment Concludes Revelation 14:14-20 Matt25:31-46  
VI. Christ Kingdom Conquest 

A. Messianic Kingdom Conquest 
1. World Government Destroyed Revelation 11:15-19 Daniel 2:44 1335 Days
 Revelation 19:11-21 Daniel 8:25 Daniel 12:12
 Ezekiel 38-39 Daniel 11:45  
 Zephaniah 3:8-9 2Thess1:6-10  
 Daniel 7:26   
2. Satan/Demons Abyssed Revelation 20:1-3 Isaiah 24:21-22  
3. Marriage of the Lamb Completion Revelation 19:1-10 Psalm 45  
VII. Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule 

A. Jesus Christ "King of Kings" "Prince of Peace" Reign Begins 
1. Exact Timing of this To Be Known at That Time Revelation 21 Ezekiel 40-48  
 Revelation 22 Daniel 9:27  
Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.

 

 

Final World Cycle Spiritual and World Milestones
Spiritual Milestone World Milestone
1. Final Apostasy 1. National Sovereign Downfall
2. Final Temple Judgment 2. Final Global Crisis
3. Final Ministry 3. Peaceful Resolution
4. Christ Arrival 4. World Government Presentation
5. Global Open-Salvation Sheep-Sweep 5. Babylon the Great Destruction
6. Final World Judgment 6. World Peace Signal
7. Christ Conquest 7. World Government 666 Campaign
March 2020

 

Final World Cycle Spiritual and World Milestones
Spiritual Milestone World Milestone
1. HTM: Final Apostasy 1 HTM: National Sovereign Downfall
1. PDF: Final Apostasy 1. PDF: National Sovereign Downfall
2. HTM: Final Temple Judgment 2. HTM: Final Global Crisis
2. PDF: Final Temple Judgment 2. PDF: Final Global Crisis
3. HTM: Final Ministry 3. HTM: Peaceful Resolution
3. PDF: Final Ministry 3. PDF: Peaceful Resolution
4. HTM: Christ Arrival 4. HTM: World Government Presentation
4. PDF: Christ Arrival 4. PDF: World Government Presentation
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The Final Cycle Continuum Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES

Prophecy Timeline of the Final Global Cycle Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES
Basic Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods
Spiritual Event/Period World Event/Period
1. Apostasy  1. National System Fall (Dan11:42-43)  
2. Temple Judgment (Dan8:14 1150 or 2300 Days)  2. Global-Crisis (Rev13:3)  
3. Final Ministry (Rev11:3 1260 Days)  3. Peaceful Resolution  
4. Christ Arrival (Dan12:11 1290 Days)  4. Present World Government (Rev17:8-12)  
5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep  5. Babylon the Great Signal (Rev17:15-17)  
6. Final Judgments  6. World Peace Signal Period (1Thess5:1-3)  
7. Global/Universal Conquest Daniel 12:12 7. World Government 666 Campaign (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)
Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods Details
Spiritual Event/Period Prophecy World Event/Period Event
7th King National Governmental Zenith
1. Apostasy
7th King  National Governmental Fall
  1. National System Fall
  Sovereign National Downfall for World Government Ascension
2. Temple Judgment Dan8:14 1150/2300 Days 2. Global Crisis
Accounting/Desolations "Evening" Final Sword-Stroke  
Purification/Recovery "Morning" Tribulation of those Days First Great Tribulation Phase
Final Clarifications  Time of Distress  
Determine Approvals The manner in which the

sword-stroke resolves
into peace and how the
1260 days manifests in
not known.

3. Peaceful Resolution Progressing
Final Commission Sword-Stroke Heals  

 

 Global Peaceful Recovery  

3. Final Ministry 1260 Rev11:3 1260 Days   
8th King Ascension
  4. Present World Government

  Four Winds Final Great Tribulation
Phase

Christ Second Coming
4. Christ Arrival Dan12:11 1290 Days   

Christ Parousia Mode Completions
5. Babylon the Great Signal  
Blessing World Government  

5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep World Government Deposition  

6. Final Christ Kingdom Judgments 6. World Peace Signal Period  
BTG  7. World Government 666 Campaign  
World  World Government Global Allegiance  
  Attempt  
Christ Manifested Conquest Mode Completions
7. Global/Universal Conquest  
Sovereign Physical Conquest  World Government Conquered  
Sovereign Spirit Conquest  Satan Abyssed  
Messianic Kingdom Rule
Notes:
1. The manner in which the seven noted spiritual and world events/periods actually manifest is not known in exact parallel detail of concurrency. This is their respective prophecy timeline
order of the future, how it unfolds in the future will be seen live and real-time.
2. The seven spiritual and world milestones are not a prophecy number categorization, but are only used to identify the major prophecy milestones parallels and completion requirements in a
fairly simply stepping continuum.
November 2019

The Future Proof Outline and Milestones 1

1. The Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry and JW Org is dissolved globally. 

A. The apostate JW ministry is cancelled into forming global-crisis context. (Dan8:13-14)

B. The JW "end of the world" fails into a global laughing stock of great discrediting undermining all Christian prophecy believability.
(Mat24:6) 
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C. Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization must go down with the initial global-crisis events to be dissolved and pillaged
globally before the "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" runs its full course into Daniel 12:7's timeframe.

D. Christendom's "rapture" camps will also fail.

2. Global-crisis resolves peacefully globally (Rev13:3) into world government presentation (Rev17:8-12) in global forming "world
peace"; (1Thess5:1-3)

A. Global religion is also deposed and liquidated in this phase. (Rev17:12-17) 

B. Religions many false-prophecies will have been greatly discredited (Rev16:12), especially the Christian corporate sector of
influence. 

C. Endorsing world government as if divine, will be the Babylon the Great global religious corporate complex's final attempt at survival.

3. Into that context, after Jehovah's witnesses have gone down fully (as timed in Daniel 8:14), a final "non-religious" ministry
"witnessing" publishes this same outline for 1260 days (Rev11:3; Dan12:7), but fails to go global completely, and is CANCELLED as
a ministry under world government sanction. (Rev11:7-10; Dan12:11)

4. Christ arrives for stealth "gathering" mode first, for the Daniel 12:11 1290 days of his open salvation parousia of Revelation 14. 

A. Thus, Christ arrives into a "salvation parousia" before the downfall of global religion outlawed under world government after they
have fully blessed it as "divine". (Matt24:30-31)

B. Christ and the Messianic Kingdom and Kingdom of God holy angels complete the global ministry with the open salvation offer of
Revelation 14:6-8, which any human on Earth can accept and live. (Dan12:11; Dan9:27)

Then Christ deposes the rival world government. (Rev19:19-21; Dan2:44; Rev17:14)

Enter the human immortality process phase (Rev21-22), of the earthly "God's will be done on Earth" purpose of the Messianic
Kingdom rule of Christ for one thousand years. (Rom8:18-22; Rev19:28)

The Future Proof Outline and Milestones 2

I. Apostasy, Judgment, Accounting and Recovery of Jehovah's Witnesses

Now: JW inspection (completing or complete; Zech3:1-5; 2Thess2:1-4);

Now: Bethel Apostasy and Lawlessness Signal of Judgment; (2Thess2:1-12; Zech3:1-3);

Next:

1. "Tribulation of those Days" Context Begins; (Matt24:15; Dan8:13; Dan11:41 (now), 42-43 (soon); Dan21:1b);

2. 8th King Activates Daniel 11:42-45 Final Cycle; (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18);

A. Daniel 11:42-45 Must Converge with Daniel 12 Final Fulfillment;

3. Jehovah's Witnesses Judgment Starts (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:1-6; Matt25:1-13);

A. Temple is Desolated, Purified (Zech3:4-5) and Recovered (Rev9): Daniel 8:14 "Right Condition" Temple Purification Reached;
(Dan8:13-14);

II. Recovery, Final Commission, Final Warning, Learning Application

1. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission; (Rev9-11; Zech3:6-7; Matt24:45-47);

2. Final Kingdom Invitation and Warning Deploys; (Rev9, Rev 11:1-6);

3. "Tribulation of Those Days" Context Ends (Matt24:29; Isa41:1) into:

A. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased; (Rev11:7-10; Dan11:44);

III. Rival World Government Completions of 8th King and God

1. World Government - National Sovereign Conglomeration Completes into 8th King World Government; (Rev16:12-16; Rev 17:11-
18);

A. 8th King World Government World "Peace and Security" and World Recovery; (Dan8:25; 11:44-45; 12:11; 1Thess5:1-3 globally
stated world peace sovereignty; Dan8:25 "freedom from care" parallel; Isa41:1 world recovery);

2. Christ Arrival; Anointed Sheep Gathering (Dan12:1, Matt24:29-31; 25:31-46; Rev11:11-13; Rev19:11-16; Rev1:7; Rev6:12-17);

A. Christ Completes Messianic Kingdom 144000; (Rev11:11-12; Rev7:1-8; Rev14:1);

B. Christ Messianic Kingdom King-Priest Coronation; (Zech4:6-9; 6:9-15; Dan7:26);

(All the following takes place under complete Messianic Kingdom "Court" of Daniel 7:26:)

C. Babylon the Great Deposed; (Rev16:17-19; Rev17:15-18; Rev14:8);

D. Sheep Gathering/Goat Determination Finalized; (Mat24:31-46; Rev14:14-20);

3. Armageddon; 8th King Deposition and Messianic Kingdom Conquest; (Rev11:15; Rev19:19-21);
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4. Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule
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